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Abstract

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are intelligent robotics systems, linked with the Internet
of Things, or technical systems of networked computers, robots and artificial
intelligence that interact with the physical world.

The project 'Ethical aspects of CPS' aims to provide insights into the potential ethical
concerns and related unintended impacts of the possible evolution of CPS technology
by 2050. The overarching purpose is to support the European Parliament, the
parliamentary bodies, and the individual Members in their anticipation of possible
future concerns regarding developments in CPS, robotics and artificial intelligence.

The Scientific Foresight study was conducted in three phases:

1. A 'technical horizon scan', in the form of briefing papers describing the technical
trends and their possible societal, ethical, economic, environmental, political/legal
and demographic impacts, and this in seven application domains.

2. The 'soft impact and scenario phase', which analysed soft impacts of CPS, on the
basis of the technical horizon scan, for pointing out possible future public concerns
via an envisioning exercise and using exploratory scenarios.

3. The 'legal backcasting' phase, which resulted in a briefing for the European
Parliament identifying the legal instruments that may need to be modified or
reviewed, including — where appropriate — areas identified for anticipatory
parliamentary work, in accordance with the conclusions reached within the project.

The outcome of the study is a policy briefing for MEPs describing legal instruments to
anticipate impacts of future developments in the area of cyber-physical systems, such
as intelligent robotics systems, linked with the Internet of Things.

It is important to note that not all impacts of CPS are easily translated into legislation,
as it is often contested whether they are in effect harmful, who is to be held
accountable, and to what extent these impacts constitute a public rather than a private
concern.
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Ethical Aspects of Cyber-Physical Systems

Executive Summary

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are defined as technical systems of networked computers, robots and
artificial intelligence that interact with the physical world. The aim of the project Ethical aspects of CPS
was to

(i) examine future development paths of CPS technology up to the year 2050,
(ii) highlight potential unintended impacts and ethical concerns; and
(iii) support the European Parliament, the parliamentary committees and other parliamentary

bodies, as well as the individual Members, in their anticipation of possible future concerns
regarding developments in CPS, robotics and artificial intelligence.

Context
The study was launched by the STOA Panel upon the request of the European Parliament's Committee
on Legal Affairs (the JURI Committee) to provide evidence for its Working Group on legal questions
related to the development of robotics and artificial intelligence, which should feed into the reflection
of Members on the need for civil law rules by facilitating specific information, providing for an exchange
of views with experts from many fields of academic expertise and enabling Members to conduct an in-
depth analysis/examination of the challenges and prospects at stake. The input gathered by the
Working Group will be the basis for an INI report and possible future legislative activities. The INI
report will also be discussed by other Committees before being voted upon in plenary. The present
STOA study will lead to a final policy briefing paper which aims to support these parliamentary bodies
by providing an analysis of legal instruments available for dealing proactively with possible future
concerns regarding developments in CPS, robotics and artificial intelligence.

Methodology
The Scientific Foresight study was conducted in three phases1:

1. a 'technical horizon scan', in which briefing papers described the key technical developments,
including short- and long-term trends with a reflection upon their societal, ethical and other
impacts;2

2. a 'soft impacts and scenario development phase', which analysed soft impacts3 of CPS to highlight
possible public concerns. Two workshops were organised to identify these soft impacts, to develop
a set of possible future scenarios, and to identify areas of possible public or ethical concern;

3. a 'legal backcasting' phase, which identified the legal instruments that may need to be modified or
reviewed and, where appropriate, areas where anticipative parliamentary work may be required. In
this phase, the outcomes from the previous steps were transformed into a forward-looking strategy
to support the legislative activities of the European Parliament, the parliamentary committees and
the Members of the European Parliament.

1 The process is described in the report Towards Scientific Foresight in the European Parliament.
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2015/527415/EPRS_IDA(2015)527415_REV1_EN.pdf

2 This follows a 'STEEPED' checklist of social, technological, environmental, economic, political, ethical and
demographic aspects.

3 Soft impacts are those impacts that are not easy to measure – e.g. affecting health, environment, and safety – and
for which it is not easy to distribute responsibility.
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Process summary
Step 1: Request for the study: 'Ethics of Cyber-Physical Systems', for the JURI Committee

Step 2: Technical Horizon Scanning, unravelling the complexity of CPS in seven areas;

Step 3: Envisioning phase ('Soft impact' phase), identifying possible future impacts of CPS;

Step 4: Scenario Phase, resulting in areas of societal concern raised by CPS;

Step 5: Legal backcasting, identifying legal instruments that may need to be reviewed or modified
and, where appropriate, areas where anticipatory parliamentary work may be required,
anticipating the future concerns identified;

Step 6: Sense-making phase in which the outcomes are transformed into briefings supporting the
Members of the European Parliament in their anticipation of possible future concerns
regarding developments in CPS, robotics and artificial intelligence.

Figure 1.1 Visualisation of the steps and phases of the study
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1 Lay summary

The present Scientific Foresight study on 'Ethics of Cyber-Physical Systems' was conducted for the
European Parliament's STOA Panel (Science and Technology Options Assessment Panel).

What are cyber-physical systems?
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are technical systems in which networked computers and robots interact
with the physical world. By 2050, these systems may interact with us in many domains, driving on our
roads, moving alongside us in our daily lives and working within our industries. Due to the wide range
of situations where we will be interacting with CPS, understanding the impacts of these systems is
essential.

Expected benefits and core promises
The integration of CPS into society promises many benefits, including increasing the efficiency and
sustainability of many of our current practices, and creating new markets and growth.

These promises include:

 automated cars that enhance traffic flow, reduce pollution and allow drivers to work or relax
while in transit;

 mass-customisation of products that closely match consumers' preferences and reduce waste
during production;

 telecare alarm systems and CPS treatment tools that help to care for sick and elderly people
while enabling them to live with more independence;

 smart technological aids for disabled citizens that enable them to become more active members
of society;

 CPS in agriculture that reduces the need for pesticides, prevents food waste, and optimises food
production, all the while reducing water and energy footprints;

 drones and search-and-rescue robots that perform missions in hazardous environments,
thereby reducing the risk for the operating personnel.

Unintended impacts and policy implications
While many potential benefits of CPS systems raise high expectations, past experience has taught that
the effects of newly introduced technologies can never be completely predicted. There are always
unintended effects, some of which are good, some bad, and others that are never truly realised.

One such unintended consequence may be that 3D printing changes consumer habits, making
production so easily obtained that we start producing more, and become less attached to our goods. As
a result, maybe we become more inclined to discard goods, and thus generate more waste.

We need to think ahead and avoid such possible unintended consequences while ensuring that these
technologies can benefit everyone.

Employment and delegation of tasks

As we delegate more tasks to CPS, old jobs will be lost while new ones are created, such as repairing
robots, and mediating between robots and humans. In these circumstances, will humans leave routine
decisions to robots to remain focused on tasks that demand creative thinking and decision-making? If
so, will we be able to integrate our knowledge with data from these systems? Is it desirable to delegate
meaningful tasks to robots when robots can do these tasks better than humans, or at least as well as
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them? Such as taking care of our loved ones: If robots perform these tasks, would we lose a certain
degree of meaning in our lives? Do we want to live our lives without experiencing the satisfaction
deriving from the altruism of unconditionally helping others? These are the sort of possible effects we
need to keep in mind.

Safety, responsibility and liability
Safety aspects, i.e., finding ways for robots and humans to work together without accidents, should be
one of our primary concerns. This is especially important as robots increasingly operate in close
proximity to humans.

CPS systems are large and complex, intelligent and self-learning. But who should be held responsible
when the system fails? Moreover, finding the initial cause and attributing liability will prove very
difficult. Who can we hold accountable should these systems malfunction?

In healthcare, is it the doctor, caregiver or patient who is responsible for failure? Or is it the developer
or producer of the CPS?

As factories, energy grids and transport systems become digital networks, how can we prevent
outsiders from hacking and infiltrating these systems for nefarious purposes?

Privacy concerns
CPS require vast amounts of data to operate effectively, and this poses several privacy questions. For
instance, in order to optimise energy usage, smart home systems might want to keep track of the times
residents are away, which is also valuable information for burglars. Or will robots be spying on the
working habits of their human co-workers, maybe even manipulating them to work harder? Should the
code of conduct on medical professional secrecy be reviewed, concerning the health data stored on
connected parts of medico-technical systems—data that third parties can also access?

Collecting data on a person's lifestyle and physical parameters can definitely improve their health, but
as we proceed, should we discuss how to prevent others from taking advantage of the data shared on
medico-technical systems?

Social relations
CPS will influence our relations with machines, and might even lead to new controversies: Should
robots acquire some form of moral sense if they are to interact with us in our comfort zone? And as we
humanise the robot, how will this affect our self-understanding? And what if robots one day become
emotionally — or even affectionately — involved with humans, how should this be managed?

Also, with CPS we can build smart prostheses for the disabled. At what point will they turn into cyborgs,
possibly even exceeding human abilities? And how will we define 'disabled' or 'able-bodied' in the
future?

Conclusion
Exploring the future effects of CPS shows that it could have considerable impacts on various areas in
our personal and professional lives. The deployment of interconnected autonomous working machines
in complicated data environments involves a number of legal areas, such as responsibility, liability, data
ownership and privacy. Designing CPS for operation in proximity to humans means that current safety
regulations need to be updated to ensure that individuals are not harmed and that the desired benefits
outweigh the potential unintended consequences.
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2 Technical Horizon Scanning of CPS

Introduction
The following sections summarise the briefing papers prepared in the first phase of the study, a
'technical horizon scan' of seven domains of CPS, including short- and longer-term trends and their
societal impacts. The full briefing papers can be found in Annex I of this report. The briefing papers
deal with the following domains:

1. Disabled people and daily life of elderly people

2. Healthcare

3. Agriculture and food supply

4. Manufacturing

5. Energy and critical infrastructures

6. Logistics and transport

7. Security and safety

In each case, the summaries highlight key technical developments, short- and long-term trends, and
reflections upon the most important social, technological, environmental, economic, political, ethical
and demographic impacts identified (STEEPED – see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 STEEPED Scheme for reflection on possible impact during Horizon Scan4

4 'STEEPED' checklist: social, technological, environmental, economic, political, ethical and demographic aspects.
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2.1 CPS for disabled people and daily life of elderly people
Summary of the technical briefing paper written by Professor Adriana Tapus (ENSTA-ParisTech, FR) and Chiel
Scholten, MSc (Technopolis Group, NL)

CPS for the disabled and elderly include homes equipped with sensors (Smart Homes), wearable
sensors and robotics. The adoption of these technologies will result in major benefits for the disabled
and the elderly, including better patient care and better health results, leading to increased life
expectancy, and shifting medical emphasis from treatment to prevention.

In the short term we will see an increase in the use of sensors to provide medical professionals with
real-time data on their patients through smart homes and smaller or wearable CPS devices. Additionally
robots with specialised tasks will make their entry.

 The expected impact on patient care is the increased effectiveness of treatment as the increased
data flows to medical professionals will facilitate prevention and treatment via the use of data
mining tools providing better diagnosis and better insights into treatment, care and
rehabilitation options.

The long-term trends points to the prospects of more powerful and capable CPS becoming ubiquitous
in patient care with growing levels of autonomy. The increased autonomy of CPS systems will
eventually stand in contrast to the reduced autonomy of disabled or elderly people. Under what
conditions should we allow CPS systems to take decisions on behalf of its patients? Furthermore, the
increased use of sensors and robotics will allow greater levels of data sharing between robots and
medical professionals.

 The resulting impact on patient care will be profound as the medical profession will be able to
shift its focus from treatment to prevention through the increased use of CPS and increased data
flows.

 By 2050, the population of adults over the age of 85 is expected to triple as a result of increased
life expectancy. The combined effects of lower birth rates and longer life expectancy will result
in a fundamentally different balance between generations within our societies.

Impacts will include:

 The data collected by CPS units could lead to infringements of privacy as increased autonomy
of CPS will move decisions on personal information away from the patient and towards the
CPS units.

 Jobs will change as CPS units will augment the number of, not replace, medical professionals.
The increase in demand for CPS units will create many highly skilled jobs and the demand for
smart homes both for new construction and renovation will result in further economic growth.

 Greater use of CPS will result in environmental pressures through an overall increase in the
demand for power and greater need for rare and precious materials.

 As CPS units become more autonomous, making decisions for themselves, we may find legal
issues of responsibility.

 The ageing society with a larger number of old people and lower number of young people will
further drive up demand for CPS for patient care.
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Key issues:

 Medical professional secrecy and data: CPS share private patient data with other systems,
medical professionals, caregivers and the disabled individual. Who owns the data? Can and
should the data gathered in this way be used to develop better medical treatments for other
patients with similar medical conditions? Will CPS systems go as far as gathering data that will
not enable the condition of the patients at hand to be improved, but will benefit other patients
exclusively? Could increased data sharing cause the patient to lose trust in medical
professionals?

 Robotic autonomy: CPS developments will increase the capability of robots to act
independently. When should a robot make a medical decision on behalf of the patient? Should
a robot act paternalistically towards the patient, or allow the patient to make life choices that
might lead to negative health outcomes? When should the CPS notify the appropriate medical
personnel? Should the robot be able to override the wishes of the patient? Would this decrease
trust in CPS, lowering the number of positive patient outcomes?

 Legal responsibility: When CPS makes a decision, where does legal responsibility lie? If a
decision is made via a combination of CPS, medical professionals and the patient, who bears
responsibility, and should the responsibility be shared or assigned to one individual? Should
the manufacturer of the CPS bear responsibility, what about the software programmer?

 Technological acceptance: CPS will change the relationship between the patient and the
caregiver. Will patients want to be taken care of by CPS? Will this affect the level of trust with
the patient?

Conclusion:

As the development and implementation of CPS in healthcare for the disabled and the elderly continues,
we will continue to see greater amounts of data collection, and a shift in the focus of medicine from
treatment to prevention. This shift will help relieve the burden on medical professionals, allowing for
more time to focus on patient care, and lowering the cost of medicine. These changes will require a
discussion on privacy and data ownership, legal responsibility and the appropriate level of robotic
autonomy.

2.2 CPS in healthcare
Summary of the technical briefing paper written by Professor Bram Vanderborght (Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, B) and Chiel Scholten, Msc (Technopolis Group, NL)

CPS are quickly becoming an integral part of modern healthcare with profound changes in patient
treatment, care and outcomes.

In the short term we will see CPS in the form of smart devices and alarms providing medical
professionals with more accurate real-time information, in addition, we will see an increased use of
robots in surgery and human enhancement.

 The expected impact on patient care is increased accuracy of real-time medical data leading to
fewer false alarms and quicker recovery times. We will also see a decrease in recovery times as
robots become smarter and support surgical procedures, resulting in fewer medical errors and
more positive patient outcomes.

In the long term we will see major advances in CPS and artificial intelligence that will allow for real-
time, rapid machine learning, resulting in an increase in robotic automation. In addition we will see
the miniaturisation of robots to the micro and nano-scale.
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 The increased autonomy of CPS systems will have a fundamental impact on patient care. Since
the diagnostic process is highly structured, CPS will increasingly make these decisions and
suggest evidence-based treatment, potentially outperforming doctors.

Impacts will include:

 Increased use of CPS will result in a healthier society as procedures become less invasive,
leading to a quicker recovery times, and reducing health-related absenteeism.

 Medical CPS is a growing market. Its impact on jobs in the medical field is expected to be
significant; however, CPS is expected to be mainly complementary to existing jobs.

 Increased use of CPS will result in environmental pressures through an overall increase in the
demand for power and the increased need for rare and precious materials.

 Medical CPS will necessitate the need to reconsider laws on patient privacy and medical
professional secrecy to find an appropriate balance between patient privacy and medical
prevention.

 Certification and approval procedures will need to be adapted to accommodate medical CPS,
and incremental certification should be introduced.

Key issues:

 A discussion is needed as to the ethics of improving healthcare outcomes at the expense of
patient privacy and medical professional secrecy. In addition, possible inequalities in access
to medical data and improved prevention strategies will pose ethical questions.

 A further discussion that needs to be addressed is whether patients will welcome CPS that
partly replace patient-doctor care relationships with patient-machine relationships.

 Medical professional secrecy and data: CPS share private patient data with other systems,
medical professionals, caregivers and the disabled individual. Who owns the data?

 Legal responsibility: CPS will advance to make their own decisions. When CPS make a medical
decision, who will be responsible in the event of failure? If a decision is made via a combination
of CPS, medical professionals and the patient, who will bear liability, and how should the
responsibility potentially be shared or assigned between individuals? What sort of
responsibility should the manufacturer of the CPS bear, what about the software programmer
or provider?

Conclusion:

CPS will bring about major changes in the healthcare sector. With the increase of more autonomous
CPS, we will see major benefits in the form of healthier societies, fewer medical mistakes and more
accurate medical decisions. These changes will necessitate clarifications of a number of issues relating
to patient privacy, medical professional secrecy, data ownership and patient acceptance of CPS.

2.3 CPS for agriculture and food supply
Summary of the technical briefing paper written by Professor Eldert J. van Henten (Wageningen University, NL)
and Dr Christien Enzing (Technopolis Group, NL)

CPS are changing the face of agriculture. The development of these technologies is expected to have
both long and short-term implications.

In the short term, food production will increasingly use sensors to scan for disease, assess the freshness
of a product and, ultimately, improve food safety. The use of autonomous machines in food processing
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will also assist in hygiene in this industry. Drones, sensors and other farming machines will be used to
gather the data necessary for precision farming.

In the long term, it is expected that crop establishment, scouting and care and selective harvesting
through the use of autonomous machines will be possible. We will also see advancements in pattern
recognition and artificial intelligence for the interpretation of the data and decision-making. Smart food
labels will be able to communicate with the whole production chain giving us a better understanding
of where our food comes from.

Impacts will include:

 CPS will have a positive impact on the environment through the reduced size of machinery
(which can damage soil structure) and reduced use of fertilisers, energy and water. CPS enables
effective precision farming which can use resources more efficiently and reduce waste.

 The introduction of CPS into agriculture and food production will bring about a loss in the
number of jobs as technologies replace human workers. However the robots will need highly
skilled robot engineers to operate them. Additional high-skilled jobs will arise in the industries
developing autonomous agricultural machines.

 These new technologies might attract more young people into this field, as an automated farm
may enable farmers to do their job remotely and therefore be more compatible with more urban
life styles, and providing more free time for engaging in tasks outside of the farm. These
technologies may also influence daily quality of life. They will also take over unhealthy, heavy
or dangerous work, making this a safer industry.

 With the introduction of the Internet of Things, we may see in food production the
development of packaging that can communicate with other devices such as fridges, and
conveniently alert the supermarket when something needs to be replaced. At the same time,
this raises ethical concerns as to whether this is will infringe upon our privacy.

Key issues:

 The main question will be who is responsible for these technologies. For example if
autonomous machines end up causing harm to plants, animals or humans, where will the
responsibility lie? This also ties in with the issue of safety.

 We will also need to see whether or not modifications to the environment are needed to safely
introduce robots into agriculture. This has been seen in industry where autonomous machines
and often separated from humans.

 If robots continue to replace the work of the farmers, e.g. as machines have replaced farmers in
milking, what will happen to the relationship between farmers and their animals?

 Will these technologies improve the working lives of farmers? Will they actually attract younger
generations back into this sector? How can we make it a more inviting area to work in?

Conclusion:

CPS will result in greater food safety and hygiene. The introduction of the Internet of Things, and the
increased use of autonomous robots and sensors will improve working conditions, optimise harvests
and increase production. These changes will require discussions on liability, the relationship between
farmers and machines, and on young people employed in this industry.
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2.4 CPS for manufacturing
Summary of the technical briefing paper written by Professor Fred van Houten (University of Twente, NL) and
Chiel Scholten, MSc (Technopolis Group, NL)

CPS will fundamentally change the manufacturing sector. The use of CPS in manufacturing is
commonly referred to as the fourth Industrial Revolution, or Industry 4.0.

In the short term, we will see three main drivers further promoting the introduction of CPS in
manufacturing processes: the continuous miniaturisation of actuators and sensors driven by
developments in nanotechnology, the constant reduction in prices of sensors and actuators, and the
introduction of the IPv6 internet protocol in 2012.

In the long term, CPS will change the manufacturing process as products become customised, through
the development of smart factories, which will be organised in networks of companies, each
specialising in a specific manufacturing capability.

Impacts will include:

 CPS will contribute to the individualisation of modern society by giving consumers a greater
role in the design of products and their production processes (end-to-end engineering).

 The labour market will profoundly change as the share of high-skilled jobs will greatly
increase. While it is hard to quantify the net effect of CPS in manufacturing, some have
estimated a value-added potential of €1.25 trillion for Europe in 2025. Previous industrial
revolutions have greatly increased both jobs and wealth.

 CPS will radically change the business model for manufacturing, as integrated networks of
companies will appear, with each company specialising in its core competencies while the rest
of the manufacturing process will be outsourced to other companies within the network.

 As a result of product customisation and industry specialisation, data will become a key
competitive asset.

 As customisation and additive manufacturing replaces subtractive manufacturing, resources
will be conserved; CPS however are expected to result in an overall net increase in power
consumption.

 CPS will result in more flexible career paths, less physically demanding work, resulting in
healthier workers, increased life span, and an increase in worker productivity at older ages.

Key issues:

 Safety standards and certification of products need to be considered in the context of increased
customisation. If a product doesn't comply with safety standards, who is liable, the
manufacturer or the designer?

 Data ownership, who will own the designs of products that are custom designed by the
customer?

 With customised design, how can governments prevent individuals from creating harmful,
dangerous or illegal products? Who in the production chain would be liable if one was
manufactured?

 With CPS enabling the creation of unique, customer designed products, will our conception of
uniqueness change? Should smart factories be legally bound to some ethical principles in the
customisation and individualisation of products?
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 Privacy will become a critical issue with the rollout of CPS. Large amounts of data will be
gathered at all stages of the manufacturing process. How will the data gathered be protected?
What data should companies be allowed to capture on customers and employees?

Conclusion:

As CPS continue to be developed and deployed in manufacturing, with smart factories, we will see a
radical change in the way manufacturing occurs primarily through new business models and the
customisation of products. The changes will have profound implications for the economy, therefore
legal issues concerning data ownership, privacy, certification and safety will need to be addressed.

2.5 CPS for energy and critical infrastructure
Summary of the technical briefing paper written by Dr Stamatis Karnouskos (SAP, Karlsruhe, DE) and Joost van
Barneveld, MSc (Technopolis Group, NL)

CPS will create profound changes in both energy and the infrastructure systems that control the flow of
electricity from producer to consumer. The changes will result in the creation of energy prosumers,
individuals who both produce and consume energy, and the development of smart grids to
accommodate the increasing decentralisation of energy.

CPS technology in the short term will imply the increased use of smart technologies, which will change
the traditional, linear energy grid, into a smart grid through the 'Internet of Energy'. Smart grids will
give both producers and consumers more information about their energy use, allowing grid
management to be optimised.

In the long term, we will see CPS technologies result in greater and more profound changes in the
energy system, and the infrastructure system underpinning it. Automation will be a key feature of
future energy systems, achieved through the global Internet of Energy. Communities of prosumers
will emerge, creating virtual power plants (VPP).

Impacts will include:

 CPS energy systems will enable the empowering of communities to allow them to create self-
sustaining communities.

 CPS energy systems may lead to a digital divide between those who have the technical abilities
and the financial resources to implement them and those who do not.

 Smart grids should reduce economic inefficiencies and resource waste in current energy grids;
however these developments will not necessarily result in a net economic return.

 Smart grids will allow for major environmental benefits as they will allow energy consumers
to monitor their energy consumption in real time, allow for the rapid implementation of
renewables, especially at the individual level, and allow for a reduction in power losses from
power transmission and distribution.

 CPS will result in far more information about consumers being collected, potentially intruding
upon the privacy of individuals and communities.

 CPS for energy systems will provide the infrastructure and ability for remote communities to
provide for their own energy needs allowing the movement of people from mega cities to more
rural communities.

Key issues:

 The question of liability is a key issue that must be addressed at the political and legal level in
order for CPS energy systems to reach their full potential. In a system with multiple
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stakeholders and decisions being made by artificial intelligence, it will be important to identify
who is responsible – and liable – for failures.

 With increasing amounts of data being collected, ethical questions emerge regarding what the
data is used for, what level of detail of data is allowed to be collected, and who is allowed to
use it.

 Automated actors will be increasingly connected to the grid, which raises political and legal
issues concerning reliability. What incentives will be put in place for individual actors to
contribute to improved grid stability?

Conclusion:

CPS will become a key component of future energy systems, and the critical infrastructure
underpinning the energy grid. However it is important to discuss the areas of liability, data collection
and ownership of that data to ensure that the rollout of the new energy systems can achieve positive
benefits while mitigating and potentially eliminating the negative side effects.

2.6 CPS for logistics and transport
Summary of the technical briefing paper written by Professor Haydn Thompson (Haydn Consulting Ltd, UK) and
Dr Christien Enzing (Technopolis Group, NL)

CPS are expected to revolutionise logistics and transport systems sectors across Europe, with profound
implications for safety, emissions and overall efficiency in the transportation of goods and people.

In the short term, we will see the continued automation of automobiles. Current manufacturers are
introducing Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), which help to make a car 'smarter' through
automated assistance for the driver. Logistics will fundamentally change as robotic technologies are
deployed to solve last-kilometre problems (traffic congestion and lack of loading and unloading areas
in urban areas), while automation for storage and retrieval systems in warehouses will further increase,
with the first autonomous robotic material handling systems currently being built.

In the long term, we will see the deployment of fleets of fully autonomous vehicles in both logistics
and transportation sectors. Warehouses and shipping centres will automate their storage and retrieval
systems, while also automating the handling and manipulation of goods.

Impacts will include:

 CPS will have a major impact on the daily lives of Europeans; road safety will increase as a
result of automation, however the trust in, and the integrity of, the system is paramount in order
to achieve this.

 The implementation of autonomous and robotic technologies will bring a key competitive
advantage to Europe; although the implementation of CPS will alter and disrupt current
business models, it will allow for completely new types of service to exist.

 The adoption of CPS in transportation and logistics will result in an overall reduction in
emissions; in addition CPS will optimise efficiency in transportation resulting in greater
savings in fuel consumption.

 The implementation of autonomous vehicles will remove some of the insurance barriers for
younger drivers, and make driving more attractive for families as a result of increased road
safety. Additionally, the same advancements in road safety and automation will allow the
ageing population to continue to safely enjoy the mobility provided by vehicles.
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Key issues:

 Regulatory policies will need to be implemented in a stepwise fashion. As early regulatory
action carries risks, some level of regulatory flexibility will be necessary in order to achieve the
rollout of autonomous vehicles.

 Non-uniformity in laws across Europe as regards data obtained by infrastructure will need to
be addressed.

 The issue of responsibility with autonomous vehicles is a key issue that needs to be addressed,
including legal liability if an autonomous vehicle is involved in an accident.

 The ethical issue of privacy is a very important issue that needs to be discussed, as CPS will
collect large amounts of data on individuals, while the legal provisions for using that data vary
across Europe; for example, technology may not be used for tracking cars in Germany, while
this is allowed in France.

Conclusion:

CPS are already changing the transport and logistics sector. In the future, these changes will profoundly
impact the way we move both goods and people with major impacts on safety, emissions, and the
mobility of older citizens. The introduction of CPS will require appropriately timed regulatory
measures, standardisation of laws, and clarification of liability and privacy aspects.

2.7 CPS for security and safety
Summary of the technical briefing paper written by Professor Michael Henshaw (Loughborough University, UK)
and Joost van Barneveld (Technopolis Group, NL)

The increasing numbers of CPS in this area will undoubtedly have an impact on the security and safety
of individuals, both in the short and long term.

In the short term we can see that CPS will bring about new challenges for safety and security. Security
could be compromised by hackers or criminals that exploit vulnerabilities in order to corrupt operating
systems. Safety issues could emerge through the inability to predict the behaviour of machines, affecting
our ability to interact safely with them. Disaster relief is likely to improve with the development of CPS
which will increase the safety of relief workers and the individuals they help.

In the long term, potential vulnerabilities will be reduced through the development of quantum 2.0
technologies. The use of CPS will allow better collection of data on potentially dangerous individuals.
The misinterpretation of signals from CPS by humans will still remain a safety issue.

Impacts will include:

 CPS will monitor borders to reduce the number of illegal immigrants and thereby have an
impact on demographic developments.

 CPS allow the gathering large amounts of personal data on individuals for security
surveillance purposes. Increasingly, continuous monitoring is also an ethical issue and may
change the way individuals behave.

 The further implementation of CPS will lead to a loss of jobs, e.g. as standard taxis are replaced
with driverless cabs.

 We will also see widespread use of CPS to assist the elderly, which will enable them to carry
out a wider range of tasks for longer, giving them the ability to work and contribute to society
and work for longer.
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 CPS can potentially improve the management of power and materials and help preserve the
environment. This can be seen in systems automatically switching off when not in use. This can
lead to lower consumption of energy of certain systems. In other cases, CPS might be used
fraudulently to defeat test procedures designed to enforce environmental standards. This will
pose a challenge to legislators to ascertain that tests are not rendered inefficient by CPS.

 There is a general issue about the creation of robots functioning autonomously without ethical
and operational constraints. The lack of ethical behaviours could lead to breaches in both
security (e.g. drones used to collect private data) and safety (e.g. robot soldiers mistaking
civilians for military personnel). We should ensure that the human choice in their usage is both
ethical and falls within a legal framework of safe usage.

Key issues:

 Should manufacturers or operators be held accountable for the malfunctions of autonomous
technologies, e.g. a driverless car that causes an accident? As these issues arise and become
more commonplace adequate legislation will need to be put into place. With large amounts of
data being collected, which in the short term may be susceptible to cyber-attacks, the need to
seek improved data protection laws is growing. This also raises the question of who is
responsible for ensuring that the data collected is being kept safe: Is it the individual, the
organisation collecting the data or the political institution?

 How will we accommodate for the large number of jobs that are potentially going to be lost?
What will be the implications when other regions of the world such as China similarly begin to
reduce the number of staff?

Conclusion:

CPS might in certain ways contribute to making the world a safer and more secure place. Yet, at the
same time, it will create a more complex world in which we will need to improve the way we predict
and understand machines and their effect on security and safety. We need to ensure that those coming
into contact with these new technologies – whether bystanders or operators – are able to understand
the risks to their safety and security. These changes will require discussions on liability, data protection
and the impact CPS will have on employment.
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3 Assessment of possible future concerns regarding CPS

3.1 Introduction
The results of the Technical Horizon Scanning presented in the previous chapter were subsequently
used to identify possible 'soft impacts' of future CPS technology, and to develop scenarios that will
enable the identification of societal concerns relating to the future use of CPS. The scenarios are
presented in detail in Annex 2. Further background information on the concept of 'soft impacts' can be
found in Annex 3, together with a description of how this concept guided the development of the
scenarios in the context of the 'envisioning workshops'.

In this chapter, we present the main concerns that were identified as part of the envisioning exercise,
and that should be brought to the attention of Members of the European Parliament. The subsequent
chapter then presents - in the form of a briefing paper - the legal instruments that may need to be
modified or reviewed as the use of CPS expands across our societies.

3.2 Outcomes of the 'envisioning stage' of the scientific foresight project
Here, we present a limited set of relevant findings, concentrating upon those that recurred across many
CPS, rather than those that are very specific to a given application area. Some of these were foreseeable,
while others were quite novel.

Unsurprising outcomes

Some concerns such as privacy/data protection and (un)employment frequently emerge when
discussing data-intensive, ubiquitous technological systems like CPS that are meant to take over some
of the tasks currently performed by human workers. These appeared repeatedly in the study.

Thought-provoking outcomes

Several thought-provoking ideas suggested how CPS development may destabilise the current
meanings of the normative concepts that guide our practices, policies and laws. Some of these included:

 Human: when collaborating and living together with robots that are increasingly intelligent
and, perhaps, more morally aware, the question of what makes humans truly human becomes
unavoidable. Especially if artificial intelligence (AI) develops substantially, it is to be expected
that the answers to questions of human identity will co-evolve with CPS technology.

 Body: as we start incorporating more and more smart technologies, the question of where the
body ends will become increasingly important, and unanswerable in simple a priori terms. For
example, is a prosthesis part of the body, or is it a device separate from the body? It will become
increasingly impossible to define the body in a 'naturalistic' way. This question has deep
ramifications, for example, concerning ideas about self-determination, physical integrity, and
property rights.

 Dis/abled: connected to the previous issue, our conceptions of what it means to be able or
disabled, will prove to be relative to our increasingly technological environment. Assuming a
future of widespread human enhancement, what we consider to be able now may be considered
dis-abled tomorrow.

 Nature: Underlying the previous instances of meaning-destabilisation, is the idea that
normative conceptions of 'nature' will be constantly challenged, to an even greater extent than
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the case that is today. However, also in the domain of agriculture, prevailing conceptions of
nature as organic and interdependent may, under the influence of 'precision farming', give way
to more reductionist, molecular conceptions of 'nature'.

 Food: Examples of destabilised meaning are found in the current discussion about what
constitutes 'organic' in relation to food. Currently, the concept only denotes that farming should
be devoid of chemicals. But is organic farming compatible with the use of agricultural robots?
Opinions differ already.

 Farming/Farmer: Currently, farmers are typically close (emotional) in distance to the land they
are farming. However, CPS may enable long-distance farming, which would allow the farmer
to live most of the time in a city environment. Also, farming will be increasingly high-tech. Due
to these changes, popular images of farmers/farming are bound to change, which could make
it more or less attractive for young people.

 Security: Currently, this value is most often applied to questions regarding physical health and
safety, and to a lesser extent to employment and finances. With CPS and the Internet of Things,
data streams become ubiquitous, making all domains of life a possible candidate for security
risks. As a possible consequence, it is foreseen that debates will occur about how much security
in which domain it is reasonable to expect or claim, and what is seen as (ir)responsible
behaviour.

 Public-private: Where the border is drawn between these two domains is of utmost relevance
to policy-making. However, CPS technology is bound to bring these borders constantly into
question, because it shifts responsibility from the collective to the individual and back again.
For example: is human enhancement a private or a public responsibility?

These examples illustrate how entrenched meanings may be challenged by technological developments
in the domain of CPS, raising subsequent questions about how to act.

More novel outcomes

There are a number of examples where CPS may invite novel behaviour more directly, e.g.:

 If something gets easier, more people do it. An example of this mechanism would be drones, or
military robots. If you are the only one to have them, that gives you a competitive edge.
However, other parties are bound to acquire the technology too, and then what seemed 'smart
for one' may become 'dumb for all'.

 If something gets cheaper, more people buy & use it. If we make energy cheaper through the
use of CPS, this may well lead to a net increase in energy use, with for example devastating
effects for global warming. Or, more in the domain of soft impacts: maybe scarcity is a good
thing? If energy is cheap and clean, do we still need to be conscientious about using it? Are
there other positive practices that we have developed in light of scarcity?

Illustrative examples

Care robots promise us more quality time with our loved ones by taking over the hard and dirty work.
However, it was also imagined how such care robots can perversely lead to less caring, e.g. because
caring is partly done by doing the hard and dirty work for one's loved ones, or because care becomes
so un-demanding that we delegate it all to the robots. Caregiving can be a very meaningful practice for
family members / friends. No longer having to do it can lead to a loss of identity. A more general
instance of this mechanism is the following: many CPS promise to do their beneficial work quietly and
unseen in the background. Think of a smart energy grid. However, will this not lead to a form of
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disengagement between us and the world? Will these black-boxed technologies not take so many things
out of our hands – and control – that we will be left impoverished?

This last example brings us to a special category of concerns dealing with us delegating tasks, skills, and
responsibilities to CPS. Of course, because CPS perform some of our tasks, learn some of our skills, and
take over some of our responsibilities, they set us free for (presumably) more worthwhile endeavours.
However, there are also concerns about this delegation, which are taken up in the exploratory scenarios
for the next phase, as well as other soft impacts and concerns, which are described in further detail later
in this report.

Some considerations

A final reflection worth making here is on legislation and soft impacts. By definition soft impacts are
hard to legislate for as they usually are morally ambiguous and produced by a heterogeneous network
of human and non-human influences, which makes it difficult to hold particular parties accountable.
Also, as soft impacts are difficult to quantify, it often remains a matter of contention whether they in
fact occurred.

That being said, it is also true that soft impacts/soft concerns to a large degree determine whether and
how a technology is societally embedded. So, legislation and policy do have a role to play here, but
adequate measures are in all likelihood often found in the domain of soft law, soft governance,
education, information campaigns, raising of awareness, etc. One more concrete measure is the
counterbalancing of negative incentives by new CPS. For example, if we know from experience that
lowering the price of a product tends to invite increased consumption, then this can be countered by
using taxes to compensate for decreasing costs thanks to more efficient technologies.

3.3 More specific concerns arising from the four scenarios developed
The four scenarios have been developed to help understand the possible social, ethical and social
tensions that could arise in connection with CPS systems. The scenario reports, which are included in
Annex 2, focus on our specific contexts:

1. CPS for health and for people with a disability

2. CPS in farming

3. CPS in manufacturing & for transport and logistics

4. CPS for energy and critical infrastructures and for community security and safety

While the scenarios are speculative and ultimately fictional, they have been based upon substantial
research and analysis. Every detail of the scenarios presented – from the habits, hopes, fears and values
of the characters to the social, legal and ethical tensions evident in their lives – has been carefully chosen
to highlight a particular way in which technological development might affect society in the longer term
perspective. The scenarios do not aim to predict the future, but to provide an accessible means for the
reader to understand the social, ethical and legal tensions that were identified in the foresight process.
They were designed to help the policy makers explore, anticipate and respond to potential CPS
development paths and their associated impacts, and to aid reflection on anticipatory policy and agenda
setting at the European Parliament.

The extent to which our society will resemble these scenarios depends upon various factors, some of
which are outside what is possible to anticipate or control, but some of which remain in the hands of
the reader – be they a policymaker, technology developer or citizen.
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The aim of the developed scenarios is specifically to provoke further reflection about issues that might
already need to be addressed at an early stage. The scenarios were thus presented to the participants of
a workshop, where they led to the identification of the following issues and concerns:

Scenario 1: CPS in the domain of health and disability

Feedback provided by the workshop participants: comments and questions

 The automatic collection of data by robots and sensors offers great promise, but people might
react by manipulating them to create the impression of a better or worse health condition.

 We need to detach ourselves from thinking in terms of traditional gender roles when designing
scenarios for the future of the healthcare sector.

 Will we be surrounded by external carebots, or rely more on less visible, implanted robots?

 What will be the price of the new CPS-based services, and who will be able to afford these
services; will the increasing reliance on sophisticated robots turn the medical professions into
lower paid service personnel, or lead to even higher specialist job profiles?

 Will insurance companies be able to effectively prescribe to patients what robots they will have
to use, and be able to punish patients that turn off their robots by increasing the insurance
premiums?

 Social media might play a central role in a future CPS-dominated healthcare sector. But will
elderly people continue using social media when they grow older, and will the next generation
develop different social media preferences?

 Who will have access to the data? Will the patient have access to his or her own data and be
able to self-manage it? What balance will we find between the public interest in reliable
community health data, versus individual concerns for privacy?

 How will the emergence of authoritative AI information systems change the current
distribution of authority between doctors and patients? In the future, we might absorb
information though augmented reality systems rather than from traditional screen displays.

 What rights should children have in claiming access to parents' data?

 How will we make different data-privacy regimes in different Member States work in harmony
in an increasingly interconnected world?

 In the age of cloud computing, will we still be able to decide which data will remain with doctor
or patient?

 Who owns cloud-data? What uses will governments or health insurance systems be allowed to
make of the data they have paid for? What will companies like Google be allowed to do with
all these data?

 Will patients still have the possibility to opt out of certain programmes – or will governments
investing in keeping people healthy be able to prescribe compulsory measures? Or will it be left
to insurance companies to hold patients liable? How can we ensure sufficient levels of
anonymisation as diagnostics and treatment become more and more personalised?

 Individualised drugs hold promises but might in the end be so expensive that they will only
benefit the few.

 Medical mishaps could occur because a CPS algorithm made a mistake. What sort of tasks will
we allow to be delegated to robots?
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 To what degree will a patient be allowed access to family data in order to refine his or her
personal diagnostic and treatment options?

 What will be the role of algorithms operating largely independently in analysing the data they
find in the cloud?

 What policy measures do we need to help avoiding monopolies in the data sphere?

 Health service is becoming a business – what place will there be for 'new' business models?

 What rights will employers have to track employees' medical data and life styles, including the
use of medical detectives?

 Scarcity of resources – what choices will we be faced with?

 Policy-framework for health insurance – what will be the implication of these developments for
the way health insurers operate?

 Changing authority of doctors – how will this impact their self-image and their relationship
with patients?

 With new technological developments, people will increasingly start self-monitoring. How will
they find the right balance between self-diagnosis and reliance on professionals?

First reflections on relevant policy areas towards the next phase:
 Who in the future will issue the necessary certificates for sick leave? Doctors or CPS systems?

 Who is responsible for the reliable operation of a lab-on-a-chip?

 Question of expertise: who is the highest authority? In cases of divergent opinions between
doctors and robots, how do we decide whom to trust?

Scenario 2: CPS and farming

Feedback provided by the workshop participants: comments and questions

 Will there be enough food for everyone? Will we need less pesticide to produce our food, thanks
to micro farming (precision farming)?

 One could imagine that certain technologies could be embedded in the animal to steer its
behaviour – such as cyborg-cows. Can theranostics be used to steer the animals back to their
stable as soon as the system detects a need for their farmer's intervention?

 Fences around farmland go against current consensus in Europe. Aesthetics of countryside are
an important part of why we pay for agriculture. In Europe, people want to retain the open
fields. How to reconcile recreational and productive nature? How much will agricultural
activity in the future be driven by the desire to beautify landscapes?

 Food might increasingly be produced in factories, e.g., using insects, transforming organic
waste, recycling other biomaterials. Rather than growing food in a field, food might increasingly
be printed in factories using basic biomaterials as ingredients. (Such factories might even
operate in underground spaces). In the future, will normal food be 3D-printed, or engineered,
while only luxury food will still be grown in fields?

 What is the robustness of the system through seasons? CPS systems need to be weatherproof,
cope with varying weather conditions.

 Financial aspects of farming while market prices fluctuate: Will CPS be able to help farmers
obtain better market prices?

 Will there be continued justification in the future for giving out subsidies? Today we give
subsidies because farmers also take care of nature. If you increase the efficiency of production,
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will farmers still need subsidies? How will we make sure in the future that farmers get a fair
income?

 Will we use precision farming to increase production and fight world hunger, or will we rather
aim at improving the quality of food for customers who can afford to pay for higher quality
products?

First reflections on relevant policy areas towards the next phase:
 Animal welfare and animal rights issues might need to be revisited to take account of increasing

reliance on CPS systems.

 Access to food as a basic right – how will CPS systems help provide food for the
underprivileged?

 Subsidies to agriculture (38% of EU budget) – how will CPS systems impact on the need for
agricultural subsidies and the way they are allocated?

 Skilling: How will we ensure that future farmers are sufficiently skilled to use all the different
CPS systems efficiently? What other new professions will emerge to support farmers using CPS
systems?

 What if robots cause damage to the farm environment, or if robots are damaged during
farming?

 How can CPS help farming become more sustainable without relying on subsidies? Will
farming activity one day turn into just another business?

 What would be the effects on regional policy? Will we need to adapt CPS policies to regional
specificities? Will CPS help reduce disparities between regions, or further accentuate them?

Scenario 3: manufacturing and security

Feedback provided by the workshop participants: comments and questions

 Will robots continue to be considered as mere machines, or will they one day be considered as
human beings? Will they develop some sort of emotional intelligence?

 Will robots one day appear to show empathy, without actually feeling it. How will humans deal
with robots that manage to generate the appearance of feelings, and how can those be
distinguished from true feelings?

 Will robots one day truly be emphatic and emotional? How will they feel, and what does
'feeling' mean? How will we distinguish between robots showing empathy and humans feeling
empathy? How much will we project into robots, and how attached will we get to them. How
will humans be able to deal with the confusion of their emotions? Will there be a need for policy
or regulation in this area?

 As the robots become increasingly person-like, what kind of 'rights' will they eventually
acquire?

 If we want robots to share our space with us, this will destabilise our perception of what we
our-selves are? What kind of pressure will they exert on humans, and will we manage to exert
some sort of pressure on them? What sort of pain will they create, and will certain things make
robots feel the equivalent of pain and react to such a feeling?

 As companies increasingly use robots instead of workers, will we somehow tax the work they
perform? What impact will they have on labour relations?
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 As more and more products will be printed by the customer, what will the place of the
manufacturer be? If you can print locally, will we still need factories?

 Not everyone will want to print everything, not every customer will ask for customised
products. What will be the place for standardised products in the future?

 Who is the owner of the intellectual rights stemming from customer designed products?

 What will be the role of intellectual property rights as customers increasingly customise
products rather than copying them?

 What are the implications in the area of consumer protection, and built-in obsolescence? What
kind of entitlements will the purchaser have?

 How much specification by the customer will be allowed? How will we handle cases where
customers try to modify specifications beyond what is safe or legal?

 In the past, we purchased products based on physical performance properties covered by
warranties. As product properties are based increasingly on the algorithms that drive them, and
as such algorithms start to learn or auto-modify themselves, how do we deal with CPS that
evolve in an undesirable way?

First reflections on relevant policy areas towards the next phase:
 The right to know that you are working with an artificial being: Will there be a right to know

whether one is dealing with a robot or a human being?

 Should there be tax on robots?

 Consumer protection / Objects becoming out of date: How can the purchaser be protected not
only against the physical deterioration of a product but also against the risk that its adaptive
software algorithms evolve in such a way that they are no longer fit for purpose?

 How will we prevent customers from printing products that are not up to standards, or illegal?

 Who owns the intellectual property associated with the customisation undertaken by
customers?

Scenario 4: CPS and energy and security

Feedback provided by the workshop participants: comments and questions

 What about producing your own energy and selling it back to the national grid when you have
a surplus? Who is allowed to be an actor in this market? How will we ensure that these actors
don't render the grid unstable?

 Advertising will be much more sophisticated than what happens now with targeted adverts. In
2050, advertising will be much more efficient. The new ads will say: the fridge you have now is
10 years old; a newer fridge would be better for you (and calculate exactly how much you'll be
saving).

 Energy poverty – will the energy consumer or the tax payer have to shoulder the cost of
managing the increasingly complex national grids?

 Insurance issues – when you temporarily use / rent a product, who will ensure that you will be
able to operate it safely?

 Will CPS allow customers to buy energy that is, for instance, only from alternative sources? And
how can that be verified? What impact will this have on the way energy is being produced?

 What responses will the EU have to develop as CPS systems further facilitate the transport and
trade of energy across borders?
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First reflections on relevant policy areas towards the next phase:
 How could CPS systems help us reach our sustainability goals

 How will we defend privacy in the face of the increasing use of CPS systems?
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4 Legal reflections regarding cyber-physical systems

By Dr Mihalis Kritikos, Legal expert at the Scientific Foresight Unit, European Parliamentary Research Service,
European Parliament

Introduction
The overarching purpose of this 'legal backcasting' phase is to provide the Members of the European
Parliament with some preliminary legal insights on the basis of the scenarios and trends identified in
the previous sections. This step of the foresight process, which will result in special briefings, aims at
translating the findings of the foresight phase into legal and regulatory terms so as to pave the way for
possible parliamentary reflection and work.

This phase transforms the outcomes from the previous steps into a forward looking instrument for the
European Parliament, the parliamentary committees and the Members of the European Parliament.

It consists of the following phases:

1. Identification and analysis of areas of possible future concern regarding CPS that may trigger
EU legal interest

2. Identification of those relevant EP committees and intergroups that may have a stake or interest
in these areas

3. Identification of those legal instruments that may need to be reviewed, modified or further
specified

4. Identification of possible horizontal issues of a legal nature (not committee-specific, wider
questions to think about).

The final section of this chapter draws attention to some broader ethical aspects of cyber-physical
systems that might have to be discussed and dealt with beyond the purely legislative approach.

Committees concerned

 AGRI Agriculture and Rural Development
 EMPL Employment and Social Affairs
 ENVI Environment, Public Health and Food Safety
 IMCO Internal Market and Consumer Protection
 INTA International Trade
 ITRE Industry, Research and Energy
 JURI Legal Affairs
 LIBE Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs
 TRAN Transport and Tourism
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A. Legislative aspects of cyber-physical systems in selected policy areas

1. Cyber-physical systems and transport

Committees concerned:  LIBE – Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs
TRAN – Transport and Tourism

Areas of interest or concern and possible issues and challenges

• Privacy, data protection, cyber-security and human dignity issues arising from the growing use
of surveillance systems and monitoring procedures in the fields of transport and logistics

• Assessment procedures to ascertain the functionality and safety of automated systems –
including standardised test procedures for pilot tests, recording of data, infrastructure
requirements, cross-border testing, etc.

• Safety aspects of operating CPS in public spaces, and in particular safety and liability issues of
self-driving vehicles and rules governing the testing, licencing and operation of this technology
on public roads

• Risk that increased connectivity and integration of vehicles and complex logistics networks may
lead to exposure to potential criminal or malicious attacks or misuse, which could result in
significant financial loss, gridlock across Europe and, in the worst case scenario, injury and
fatalities

• Review of the rules for truck and bus drivers on driving and resting times and digital
tachygraphy in the age of increasingly autonomous transport systems

Legal instruments and provisions that might need to be reviewed or updated (indicative list)

EU legislative acts

 Regulation (EC) 561/2006 and Regulation (EEC) 3821/85 regarding driving and resting times
and digital tachygraphy (for truck platooning)

 Directive 2014/45/EU on Roadworthiness

 Directive 2010/40/EU on Intelligent Transport Systems in the field of road transport and for
interfaces with other modes of transport

 Directive 2009/103/EC on motor vehicle insurance

 Directive 2007/46/EC on vehicle approval

 Directive 2006/126/EC on requirements for driving licences

 Directive 2003/59/EC on training and initial qualifications of professional drivers

 Directive 85/374/EEC on product liability

Relevant international legal acts and documents

 United Nations Convention on Road Traffic, 19.9.1949

 United Nations Vienna Convention on Road Traffic, 8.11.1968

 United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) acts, in particular:
o UNECE regulation R13 on braking systems, to take account of automatically commanded

braking
o UNECE regulation R79 on steering equipment for automatically commanded steering

functions beyond the threshold of 10 km per hour

 United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) – Inland Transport Committee–
documents:
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o Report of the 68th session of the Working Party on Road Traffic Safety, Geneva, 24-
26.3.2014

o Status of the implementation of the Road Map on Intelligent Transport Systems, Geneva,
15.12.2015

o UNECE and automated vehicles – Informal document WP.29-167-04, November 2015

2. Trade of dual-use technology
Committees concerned:   INTA – International Trade

ITRE – Industry, Research and Energy
JURI – Legal Affairs

Areas of interest or concern and possible issues and challenges

 How to implement fail-safe cyber security measures in the context of CPS for the protection
of European Citizens

 The legal concerns raised by the availability and constantly improving sophistication of CPS
for criminal or terrorist purposes

 Asymmetric risks from dual-use, mission creep and misuse of security related research

 Opening up of new vulnerabilities that may be exploited by hackers either to corrupt the
operation of systems, or to extract commercial or other sensitive data

 Potential misuse of robotics and artificial intelligence should be considered; need to consider
the introduction of additional safeguards (e.g. access restrictions, use of less dangerous
substances, training, safe disposal, ethics management, an ethics advisory body)

Legal instruments and provisions that might need to be reviewed or updated (indicative list)

 Council Regulation 428/2009 setting up a Community regime for the control of exports,
transfer, brokering and transit of dual-use items

 EU explanatory note on the potential misuse of research5

 EU guidance note – Research involving dual-use items6

3. Civil liberties (data protection, privacy, etc.)
The protection of privacy and of personal data is a major ethical and legal concern in the field of robotics
given that CPS extract, collect and share information of a particularly sensitive nature with a wide range
of stakeholders, especially in the fields of homecare and health.

Committees concerned: IMCO – Internal Market and Consumer Protection
ITRE – Industry, Research and Energy
JURI – Legal Affairs
LIBE – Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

Areas of interest or concern and possible issues and challenges

5 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/doc/call/h2020/fct-16-2015/1645168-
explanatory_note_on_potential_misuse_of_research_en.pdf

6 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/guide_research-dual-use_en.pdf
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 Data practices in relation to homecare robots, such as obtaining and ensuring informed
consent especially by disabled and/or vulnerable people when using or interacting with
service, homecare or healthcare robots

 Ensuring transparency of the process by which domestic robots collect, process, and make use
of personal data, including the terms of use of algorithms

 Privacy and integrity risks associated with the emergence of new forms of access to domestic
sphere

 Concept of privacy beyond a data protection perspective

 Concept of privacy by design and by default in robotics applications

 Concepts of sensitiveness and vulnerability – the collection of sensitive personal data,
especially from vulnerable patients and/or under constant direct observation or surveillance

 Data ownership, control, storage and security issues, especially regarding interconnected
robots

 Sharing of private patient information collected by robots with other systems, medical
personnel, caregivers and the disabled person and preventing the potential misuse of data

 Division between data processors and data controllers and the terms under which third
parties' information is processed

 Data collection during the research, development and testing of CPS

 Accessibility of robots especially for elderly people and people with disabilities

 Possible need for compulsory insurance covering pecuniary and non-pecuniary damages
which can be caused by the illicit treatment of personal data

Legal instruments and provisions that might need to be reviewed or updated (indicative list)

 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to
the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data

 Directive 2009/136/EC amending Directive 2002/22/EC on universal service and users'
rights relating to electronic communications networks and services, Directive 2002/58/EC
concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic
communications sector and Regulation 2006/2004 on cooperation between national
authorities responsible for the enforcement of consumer protection laws

 Directive 2002/58/ of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the
protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector

 Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA of 27 November 2008 on the protection of
personal data processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal
matters

4. Safety (including risk assessment, product safety, etc.)

Committees concerned: EMPL - Employment and Social Affairs
ENVI - Environment, Public Health and Food Safety
IMCO - Internal Market and Consumer Protection
ITRE - Industry, Research and Energy
JURI - Legal Affairs

Areas of interest or concern and possible issues and challenges

 The need to address the safety aspects of the operation of CPS, as they will operate in public
settings with potential harmful impacts
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 The need to introduce multiple safeguards to ensure that the robot itself is safe for users and
does not infringe on their right to physical integrity

 Certification and approval of individualised (or custom) products
 Certification (e.g. ISO safety standards)
 Certification amidst increasing complexity and interconnectivity of devices including

component upgrades
 The need to build effective verification and certification in at the design stage of CPS
 The need for an overall assessment of the safety and effectiveness of CPS
 The liability of manufacturers and designers should customised products not comply with

safety standards
 Feasibility studies and the development of solutions for the safe implementation of planned

mobile robot applications
 Individual risk assessment during the development of a new robot solution and assistance

with CE label certification
 Research into and identification of safety requirements for new and emerging application

fields in robotics
 The overall application may also need to be considered (process, fixtures, gripper technology,

robot), i.e. not only the robot itself
 Ensuring transparency in the operation of a tele-presence robot in terms of its control functions

and safeguards
 Distribution of tasks, roles and responsibilities among robots and operators
 Varying degree of automation and varying degree of development of the various application

areas
 High variety of types of user interface, handover, conveying, etc.
 Frequency of changeover, typical lot sizes
 Identification of keys for acceptance of partial automation or a mixed human-robot

environment
 The need for new tests for application design and ergonomics, accompanied by tailored

training programmes for designers and users
 Considering making ex-ante risk assessment compulsory for all kinds of human-robot

collaboration
 The potential need to introduce special safety safeguards and testing protocols for the research

into and development of the new generation of robots
 Possible need for risk assessment procedures to take non-technical parameters (i.e.

psychosocial factors) into account, i.e. indirect impacts of machine-machine communication
 The need to implement safety functions using suitable components in accordance with pre-

determined requirements
 Lack of specific international safety standards for robotic prostheses including risky and

unsafe activities of autonomous robotics
 Possibility for long-term care insurance contracts for assistive robots
 Need to update security measures on a constant basis
 Robot-specific safety clauses for autonomous industrial robotics
 Safety concerns stemming from possible data security threats
 The need to ensuring and manage systems' predictability, and increase human understanding

of the increasing complexity of automated safety

Legal instruments and provisions that might need to be reviewed or updated (indicative list)

 Directive 2009/104/EC concerning minimum safety and health requirements for the use of
work equipment by workers at work

 Directive 2006/95/EC (Low Voltage Directive (LVD))
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 Directive 2006/42/EC on machinery (henceforth Machinery Directive (MD)
 Directive 2004/108/EC (Electromagnetic compatibility Directive (EMC))
 Directive 2001/95 on general product safety (GPS)
 Directive 99/92/EC on minimum requirements for improving the safety and health protection

of workers potentially at risk from explosive atmospheres
 Directive 92/58/EEC on minimum requirements for the provision of safety and/or health

signs at work
 Directive 89/656/EEC on minimum health and safety requirements for the use by workers of

personal protective equipment at the workplace
 Directive 89/654/EEC concerning minimum safety and health requirements for the

workplace
 Directive 89/391 – OSH Framework Directive on the introduction of measures to encourage

improvements in the safety and health of workers at work
 The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. Treaty Series,

2515, 3, (2006)
ISO standards

 ISO 10218-1 Robots and robotic devices – Safety requirements for industrial robots – Part 1:
Robots;

 ISO 10218-2 Robots and robotic devices – Safety requirements for industrial robots – Part 2:
Robot systems and integration;

 ISO/TS 15066 Robots and robotic devices – Collaborative robots;
 ISO 12100 Safety of machinery – General principles for design – Risk assessment and risk

reduction;
 ISO 13849-1 Safety of machinery – Safety-related parts of control systems – Part 1: General

principles for design;
 ISO 13849-2 Safety of machinery – Safety-related parts of control systems – Part 2: Validation;
 ISO 60204-1 Safety of machinery – Electrical equipment of machines – Part 1: General

requirements.

5. Health (Clinical Trials/Medical Devices/E-health devices)

Committees concerned: ENVI – Environment, Public Health and Food Safety
ITRE – Industry, Research and Energy

Areas of interest or concern and possible issues and challenges

 Certification and approval (e.g. ISO safety standards), in particular a possible adaptation of
current trial procedures – designed mainly for testing medicines – to the purpose of testing
new medical robotic devices

 Certification for individualised (or custom) products
 Certification and setting of standards amidst increasing complexity and interconnectivity of

devices including component upgrades, also taking into account the added vulnerability of
patients

 The need to incorporate effective verification and certification at the design stage of CPS
 Review of codes of conduct on medical professional secrecy, including an examination of the

challenges associated with the use of a robot as an 'electronic health record'
 The use of e-health devices and surgical robots needs to be discussed first within the

framework of medical devices legislation, along with the respective implementing measures
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 Clinical certification and approval procedures for robotics and suitability review of the current
framework for healthcare robots, with special attention to their use by impaired users or in
emergency situations

 Randomisation, inclusion of a control group, power calculation based on a clinically
meaningful outcome, and reproducible descriptions of the intervention being tested

Legal instruments and provisions that might need to be reviewed or updated (indicative list)

 Directive 2001/20/EC on the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative
provisions of the Member States relating to the implementation of good clinical practice in the
conduct of clinical trials on medicinal products for human use

 Directive 98/79/EC on in vitro diagnostic medical devices (IVDMD)
 Directive 93/42/EEC concerning medical devices modified by Directive 2000/70/EC (MDD))
 Directive 90/385/EEC on active implantable medical devices (AIMDD)

6. Energy and environment

Committees concerned: AGRI - Agriculture and Rural Development
ENVI - Environment, Public Health and Food Safety

Areas of interest or concern and possible issues and challenges

 Possible review of labelling, energy efficiency, eco-design and standard product information
rules

 Clarification of whether CPS for disabled people should be defined as home appliances
and/or electric motors for the purposes of energy efficiency legislation

 Applicability review of the EU rules on the indication by labelling and standard product
information of the consumption of energy and other resources by household appliances

 Minimisation of the possible environmental or ecological footprint of (mostly industrial)
robotics (improving energy efficiency, reducing waste, and adopting new environmental
friendly technology)

 Examination of the conformity of the use of rare, and precious materials against EU's
methodological approach and criticality assessment

 Applicability review of the REACH framework in relation to microscopic chemical robots
 The possible use of rare and precious materials may trigger the need to be evaluated against

the methodological approach and criticality assessment of the European Commission (Raw
Materials Initiative, etc.)

 Data-management and storage concerns and level of legal control of critical system operations
including security of supply, safety, etc.

 Need to identify legal solutions for facilitating the production and transport of excess energy
production to the grid

 Potential misuse or capture of the robotics infrastructure established for energy transmission
or as power or energy grids

 Possible review of the European Convention for the Protection of Animals kept for Farming
Purposes and of the EU acquis on farm animals and animal experimentation regarding the
use and treatment of animals when testing farm robots and/or cyborgs and the terms of
interaction among robots, humans and animals

Legal instruments and provisions that might need to be reviewed or updated (indicative list)

 Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency, amending Directives 2009/125/EC and
2010/30/EU and repealing Directives 2004/8/EC and 2006/32/EC
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 Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 September 2010
on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes

 Directive 2010/30/EU on the indication by labelling and standard product information of the
consumption of energy and other resources by energy-related products

 Regulation 2006/1907 on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals (REACH)

 Council Directive 98/58/EC of 20 July 1998 concerning the protection of animals kept for
farming purposes

7. Horizontal legal issues (cross-committee considerations)

Committees concerned: AGRI – Agriculture and Rural Development
EMPL – Employment and Social Affairs
IMCO – Internal Market and Consumer Protection
ITRE – Industry, Research and Energy
JURI – Legal Affairs
LIBE – Civil Liberties
TRAN – Transport and Tourism

Areas of interest or concern and possible issues and challenges

 Issues raised by these systems' integration with communication technologies in terms of
control and monitoring but also in terms of the reversibility of their functions or decisions

 Legal concerns regarding access and equal opportunities for all people in need of assistance
given the national character of social and healthcare policies; the need to consider the
affordability/accessibility of robotics technologies/products and to coordinate national legal
systems so as to reinforce the principle of equality;

 Legislative measures to boost long-term care contracts, such as tax relief or similar incentives,
and applying such incentives for the use of assistive robotics for elderly and disabled people

 Legal control and power over the CPS and the respective algorithms
 Intellectual property rights
 Strict liability and insurance instruments for products/users
 Consideration of the possibility of creating a new legal category under the title e-person

(electronic person) for smart robots by analogy with the category legal subjects
 Development of bounded control rules that guarantee and preserve connectivity of the overall

network in applications involving mobile sensor networks and multi-robot systems
 Legal and regulatory standards for anthropomorphic projection that enhances the acceptance

and use of robots and/or directly supports the main function of the robot (social robot
technology)

 Laws as algorithms during the design and deployment process

Legal instruments/provisions that might need to be reviewed/updated (indicative list)

 European Charter of Fundamental Rights and the UN Convention on Disability Rights;
 Directive 2011/24/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 March 2011 on the

application of patients’ rights in cross-border healthcare, OJ L 88, 4.4.2011, p. 45–65;
 Communication of the European Commission, Taking forward the Strategic Implementation

Plan of the European Innovation Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing, COM(2012) 83
final;
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 Council Declaration on the European Year for Active Ageing and Solidarity between
Generations (2012): The Way Forward, Guiding Principles for Active Ageing and Solidarity
between Generations, Brussels, 7 December 2012.
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B. Complementary ethical considerations regarding of cyber-physical
systems

The introduction of cyber-physical systems into our daily lives will pose not only a challenge in
legislative terms but, as illustrated by the ongoing discussion about electronic personhood and the
learning abilities of autonomous robots, it will poses ethical challenges as well. In fact, recent years have
witnessed a wave of innovation in robotics driven by the need to move out of the industrial context and
start introducing robots into unstructured environments where ethical challenges for policymakers,
practitioners and participants will become much more nuanced in their nature and will effectively affect
the way we approach and interpret legal concepts, human safety, privacy, integrity, dignity, intimacy,
autonomy and data ownership, and intimacy.

In view of the future human-centred challenges, a governing or guiding framework for the design,
production and use of robots is needed to guide and/or compliment the various legal recommendations
or the existing national or EU acquis. Such a framework should take the form of a code of conduct for
researchers/designers and users and should be based on the principles enshrined in the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights (such as human dignity and human rights, equality, justice and equity, benefit and
harm, dignity, non-discrimination and non-stigmatisation, autonomy and individual responsibility,
informed consent, privacy and social responsibility as well as the rights of the elderly, the integration
of persons with disabilities, the right to healthcare, and the right to consumer protection) and on existing
ethical practices and codes.

The values enshrined in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights represent the normative framework on
which a common understanding of the ethical risks associated with the operation of robots could be
built. Still, judgements about the ethical soundness of robotics applications depend significantly on the
specific context of application and the findings of the respective risk assessment process.

Thus, it is important to highlight that in view of the value-laden nature of the majority of the legal
challenges and concerns associated with robotics and the social intensity of the latter, law and ethics
should go hand in hand when designing anticipatory legal solutions and regulatory instruments.

Final reflections

As technology increases its impact on human activity, the potential for empowerment through the use
of robotics is nuanced by a set of tensions and risks to human safety, privacy, integrity, dignity,
autonomy and data ownership. While much of the promise held in these technological innovations
remains to be fully realised, the expansion of robotics into new areas of human interaction and activity
is expected to be followed by a profound set of shifts in the way individuals perceive some fundamental
concepts such as companionship and intimacy. The human-centred turn in robotics technologies raises
complicated legal questions that need to be addressed directly at the design phase. These questions
involve the gathering and volunteering of data, and the involvement of lay people in experimentation
with robotics for the programming of the necessary algorithms.

The path from the laboratory to the actual use of robots in real environments necessitates a broader look
into these technologies, as robots and artificial intelligence will increase interaction with humans across
very diverse fields. Robots have quickly become not only one of the most prominent technological
trends of our century but also a dynamic object of legal concern. The accelerating pace of the design,
creation, production, programming and use of robots is continually raising new and difficult legal
questions.

The preceding legal analysis, based on a consideration of the study's scenarios, points primarily to the
need to adjust the current EU legal framework on privacy, data protection and data ownership, to the
dynamic flow of data that may arise when robots become more autonomous. In the near future, many
risks may also be faced by consumers in terms of safety and security, requiring further legal action.
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Specific provisions will need to take into consideration all the social aspects, including human and
moral values, education, employment and social security.

Given the wide range of application of robotics technology, the question arises as to whether existing
EU legislation can cope well with the respective legal challenges in an efficient manner and also as to
the need for legal categorisation. Among these challenges, one should highlight structural differences
in the way robots are approached from a legal perspective at national level and the lack of coordination,
classification, sharing and validation of any information concerning the assessment and market use of
robotics applications. How can EU law ensure that care robots are easily accessible to vulnerable people
given the complexity of the healthcare and social systems that organise and regulate the provision of
care? Can our legal system pave the way for a one-stop shop for safety and insurance purposes while
remaining compatible with the various national systems for example? How can regulatory bodies and
authorities secure transparent acceptance procedures for autonomous robots or even introduce
standards on quality levels that could apply across all EU Member States?

Given the wide range of concerns with regard not least to setting high standards of quality and safety
for robots, one might also ask whether it is feasible, in legal terms, to have uniform testing procedures
for assistive technology products. Alternatively, should policy-makers move forward through softer
approaches that are based on an exchange of best practice, data and experience or even through the
compilation of regulatory EU-wide databases and catalogues? A further challenge stems from the
absence of a horizontally accepted definition of robots and the varying autonomy of cyber-physical
systems. Will the definitions provided in various technical contexts suffice also for legal contexts where
robots are gradually introduced? Similarly, rapid technological developments in the field of robotics
raise multiple questions regarding the shaping, application and interpretation of concepts such as
autonomy, integrity and privacy.

The myriad ethical, legal and social effects of the commercial development and use of these technologies
may signify a paradigm shift in tort law and insurance law or may even affect the terms of interaction
between science, ethics and law. Last but not least, given the dynamic interface between market
innovation and ethical considerations, EU legislators need to perform a social fitness test of the current
framework. Accessibility should be a key consideration in all ongoing and future efforts to enhance
standardisation and the formulation of specific standards for the improvement of the proper
functioning of the internal market for robotics products and services.

Beyond the identification of the main areas of potential legal concern and the associated challenges as
well as the respective pieces of EU legislation that may need to be reviewed or considered, the analysis
leads to several, rather conceptual conclusions of a structural nature. The first is that every attempt to
conceive and tackle the legal challenges associated with such a multifaceted technology needs to be
designed in a reflective manner in order to help making individual adjustments on a case-by-case basis.
Moreover, special emphasis should be placed on the need for a clear definition of CPS and, more
specifically, of smart autonomous robots, for reasons of legal certainty at least at EU level.

Such a definition should be subject to future modifications, possibly by means of delegated acts. Apart
from the identified points of legal reflection, a risk analysis strategy should be devised in order to
provide a plausible instrument of regulatory importance that will have a horizontal and technology-
driven perspective. The attempt to regulate emerging technology of this kind should be accompanied
by ethical standards and with procedures that will address the needs and ethical dilemmas of
researchers, practitioners, users and designers alike. This ethical framework would not need to take a
legally binding form but could take the form of an EU code of conduct. Such multidisciplinary exercises
can in fact facilitate the technological embodiment of law and help to shape a pluralist conception of
law, ethics and technology.

Finally, it should be emphasised that not all the concerns identified in the previous steps can be
translated into legislative terms. These are the affordability of CPS services, the control boundaries for
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the enhancement of the likely digital divide between those using CPS and those not, potential effects
upon the labour market, the terms of interface between the authority of the doctor and of the patient
with the AI-authority, the expected data concentration, the shortage of skills required for working with
robots (e.g. as a person with a disability, as a user of an autonomous vehicle or as a farmer), the terms
of emotional attachment with robots and the control of super smart, quick, strong cyborgs. Last but not
least, our analysis indicates the regulatory and protective limits of law in its protective and even
precautionary functions, and the fragility of traditional legal instruments.
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5 Conclusions

The overarching purpose of this study is to support the European Parliament's bodies, as well as the
individual Members, to strengthen their anticipatory knowledge and develop insights regarding the
dynamics of change, future long-term challenges and options, in view of the rapid developments in the
field of robotics. The main outcome of this foresight study is a policy briefing aiming at translating the
identified the technical trends in the area of robotics as well as the respective impacts and concerns into
legal and regulatory terms.

During the first phase of this study, a 'technical horizon scan' has been conducted in seven different
domains of possible cyber-physical system (CPS) application, including short- and longer-term trends
and their societal impacts. These domains are:

1. Disabled people and daily life

2. Healthcare

3. Agriculture and food supply

4. Manufacturing

5. Energy and critical infrastructure

6. Logistics and transport

7. Security and safety

In each case, the key technical developments, the short- and long-term trends and reflections upon the
most important social, technological, environmental, economic, political, ethical and demographic
impacts identified have been highlighted.

The development and implementation of CPS for the disabled and the elderly may lead to higher risks
to data protection and privacy and a shift in the focus of medicine from treatment to prevention. This
shift may help relieve the burden on medical professionals, allowing for more time to focus on patient
care, and lowering the cost of medicine.

CPS may create major changes in the healthcare sector. These changes will trigger discussions on patient
privacy including medical professional secrecy, data ownership and patient acceptance of CPS, and on
civil liability for in case of medical shortcomings.

In the area of farming and food, CPS may result in greater food safety and hygiene. Through a
combination of the Internet of Things, autonomous robots and sensors, we may experience an
improvement in working conditions in the agricultural sector, and achieve optimised harvests and
increased production. These changes will require discussions, for instance, on liability issues and the
terms of the relationship between farmers and machines.

As CPS continue to be developed and deployed in manufacturing, with smart factories, we will see a
radical change in the way manufacturing occurs primarily through new business models and the
customisation of products. The changes will have profound implications for the economy, therefore
legal action concerning data ownership, privacy, certification and safety will be needed.

CPS will become a key component of future energy systems, and the critical infrastructure
underpinning the energy grid. However it is important to discuss the areas of liability, data collection
and the ownership of that data to ensure that the rollout of the new energy systems can achieve the
positive benefits while mitigating and potentially eliminating the negative side effects.

CPS are already changing the transport and logistics sectors. In the future, these changes will
profoundly impact the way we move both goods and people with major impacts on safety, emissions,
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and the mobility of older citizens. A discussion towards accommodating the implantation of CPS will
be needed concerning appropriate regulatory policy actions and timing, standardisation of laws,
liability and privacy.

CPS will not generally make the world a more or less safe or secure place. It may however create a more
complex world in which we will need to improve our ability to predict and understand the machines
and their effect on security and safety. We need to ensure that those coming into contact with these new
technologies – whether bystanders or operators – are able to understand the risks to their safety and
security. These changes will require discussions on liability, data protection and the impact CPS will
have on employment.

The next step of the study was based on and inspired by the outcomes of the technical horizon scan.
Within this frame, a series of potential soft impacts7 of CPS were taken into consideration along with
some publicly expressed concerns and fears. Two workshops were organised to identify these soft
impacts, to develop a set of possible future scenarios, and to identify areas of possible public or ethical
concern. A list of possible societal impacts and concerns related to a future in which CPS would be
integrated in society was the main outcome of this phase.

Examples of these outcomes cover both rather obvious and less likely robotics-related futures. Some of
the examples below illustrate how entrenched meanings may be challenged by technological
developments in the domain of CPS, raising subsequent questions about how to act in view of the
following challenges/developments:

 Co-living and co-working between humans and robots, possibility of intelligent robots as a
result of artificial intelligence developments

 The incorporation of smart technologies, which might raise issues as to where we will need to
consider the borderlines between assistive technologies and human enhancement: will human
enhancement become wide-spread? Will we consider the concept of 'disability' differently
tomorrow? In this area, we are also confronted with issues such as self-determination and
physical integrity.

 Normative conceptions of 'nature' will be constantly challenged, to an even greater extent than
today is the case. For instance, do we perceive precision farming, using CPS, as conflicting with
the concepts of 'nature'? Opinions already differ if organic farming compatible with the use of
agricultural robots.

 CPS in farming may allow farmers to work further from the land they are farming. The image
of farmers might change drastically. Will CPS in farming make farming more or less attractive
to young farmers?

 Currently, security as a value is most often applied to questions regarding physical health and
safety, and to a lesser extent to employment and finances. With CPS and the Internet of Things,
data streams become ubiquitous, making all domains of life possible candidates for security
risks. As a possible consequence, it is foreseen that debates will occur about how much security
it is reasonable to expect or claim in any given domain, and what is seen as (ir)responsible
behaviour.

 Where the border is drawn between public and private is of the utmost relevance for policy-
making. However, CPS technology is bound to bring these borders constantly into question,

7 Soft impacts are those impacts that are not easy to measure – e.g. affecting health, environment, and safety – and
for which it is not easy to distribute responsibility. See also Annex 3 to this report.
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because it shifts responsibility from the collective to the individual and back again. For example:
is human enhancement a private or public responsibility?

There are a number of examples where CPS may invite novel behaviour more directly, for instance:

 If technologies become easier to use, more people will use them. One example of this
mechanism is drones. If you are the only one to have them, that gives you a competitive edge.
However, other parties are bound to acquire the technology too, and then what seemed 'smart
for one' may become 'dumb for all'.

 If things or services gets cheaper, more people buy and use them. If we make energy cheaper
through the use of CPS, this may well lead to a net increase in energy use, with for example
devastating effects for global warming. Or, more in the domain of soft impacts: might scarcity
be a good thing? If energy is cheap and clean, do we still need to be conscientious about using
it? Are there other positive practices that we have developed in the light of scarcity?

For this analysis of possible future impacts and concerns, the study made use of four exploratory
scenarios in which the first identified possible futures were considered. These were developed after the
envisioning meeting during which a working group with technical experts, social scientists and some
stakeholders brainstormed on the possible future impact of CPS. They covered:

 CPS and health and disability
 CPS and farming
 CPS and manufacturing and security
 CPS and energy and security

Each of these scenarios is an imagined account of a future in which CPS has developed and matured in
various aspects of our lives. Based upon these exploratory scenarios, the study identified future
concerns regarding CPS that can be considered for anticipatory action by the European policymaker.

While the scenarios are speculative and ultimately fictional, it is important to note that they are
systematically based upon concrete research conducted by top experts in the field, including technical
trend analysis, horizon scanning and expert workshops. As such, every detail of the scenarios presented
— from the habits, hopes, fears and values of the characters to the social, legal and ethical tensions
evident in their lives — is based upon substantial research and analysis.

The scenarios do not aim to predict the future, but to highlight how technology development might
affect society and the public and private lives of EU citizens. These imagined scenarios (published in
Annex 2 to this report) are meant to provide an accessible means for the reader to understand the social,
ethical and legal tensions that were identified in the research process. They were designed to support
committees and individual MEPs in exploring, anticipating and responding to potential CPS
development paths and their associated impacts, and to aid reflection on anticipatory policy and agenda
setting at the European Parliament.

The final step of the foresight process, called the 'legal backcasting' phase, was performed entirely in-
house and aimed at translating the findings of the foresight phase into legal terms so as to pave the way
for possible parliamentary reflection and work. During this phase, the outcomes of the previous steps
were taken into account and were legally translated into a forward looking instrument for the European
Parliament, the parliamentary committees and the Members of the European Parliament.
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The analysis consisted of the following phases:

1. Identification and analysis of areas of possible future concern regarding CPS that may trigger
EU legal interest

2. Identification of those relevant EP committees and intergroups8 that may have a stake or
interest in these areas

3. Identification of those legal instruments that may need to be reviewed, modified or further
specified

4. Identification of possible horizontal issues of a legal nature (not committee-specific, wider
questions to think about)

The legal backcasting covered the following areas:

 Transport

 Trade (dual-use / misuse)

 Data protection

 Safety (including risk assessment, etc.)

 Health (clinical trials/medical devices/E-health devices)

 Energy and environment

 Horizontal legal issues (cross-committee considerations).

The analysis looked at all stages of contact between robots, AI and humans. In this process, special
emphasis was given to human safety, privacy, integrity, dignity, autonomy, data ownership and the
need to provide a clear and predictable legal framework of an anticipatory nature. Special attention was
given to the legal framework for data protection owing to the (expected massive) flow of data arising
from the use of robotics and AI. Moreover, consumer concerns over safety and security concerning the
use of robots and AI were discussed. The analysis shed light on legal concerns arising during the testing
and development of robots including the risks associated with the terms of interaction with robots given
their potential to profoundly impact physical and moral relations in our society.

Beyond the identification of the main areas of potential legal concern and the associated challenges as
well as the respective pieces of EU legislation that may need to be reviewed or considered, the analysis
leads to several, rather conceptual conclusions of a structural nature. Firstly, that every attempt to
conceive and tackle the legal challenges associated with such a multifaceted technology needs to be
designed in a reflective manner in order to help with making individual adjustments on a case-by-case
basis. Moreover, special emphasis should be placed on the need for a clear definition of CPS and more
specifically of smart autonomous robots for reasons of legal certainty at least at EU level. Such a
definition should be subject to future modifications in the form of delegated acts.

Beyond the identified points of legal reflection, a risk analysis strategy should be devised in order to
provide a plausible instrument of regulatory importance that will have a horizontal and technology-
driven perspective.

Last but not least, the attempt to regulate emerging technology of this kind should be accompanied by
ethical standards and procedures that will address the needs and ethical dilemmas of researchers,
practitioners, users and designers alike. Such an ethical framework does not need to take a legally
binding form but would be better established as an EU code of conduct. Finally, it should be emphasised

8 The intergroups are not official bodies of the European Parliament, not do they represent its official view, yet they bring together
MEPs from different political groups to discuss subjects ranging from human rights to economic and social issues.
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that the fact is that not all the concerns identified in the previous steps can be 'translated' into legislative
terms. Following such an extensive backcasting analysis and looking simultaneously at the rapid
technological trends and developments at the same time, the regulatory and protective limits of law
become rather evident.

In the light of some of these foresight scenarios, laws appears to be significantly inept at fulfilling their
protective or even precautionary function. When carrying out these forward-thinking technological
reflections, the fragility of traditional legal instruments and the limits of law and legal optimism become
rather clear. At the same time, however, multidisciplinary exercises of this kind can facilitate the
technological embodiment of law and help to shape a pluralist conception of law and technology.

To illustrate this, below we list some examples of concerns which, given the current EU legislative
acquis and the particular status of EU competences but also the nature of some of these challenges,
cannot fall within the scope of law in general or EU law in particular.

 The affordability of CPS services

 The possible digital divide between those using CPS and those not doing so

 The terms of interface between the authority of the doctor and the patient with AI-authority

 Avoiding data concentration

 The shortage of skills required for working with robots (e.g. as a person with a disability, as a
user of an autonomous vehicle or as a farmer)

 Empathy with robots

 Control of super smart, quick, strong cyborgs
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Introduction

This annex holds the seven Technology Assessment briefing papers that each describe the known
(expected) technological development in the field of CPS and its possible societal, ethical, economic,
environmental, political/legal and demographic impacts in seven application domains.

These seven domains are:

Disabled people and daily life

Healthcare

Agriculture and food supply

Manufacturing

Energy and critical infrastructure

Logistics and transport

Community security and safety

The papers focus on the foreseeable (i.e. short-term) future and subsequently on the unknown and
uncertain factors that may arise by 2050.

Two authors have written the papers: an expert in the field of CPS and the specific domain and a
consultant of Technopolis. The experts have the main responsibility for the content of the briefing
papers.

All papers follow the same format:

 Summary

 Introduction

 Technology short term: the short-term developments of the CPS technology in the domain

 Technology long term: possible evaluation of CPS technology in 2050

 Societal impacts: description of current and possible future societal impacts of CPS technology
when implemented in the domain

 Economic impacts: description of the impact of CPS technology on the European industrial sectors
that develop and produce this technology for the domain

 Environmental impacts: description of how future CPS technology when implemented in this
specific area can contribute to solving current and future environmental problems, and other
environmental impacts that are related to the implementation of CPS in the domain

 Political/legal impacts: description of the impact of CPS technology when implemented in the
specific area for regulations; the areas of regulation that are in need of adjustment or revision

 Ethical impacts: description of the possible future ethical aspects, concerns and questions that can
be related to the development of CPS technology when implemented in the domain

 Demographic impacts: description of the possible impacts of CPS technology when implemented
in this specific domain can have on future demographic trends, or how specific demographic
trends might influence the development of CPS technology in the future
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1 CPS for Disabled people

Authors: prof. dr. Adriana Tapus (ENSTA-ParisTech, France) and Chiel Scholten, MSc (Technopolis
Group, The Netherlands)

Summary
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) will be able to change the life of people with a disability or those who
are less able in the future. In this paper, the term disability encompasses all physical, sensory or
cognitive/language (hearing and visual) disabilities. The paper does not distinguish between
permanent or temporary disabilities or whether they are acquired at birth, through an accident, a
disease, or be associated with ageing.

The use of CPS for smart homes, robots, and other devices is becoming more commonplace. These
smart technologies are used for prevention, assistance, monitoring, and companionship.

Sensors and actuators in homes can be used to increase the comfort of residents, assist them in their
daily lives and assess their physical and cognitive health. Smart rehabilitation products will stimulate
and assist people with their rehabilitation training and companion robots will be used to reduce
feelings of loneliness and isolation. Towards 2050, CPS will be ubiquitous in daily life. Robots for
people with disabilities will be more cost-effective and much more intelligent than they currently are.
Robots will be able to learn and adapt, show empathy, natural language, and social interaction. CPS
will be able to operate autonomously in complex environments. CPS will be included in textiles,
intelligent prosthesis, connected objects, and smart and intelligent houses.

These technological developments will have several social and economic impacts. CPS can help to
alleviate shortages of healthcare professionals in care and rehabilitation and improve the quality of life
of people with disabilities and elderly people. Home care is expected to be more cost-effective with
future CPS-technology. Rehabilitation, training and care will be shifted towards homes and more
means for effective prevention will be available. Due to these developments job functions will change,
but not necessarily disappear; human caregivers will still be needed. Instead, it will change the job
content and skills of caregivers, augmenting (rather than replacing) human care. CPS for people with
disabilities will be a growing multi-billion European market for new products and businesses. We
may also observe environmental impacts such as increased power consumption, the use of rare, and
precious materials. A challenge will be to ensure that CPS devices are designed cradle-to-cradle.

Political and legal impacts concern liability and responsibility of failures. CPS for healthcare will
exchange sensitive data, resulting in particular regulatory attention to safety, data ownership, privacy
and the professional secrecy of caregivers. Privacy is an ethical, as well as legal issue. Other ethical
impacts include autonomy, paternalism, manipulation, normality, the role of companionship and trust
in man-machine interactions.

Lastly, in terms of demographic impacts, the already increasing life expectancy can be supported
through better care, resulting in further ageing societies. Home care can be much more common, so
that care can be decentralised and people can live longer independently in their own homes.

1.1 Introduction
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) can improve the lives of people with disabilities at home. This paper
explores the application of CPS for people with disabilities, whether physical, sensory or
cognitive/language (hearing and visual) disabilities. Under people with disabilities, we include
people with temporarily or partly disabilities, such as in the case of stroke patients, Traumatic Brain
Injury (TBI) patients, people suffering from Parkinson’s disease, people with Multiple Sclerosis (MS),
people with Cerebral Palsy (CP), and elderly who have reduced physical abilities. Under cognitive
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disabilities we include, among others, Autism Spectrum disorder (ASD), Mild Cognitive Impairment
(MCI) and Alzheimer’s disease. Under visual disabilities we include, for example, low vision,
glaucoma, cataracts, macular degeneration, and diabetic retinopathy and legal blindness. Under
hearing disabilities, we include any degree and type of auditory disorder.1

CPS can play a function in assisting, improving or maintaining a regular lifestyle for people with a
disability. Both non-mobile as well as mobile forms of CPS can be used. In this paper, the term robot is
used to mobile forms of CPS. These robots are able to assist people with a disability in their daily lives
and support them with, for example, rehabilitation exercises (physical or cognitive rehabilitation).

Other terms often used in this context are ambient assisted living (also referred to as AAL), smart
homes, intelligent homes, smart care and ambient intelligence. These concepts cover similar types of
functionality and can be considered as CPS beneficial to people with a disability.

In this paper, we will first identify the applications of CPS for people with a disability that are
expected to take place in the short term, namely between 2015 and 2025. These developments are
generally well predictable as they are often an extrapolation of ongoing technological innovations. The
applications of CPS for people with disabilities in the long term, towards 2050, is however, much more
uncertain. This paper will also discuss what may be expected by then.

This paper addresses the social, economic, environmental, political, legal ethical, and demographic
implications of the technological development of CPS for people with disabilities. Subsequently, based
on an overview of the technological developments and their impacts, we will draw conclusions for the
case of CPS for people with disabilities.

1.2 Technology short term
Recent advances in wireless sensor networks (WSN), medical sensors, and Cloud Computing make
CPS a robust and convincing candidate for healthcare applications for in-home patient care. CPS for
people with disabilities in the short term focus on three branches: (1) smart homes or environments,
(2) robots with a specific-task, and (3) smaller or wearable CPS devices. The functionality of these
three branches of CPS is focused on prevention, assistance, monitoring, and companionship.

European technological developments in the field of Ambient Assisted Living2 currently concern
rather static/non-mobile forms of CPS that can be realised (i.e. brought to the consumer market) in the
short term. Robots that actively assist people with disabilities at home need to be more dynamic and
can only be realised in a robust and reliable manner in the long term. The home environment is
currently still too complex for these kinds of robots to operate effectively.

In the short term, between 2015 and 2020, we can expect a certain level of Smart Homes to assist
people with disabilities at home. A Smart Home is a home that has been augmented with all sorts of
sensors and actuators (Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013). These enable the gathering of various sorts of
sensor data, which can be used to assess the cognitive and physical health of residents and inform
technologies to increase the comfort of the resident. These kinds of homes exist to date at test sites

1 There is no universal, and agreed international legal definition of disability. Bolderson, Mabbett, & Hvinden (2002) presented a
study of the definitions of disability in various EU countries and brought out serious variations not only from country to
country, but also within each country. There are different models of disability that have been presented and discussed in the
past years, but the most known and recognized are the medical model of disability and the social model of disability. In the
medical model of disability the problems encountered by the disabled individuals in their daily life are mainly caused by their
impairment, whereas in the social model of disability the problems are located in the interaction between the individual’s
impairment and the barriers created by the society (Degener, 2006). People can suffer of different physical, cognitive, visual,
language, and/or hearing impairments.

2 See for example: http://www.aal-europe.eu
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(Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013). In these Smart Homes, e.g., sensors in floors, beds, and bathrooms have
been used and tested to measure and monitor all sorts of physical and mental states of individuals
living inside them. Moreover, touch screens are used as an easy form of communication with people
with disabilities (Atkinson, Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015). Sensor information and its
consecutive data mining analysis can provide insights for prevention, diagnosis, care, and
rehabilitation that are not possible with human observation alone.

An example of application that is under research is the use of CPS for people who suffered from a
stroke and need to rehabilitate in order to improve or regain their physical abilities. In many cases,
their stroke-inflicted disability can be improved through training. Patients often do not receive
sufficient amount of therapy, though medical evidence has shown that increasing the therapy time
and intensity improves the sensory-motor recovery (Kwakkel, et al., 2004; Kwakkel, 2006). To date,
training is mainly performed at rehabilitation centres. The residual disability after stroke is substantial
with approximately 65% of patients at 6 months unable to incorporate the paretic limb effectively into
daily activities. Often when people return home their abilities reduce due to a lack of well-focused and
dedicated training. CPS can stimulate training and improve their rehabilitation at home by monitoring
and motivating them and assisting with training. Smart rehabilitation products, such as a smart
rehabilitation garment for posture monitoring and feedback (Wang, 2015), can be made on the short
term. These can be connected to devices and be used to connect with medical personnel at a distance.
However, these products will not be as expensive and integrated as in Smart Homes.

Physiological sensors can be developed for monitoring physiological states of users. These sensors
can be non-invasive. For example, thermal cameras can detect heat patterns and translate these into
the amount of stress or frustration a person experiences (Ioannou, Gallese, & Merla, 2014; Sorostinean,
Ferland, & Tapus, 2015; Lisetti & Nasoz, 2004; Kim, Bang, & Kim, 2004). In the case of stroke patients,
the system can interact to reduce the stress or frustration that might, for example, be caused by the
rehabilitation training. The exercise can be stopped, changed, or adapted in order to reduce stress or
frustration. These sensors can be connected to other sensors, actuators or systems. Smaller non-
invasive systems are expected to appear on the market as well. These are small sensors in the form of
patches or body worn devices that monitor health signals, such as blood glucose, blood pressure, and
cardiac activity by using optical or oscillometric techniques (Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013).

In the short term, we can also expect companion robots. Advanced robotic pets have already been
developed and tested in a research environment for people to reduce stress and depression. These
feelings may be due to frustrations associated with (temporary) disabilities or challenging
rehabilitation. For elderly people or people who are less mobile, companion robots can reduce the
feeling of loneliness and isolation. These devices that sense and communicate are expected to appear
on the consumer market in the coming years (Tapus, Matarić, & Scassellati, 2007). Some first attempts
have already been initiated through various European projects, such as the Hobbit project, the
CompanionAble project, the Robot-Era project, the Florence project, the SRS project, the Accompany
project, the DOMEO project, the GrowMeUp project, the ENRICHME project, and the RAMCIP
project.

Furthermore, CPS in the form of transportation for people with disabilities has seen significant
developments. An example is autonomous driving cars, such as the Google car under testing in the
United States, with good results so far. People with visual disabilities may benefit significantly from
this kind of CPS to travel safely3.

3 Transportation is covered in more detail in the paper on CPS for transport and logistics.
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1.3 Technology long term
In the long term, CPS will very likely be ubiquitous in daily life and fully in use to improve the lives
and abilities of people with disabilities. Robots for people with disabilities will be much more
common and cost-effective in 2050.

Operations of CPS will no longer be limited by the systems themselves (e.g., their computing
capacity). Limits may remain in the artificial intelligence models or algorithms used for the operation
of CPS. Models and algorithms are needed, for example, to correctly recognise patterns, learn and
adapt and ‘understand’ human cognition. Despite potential limitations, models and algorithms will be
much improved in 2050.

CPS will be used to enhance the life and abilities of people with disabilities in the long term. So called
‘Human-in-the-loop’ CPS will be used to control intelligent prosthesis (e.g., intelligent wheelchairs
and robotic arms) and assistive robots. Such systems consist of a loop involving a human, a cyber-
component, and the physical environment. They are able to measure the intent of the person with a
disability through body and brain sensors and to translate that into control signals for actuators in
robotic systems so that the person is able to interact with the physical environment.
Electrophysiological signals (e.g., EEG, ECG, and EMG) are measured to gather signals from the
brain, heart, and skeletal muscles and additional sensors are used to measure changes in blood
pressure, muscle activity, and skin conductivity. These sensors are networked and placed on (non-
invasive) or in (invasive) the human body. They communicate their data to a central monitoring
device that is connected to the intelligent prosthesis or assistive robot. Data is transmitted through the
surface of human tissue: skin, fat, muscles, and bone. An example of such a system is the Wireless
Body Area Network (WBAN) that connects independent nodes (e.g., sensors and actuators) that are
situated in the clothes, on the body, or under the skin of a person (Schirner, Erdogmus, Chowdhury, &
Padir, 2013; Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013; Hackmann, Guo, Yan, Sun, Lu, & Dyke, 2013).

CPS will also be incorporated in clothing. Smart garments and e-textiles incorporate sensors that are
used for non-invasive health monitoring of people with disabilities. Sensors may be integrated in the
fibres of clothing and be much more comfortable to wear, if not invisible (Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013;
Wade & Asada, 2007; Cherenack & Van Pieterson, 2012).

In the long term, it will be a challenge to develop CPS that are able to adapt over time to the user,
otherwise known as machine learning. Machine learning implies the learning of CPS for
personalisation to the needs, behaviours, and preferences of the disabled user. The system should
adapt itself continuously to optimally assist the person with a disability. For example, smart or
intelligent houses learn about the person’s (changing) needs, preferences and abilities and therefore
change or adapt over time. The system needs to be able to adapt to short term changes that represent
individual differences and long-term changes that allow for interaction with the system, to continue to
engage over a period of months and even years. This is very important to best assist people with a
disability. Combining machine learning with CPS relevant for people with a disability is currently still
very hard to achieve and integrate within systems, but this will be possible towards 2050 (Atkinson,
Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015).

Robots will be much more advanced and are expected to assist the lives of people with a disability in
many ways. They are physically embodied forms of CPS that assist with all sorts of activities of daily
life: feeding, toileting, dressing, housekeeping, cooking, social activities, etc. The robot and the person
with a disability share the same physical context. Robots will have the role of caregiver, companion,
and coach. They are able to sense, interpret, and move in the environment of the person with a
disability. They are able to operate autonomously in the complex real world for extensive periods of
time. For that, robots will interact with the Smart House or CPS environment to acquire information
for improved learning and execution of tasks. Robots will be self-charging, able to adapt their
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behaviour as a function of a specific context, and move in new environments (Rashidi & Mihailidis,
2013; Atkinson, Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015).

To perform these actions robots will use Big Data principles for learning and adaption. They will be
able to learn on the fly. Real-time analysis and prediction of behaviour will be possible. To that end,
a lot of data will be captured, so that patterns can be recognised. The robots can also learn from other
systems that interact with similar people with disabilities elsewhere by sharing data with and from
their CPS systems. CPS systems of various forms will be interoperable. The shared data should be
handled in a safe and secure way, since it concerns people’s privacy.

A new generation of robots for people with disabilities will appear towards 2050. They will be
autonomous, intelligent, and social, acting like a life-long companion. Like a human caregiver, they
will be able to show and interpret (advanced levels of) empathy, natural language, social interaction,
and theory of mind4 (Atkinson, Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015). Empathy plays a key role in
patient-centered therapy, because it implies the comprehension of another's inner world and a joint
understanding of emotions (Atkinson, Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015). Empathy is very hard to
simulate, but is known to improve recovery and might increase the acceptance of robots. The other
human qualities are also hard to simulate in robots and are especially complex for people with a
cognitive disability. These people can behave atypical due to their cognitive impairment and are
difficult to model. In 2050 these artificial intelligence challenges are expected to be tackled to a large
extent.

1.4 Societal impacts
The prevalence and incident rate of disabilities is increasing and our societies are ageing. With age, the
risk of stroke, brain injury, and diminished abilities increases. This leads to an increasing demand for
healthcare professionals, resulting in insufficient available human resources to aid the many elderly
and people with disabilities. For example: given the size of the stroke-affected population and the
time-intensive personalised requirements, one-to-one care is often not available, creating a niche for
technological means of filling the gap. This will impact care and rehabilitation tremendously and
signifies a need for advanced care technologies, such as CPS. Robot technologies can be used to
alleviate these shortages (SPARC, 2015).

CPS for people with disabilities would impact society by improving the lives of individuals. In
particular, socially assistive robots have the potential to enhance the quality of life5 of elderly, people
who are physically or cognitive/language, visual, and/or hearing disabled, people in rehabilitation
therapy, and people with developmental or social disorders. For example, studies on robotic pets for
elderly have shown that users smiled more, were less hostile to their caretakers and more socially
communicative (Tapus, Matarić, & Scassellati, 2007; Libin & Cohen-Mansfield, 2004; Kidd, Taggart, &
Turkle, 2006).

CPS will enable treatment and help of people with disabilities at home. A care setting can be realised
at home. This is beneficial to society, since nowadays many countries face with shortages of space and
personnel in nursing homes and care facilities. Furthermore, the cost of care is increasing. With CPS
home care is expected to become cost-effective (Tapus, Matarić, & Scassellati, 2007).

4 This is a psychological concept and relates to understanding other human beings in the sense that they have certain beliefs,
intents, desires, perspectives etc. that may differ from those of one’s own. Robots will thus be able to interpret these states of
mind and act accordingly.

5 Carneval (2015) presents a nice philosophical description of how emerging robotic technologies can improve the quality of life
of the disabled and can allow us to go beyond the current dichotomy ('medical' and 'social' models of disability) by contributing
to rethink the sense of what it is the 'good human life'.
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Diagnoses can be easier and earlier identified by CPS at home that is in connection with medical
professionals. Instead of treatment, physicians can focus more on prevention. For example, by
determining at an early stage potential hearing loss, societal isolation in young generation could be
prevented by delivering early intervention and rehabilitation. The results of rehabilitation can be
improved by enabling (further) rehabilitation at home. Although CPS can improve home care a lot, it
should not replace human care. People that are less mobile, that are not able to make contact with
others easily or that are seen as misfits due to their disability can easily become isolated if technology
takes over their care completely. CPS should – and can – enable them to be more mobile and to
socially interact more easily, instead of socially depriving them. Human caregivers are still an
important social interaction for people with disabilities (Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013).

In order to use more technology for people with disabilities, the technology has to be accepted and
trusted. Only then people can get used to robots and smart technologies playing a more prominent
role in prevention and care. This will enable caregivers to dedicate more time on focused care for the
people with disabilities and elderly.

1.5 Economic impacts
CPS for people with disabilities will be a growing market for high-tech applications. Currently, many
research and industry organisations are active within the AAL field and similar CPS for people with
disabilities. The use of CPS for people with disabilities is however still limited due to a wide gap
between the demands and the current technical capabilities and the high costs of CPS. In the future,
these problems will be solved and more new products and businesses will appear. Many houses can
be adapted with CPS to realise better caring for people with disabilities. It will create new highly
skilled jobs for people that develop, maintain and repair CPS for people with disabilities (at home)
(Memon, Wagner, Pedersen, Beevi, & Hansen, 2014).

In elderly care and healthcare 7-12% of the tasks can be automated (IFR, 2014). Many robots are
needed to do these automated tasks in Europe, and most of them will be some form of CPS. The
European market for helpful devices for elderly people is expected to be worth 13 billion euros in
2016 (Gamell, 2014). Including service robotics and other CPS devices for people with disabilities, and
taking into account the increasing number of elderly and people disabled due to strokes and related
conditions, this market will be significantly bigger in the future. So CPS for people with disabilities is
a growing multi billion market (IFR, 2014; Gamell, 2014).

Currently, many CPS technologies for people with disabilities are not yet cost-effective. In the near
future some CPS applications will become cost-effective, such as rehabilitation robots (SPARC, 2015).

Smart Homes will give an impulse to construction and installation companies. These have increasing
interest in technologies for building smarter homes. They want to integrate smart technologies already
during the building phase of new houses and they can profit from the remodelling of homes into
smart homes.

Some of the CPS technologies used for people with disabilities have the potential to be used in the
daily life of people without disabilities too, albeit in different forms. The technology could help
provide more comfort at home. One could imagine CPS robots for cleaning, cooking, and general
assistance, communicating with other devices in the house such as the fridge, washing machine and
central heating. These devices need to be smart enough to navigate the complex environment of a
house, and sophisticated enough to distinguish between different kinds of food. Markets can thus be
expanded to users without disabilities (Knapton, 2015).

CPS for people with disabilities does affect existing jobs as it will change the content of the
caregivers’ work and the skills of caregivers. However, it is not expected to replace their jobs. Human
caregivers are important for elderly and people with disabilities, and technology – such as CPS – can
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only augment human care (Atkinson, Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015). Robotic forms of CPS will
provide essential help to people with disabilities that currently is performed by humans. This enables
rehabilitation therapy to be more targeted. Medical staff and caregivers can have more dedicated time
for patients, resulting in better diagnosis, and care for specialised needs. Home care and rehabilitation
will thus be improved.

1.6 Environmental impacts
The environmental impacts of CPS for people with disabilities are very similar to those of CPS in
healthcare, as these CPS often consist of similar high-quality materials and electronics.

More use of CPS is expected to increase power consumption, as CPS consist of a lot electronics and is
in constant communication with the environment, which is power consuming. Although future
electronic devices will be designed and build to consume less power than current devices – a
development that has already started – and might be smart in their power consumption, the
ubiquitous use of CPS is expected to increase the total power consumption.

Sensors, actuators and electronics in general, nowadays often use rare and precious materials. CPS
will have a limited lifetime and thus produce waste that needs to be recycled. Designs must therefore
be cradle-to-cradle to improve recycling processes and to facilitate the reuse of these rare and precious
materials. In the future, these materials might be replaced by less rare or even new, advanced
materials.

1.7 Political/legal impacts
CPS will have an increased role in the care and health of people with disabilities. Medical personnel
are often in the loop, but the system is intelligent and might make certain decisions autonomously. In
such cases, it can be unclear who is responsible for failure. Furthermore, one could question who is in
charge of the healthcare services; is it the doctor, the patient or the developer of the CPS system?
These questions concern liability regarding the care and health of people with disabilities. In the case
of shared decision making the problem of liability is even more complicated as both human and
machine are involved and decisions of one influence those of the other.

Policies and standardisation are important aspects to consider. Policies should be updated to
incorporate CPS at various levels: non-autonomous, semi-autonomous (human-in-the-loop), and fully
autonomous. Standards need to be developed to make sure CPS can interact correctly with each other
and that they meet certain agreed quality standards.

Also national regulations regarding the reimbursement of CPS for home care of elderly or people
with disabilities need to be addressed (Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013). In the near future these systems
will still be very expensive. While prices may drop towards 2050, adapting homes with CPS or
purchasing robots will remain expensive. Public health insurances might consider covering costs for
such CPS.

Legislation and regulations regarding privacy need to be considered in the context of care. CPS will
share information with other systems, medical personnel, caregivers and the person with a disability.
This concerns very private information on, for example, activities, medical history, medicines and
biological quantities. The impact on professional secrecy of medical personnel is questionable and
should be explored. Data protection is another issue. It should be clear who is entitled to view the data
and how individuals can exercise control over their personal data. Data ownership is also an
unresolved issue that needs to be addressed, since it may be unclear who actually owns the data that
is shared. For this data sharing, one could question whether informed consent would be needed or
not. All these data issues need to be considered to ensure the privacy of the person with a disability
(Atkinson, Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015).
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1.8 Ethical impacts
For people with disabilities the ethical implications may vary depending on the type of disability. We
consider two groups of people with disabilities: (1) those that are fully able to make their own
decisions and (2) those that are not fully able to make their own decisions.

This distinction is of particular importance for the ethical considerations related to autonomy
(Atkinson, Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015). CPS may potentially take over tasks for the person
with a disability and operate intelligently without commands. Does this affect autonomy or the
perception of independence of the person with a disability? Consider this example (Atkinson, Dorr,
Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015): a smart environment could detect patterns that might signal that a
person is contemplating suicide or the person might even share thoughts of suicide with the CPS.
Should the CPS be set to intervene by preventing this through informing others, and if so, when?
Should the user approve these actions? Is this different for people that are or are not (fully) able to
make their own decisions? Are CPS ethically bound?

In the extent of autonomy of CPS also lies the ethical consideration of paternalism, or the potential for
CPS to override a human choice (Kamphof, 2015). CPS systems that monitor physiological states, such
as stress, contribute to a better rehabilitation of vulnerable people that are recovering from a heart
attack or stroke. Information gathered from monitoring may disclose information on risky activity.
What should the system do? Signal risky activity to medical personnel, warn the individual, prevent
the activity, or should it be set up to avoid having to make these decisions all together? Are people
supposed to live risk free – even if they are vulnerable and treated by medical personnel? What is the
right thing to do for a CPS system, whether used for prevention or rehabilitation?

Regardless of that decision, there is still a hurdle for CPS in homecare in terms of the acceptance of
the technology by – especially – older adults. Do people want to be cared for by robots or smart
technologies or do they want all their care performed by humans? How much technology do people
accept to live their daily lives normally? This is partially a question of trust. Effective care can only be
given on a basis of trust. Do people with disabilities trust CPS to assist them in daily life and how can
this trust be improved? Furthermore, the role of CPS in supporting the physician in monitoring the
client’s progress should not threaten the trust in the patient-physician relation (Rashidi & Mihailidis,
2013).

Personal monitoring devices should be owner-aware: CPS must authenticate the identity of the person
with a disability who is being cared of. This is especially important for home environments where
multiple people live together, but also in the case of visitors. The system should sense and measure
the individual resident only. Measurements of others might not be taken under consent, and could
introduce noise to the data required by the system for effective care of the person with a disability.
Furthermore, the privacy of others should not be affected (Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013).

Privacy of the individual with a disability is another important aspect. When CPS is omnipresent –
for example in Smart Homes – and medical personnel are in the loop, people with disabilities might
experience a lack of privacy. Furthermore, the sharing of information between devices might also
spread personal information further away from the personal spheres of people with disabilities. CPS
observe and aggregate various forms of historical and real-time information, such as medical and
biological state etc. What and how much control do/should persons have over this personal data
(Atkinson, Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks, 2015)?

CPS is always in some interaction with the person with a disability. Furthermore, parts of the CPS are
also in interaction with each other. How should both worlds be put together in such a way that the
technology is safe and trustworthy for the users? This is both a technological as an ethical aspect. It
concerns man-machine interaction.
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Safety and trustworthiness of CPS is also linked to persuasiveness. This is because trust affects
willingness. Manipulation is another related aspect.

The CPS assists and/or monitors the person with a disability. They are developed on the basis of a
certain view of normality (Kamphof, 2015). Which criteria for normality are used and does a
deviation from these imply abnormality per se? In assisting, the robot is a sort of companion. Does the
companionship of a robot change how we understand the concept of companionship? If robots for
companionship and assistance reduce stress and depression, does this mean that they take away
symptoms that function as an impetus to change one’s life or to change care relationships?

1.9 Demographic impacts
According to estimates, in 2050 there will be three times more people over the age of 85 than there are
in 2015. Elderly people have more risk of getting some form of disability: impaired hearing and vision,
reduced mobility and increased risks of strokes and neuro diseases such as Alzheimer’s. This
demands improved home care, which CPS can deliver. Homes will be safer for elderly thanks to CPS
assistance, resulting in fewer accidents. This improved care and safer living with CPS will in turn
increase the life expectancy even more. In the future, people will become older leading to a further
ageing society (Tapus, Matarić, & Scassellati, 2007; SPARC, 2015).

Better home care will result in elderly and people with disabilities staying longer at home. People
with a disability do not have to go to a care facility: no clustering of people at care facilities is needed.
In small towns, without specialised care facilities, the amount of elderly and people with disabilities
will probably increase.

1.10 Conclusions
The opportunities presented by Cyber-Physical Systems can change the life of people with disabilities
profoundly. Towards 2050, intelligent CPS prosthesis, smart garments, intelligent houses and
autonomous systems are expected to be part of daily care of people with disabilities who need
assistance. As technology evolves over time, robots providing this assistance, as well as therapy, will
be able to learn and adapt, show empathy, communicate in natural and sign language and be able to
interact socially. The availability of more basic companion robots, smart homes, and wearable CPS
devices will become more commonplace in the next few years. The quality and ability of what is
becoming available is far from reaching technological maturity and in some cases semi-autonomous.
The real growth of this market will evolve over the coming decades. The potential impacts of CPS are
diverse and extensive. Particularly the lifestyle and care for people with disabilities can be enhanced
with CPS, especially as people will be able to stay at home longer and in that process CPS will
contribute to further ageing societies. The market for CPS for people with disabilities and people who
need assistance in their daily life will be a growing multi-billion market. It will change jobs and the
needed skills of caregivers interacting with CPS. Diverse and complex environmental, political, legal,
and ethical issues will need to be addressed. Bringing together experts and policymakers s an essential
start for beginning to address these issues and impacts.
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2 CPS in Healthcare

Authors: prof. dr. ir. Bram Vanderborght (Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium) and Chiel Scholten, Msc
(Technopolis Group, The Netherlands)

Summary
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) will have a great impact on the healthcare system of the future. Robots
and smart devices will be incorporated in diagnosis, treatment and care at hospitals and healthcare
centres. Nowadays already some early forms of CPS are used in healthcare, such as e-health devices
and surgical robots. In the near future this technology will continue to develop into semi-autonomous
systems. Robots for telesurgery, augmented reality, smart alarms and many other technologies will
improve healthcare in the short term. Towards 2050, advanced forms of CPS will be introduced in
hospitals and healthcare centres. Surgical robots will perform certain tasks autonomously, with a
surgeon only being in the loop. Robots will be able to learn, carry out diagnoses and even perform
standard medical examinations. In-vivo micro- and nanobots will be used for testing and manipulation
in the human body. All these devices will be smart and connected to other medical devices.

These technological developments will have several profound impacts. CPS are expected to improve
healthcare and the quality of life of people. Societies will be healthier, resulting in less work
absenteeism. There will be social and economic impacts. The healthcare market, albeit partly
regulated, is a growth market due to the ageing societies in Europe. CPS for healthcare will be a multi-
billion market. Jobs will change and productivity will increase. CPS has the potential to reduce
healthcare costs. Environmental impacts may include increased power consumption due to CPS, the
use of rare and precious materials in CPS and the need to design such systems cradle-to-cradle to
reduce waste.

Political and legal impacts are manifold and concern liability, clinical certification and approval
procedures, medical professional secrecy, updating policies, data issues, standardisation and privacy.
Ethical issues include privacy, medical professional secrecy, and the acceptability of CPS technology,
autonomy and human enhancement. Demographic impacts relate to the ageing of society, as CPS in
healthcare may contribute to an increased life expectancy, and decentralised healthcare due to mobile
medical devices and telesurgery that are enabled by CPS.

2.1 Introduction
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are expected to improve future healthcare. In this paper we will discuss
applications of CPS for medical purposes, mainly at hospitals and healthcare centres.6

CPS for healthcare focus on the assistance of medical personnel in hospitals and on improving
diagnosis, surgery and treatment. For these purposes, both non-mobile as well as mobile forms of CPS
can be used. In this paper, we will use the term robot for the mobile forms of CPS; those that are able
to physically intervene in the environment. These robots assist caregivers, for example surgeons
during operations, and are able to interact with patients for diagnosis and for transportation within
hospitals or healthcare centres.

Other terms often used in this context are medical CPS (MCPS), Smart Hospitals, Smart Health(care),
wearables/implantables, brain-machine interfaces, e-Health, s-Health and m-Health. They all have
different meanings, but can be arranged under the concept of CPS for healthcare.

6 Applications of CPS for personal healthcare (e.g. at home) are discussed in the paper on CPS for disabled people.
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In this paper we will discuss first the applications of CPS for healthcare that can be expected in the
short term; over the next 5-10 years. These are fairly predictable as they are often an extrapolation of
what is now being developed. More uncertain are the applications of CPS for healthcare in the long
term; towards 2050. We will discuss what may be expected.

The technological development of CPS for healthcare will impact our society, economy and
environment. These impacts will be addressed in this paper. Furthermore we will go into the effects
that CPS for healthcare is expected to have at the political and legal level. We will discuss relevant
ethical and demographic impacts towards the end of this paper. Finally, based on an overview of the
technological developments and their impacts, we will draw some conclusions for the case of CPS for
healthcare.

2.2 Technology short term
Short-term applications of CPS for healthcare generally concern smarter devices. Examples are
wearables that contain all kind of sensors, for instance for measuring heart rate and blood values
(Willemse & Van Bodegom, 2015). These can be digitally connected to other systems, such as
smartphones and smart watches and can be used for logging and alarming. Such systems are not only
used for treatment, but also for prevention (early warning).

CPS will be used in hospitals to replace the current threshold alarms with more reliable smart alarms
(Lee, et al., 2012). Threshold alarms signal physicians when a certain threshold of a physiological state
(such as heart rate, respiratory rate and blood oxygen saturation) is crossed. Currently, there is a high
rate of false alarms, leading to fatigue by medical personnel. In the short term these alarms will be
replaced by smart alarms that are based upon real-time medical data from monitoring devices and
historical data from the patient’s medical record. By analysing data on the fly, the smart alarm can
suppress irrelevant alarms and improve accuracy. The alarm will also give the physician more
detailed information on the (current and expected future) state of the patient, so that the diagnosis
can be done more easily and the physician can act quickly.

Today, e-health applications are increasingly used in healthcare and will become an integral part of
medical care in the short term. The term e-health is used for all sorts of electronic applications that are
used by patients and that are connected with medical care providers in order to assist them in the
medical diagnosis and treatment. In the near future, basic healthcare can be performed at home with
electronical and digital applications and with sensors (Solanas, et al., 2014).

A special variant of e-health is m-health (mobile health): the use of mobile communication devices for
delivering healthcare services (Solanas, et al., 2014). It enables the remote monitoring of patients and
communication with medical professionals. These systems may be connected with sensors in the
device or in the environment. In the context of smart cities, that are expected to appear in the short
term, one speaks of smart health (s-health) (Solanas, et al., 2014). Data from the smart environment
(e.g. fixed pollution sensors for patients allergic for pollen or dust) is used for prevention or dedicated
healthcare at a distance. E-health systems will thus become context-aware.

Robotics will become more common in healthcare. Nowadays, some surgical robots are used for
minimal invasion and precision surgery. These are operated by surgeons and are thus more or less
mechanical extensions of the surgeon. In the short term, these robots will become smarter and
networked to other devices. Optical techniques are used to make 3D models for planning operations,
which are then partly semi-autonomously executed by the robot.

Also CPS will enable telesurgery. With telesurgery the surgeon is performing the operation at a
distance (Marescaux, 2013). A surgical robot, cameras, several medical sensors and communication
systems are connected via a high-speed Internet connection to a robot command station that is
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operated by a surgeon. Researchers have done already some successful intercontinental telesurgery
tests (Marescaux, 2013).

Virtual reality glasses will be used to augment medical information to the surgeon (Willemse & Van
Bodegom, 2015). It could be connected to cameras on tools and 3D models of the body to guide
navigation and create an overview of the internal body. Information from other sensors and medical
systems that are in connection with the glasses could be projected for improved operations.

Robots will be used for many processes in hospitals and healthcare centres. Robots will be
transporting goods and beds in hospitals (McNickle, 2012). These robots move autonomously
through hospitals.7 Robots will also be used for cleaning and disinfection of rooms to kill harmful
bacteria with UV-light (Shive, 2015). Exoskeletons, external robot-like structures that enable people to
improve their powers and to enable them to move or train disabled body parts, will be used for in-
hospital rehabilitation or heavy lifting of patients. They can also be used for prevention of back-
related conditions, such as hernia, in tough working conditions.

Nowadays, some students already practice on dolls or robots that simulate surgical operations or
giving birth. In the near future, such training methods will become much more common in the
training of medical professionals. Advanced robots, and perhaps augmented reality, will be used to
simulate patients and medical complications (The National Science Foundation, 2015). Robots will be
able to simulate complex medical situations and to mimic all kinds of physiological signals to medical
devices used in the procedure that is being taught. Such simulations should reduce medical errors.

In the short-term telepresence robots might be used in hospitals and healthcare centres. Family and
friends that live far from the hospital can visit a patient through telepresence robots. Alternatively, a
specialised physician from another hospital can interact with a patient through telepresence robots.
These robots have a camera, screen and some medical equipment that – with the help of a nurse – can
be used to check a patient from a distance. Sensors on board enable the robot to navigate through
hospitals (Dorrier, 2012). Socially assistive robots can provide therapy and education for e.g.
explaining treatment for children with diabetes in care facilities and assist with therapy for persons
with autism and other mental disorders.

2.3 Technology long term
In the long term healthcare will be using advanced forms of CPS. Autonomous systems of medical
devices will be employed in hospitals and healthcare centres and robots will be used for operations
and treatments. These systems will be able to process vast amounts of data from different sources in
real-time and to rapidly learn due to advanced artificial intelligence.

One branch of CPS for Healthcare is Medical Cyber-Physical Systems (MCPS). Lee et al. (2012) define
MCPS as “life-critical, context-aware, networked systems of medical devices […] used in hospitals to
provide high-quality continuous care for patients.” The medical devices constitute of monitoring
devices, which provide medical information about patients, and delivery devices, which are able to
change the physiological state of patients (e.g. pumps for medicines) (Lee, et al., 2012). Networked
together and connected to electronic records on historical health, medicine and treatment information,
such a system allows for targeted treatment based on a holistic view of the patient’s health. Physicians
can be in the loop to make treatment decisions, but decision support devices can also analyse the data
and autonomously initiate treatment with delivery devices. This autonomous operation can be of use
for simple treatment plans or for acute, life-critical action. In 2050 hospitals will use MCPS to improve
the treatment of patients.

7 Transportation in general will be addressed in a separate paper on CPS for transport and mobility.
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Similar systems will be used during surgery. In 2050, specific surgical operations will be performed
more or less autonomously by surgical robots. Robotic systems will be able to detect malicious tissue
and remove it autonomously from healthy tissue with great precision. These systems will be able to
automatically cut tissue on predefined positions or can even determine autonomously the optimal
position (Murali, et al., 2015). Optical sensors will be used to identify the malicious tissue and to
execute the tasks. In 2050, telesurgery with such systems will be common and can even be used for
operations of astronauts in space (Marescaux, 2013), due to very fast communication technologies.

Robots will be used for in-vivo medical applications. Micro- or nanobots can be inserted in blood
vessels or digested via a pill (swallowables) (Willemse & Van Bodegom, 2015). These small robots
contain several sensors, such as cameras, and are able to test molecules on the fly and manipulate
tissue (e.g. remove tissue). They constitute of small labs that will be able to wirelessly communicate
their test results to other medical systems.

In 2050 robots will be able to make diagnoses and to suggest evidence-based treatment options.
Therefore, robots will be able to recognise aspects of diseases: recognise patterns and compare that to
existing knowledge on diseases and treatments (Willemse & Van Bodegom, 2015). Because this
process is quite structured it is well suited to be handled by CPS and CPS even might outperform
doctors. Connecting these robots, giving them learning features and using big data tools will enable
them to give fast and good diagnoses based upon the available or sensed information of the patient.
Currently, IBM already experiments with its supercomputer Watson to assist oncologists with
evidence-based treatment options8.

Robots will be human-centred and machines will behave socially, so that humans and technology can
interact intuitively and fluently with each other. CPS will have capabilities to not only understand
verbal cues, but also non-verbal cues like emotions and gestures.

Robots will be able to do some standard medical examinations, such as testing reflexes, ‘listening’ to
heart and lungs, examining throat, nose and ears, measuring body temperature, asking medical
questions etc. Based upon the patent's digital medical history, the medical knowledge of the robot and
its sensor signals it is able to diagnose the medical condition. This is an extension of robots that exist
today and are able to form hypothesis before designing and performing experiments (Willemse & Van
Bodegom, 2015).

Holographic technologies will be used to augment reality in the operating room. Body parts might be
projected in 3D to monitor operations during minimally invasive surgery (Willemse & Van Bodegom,
2015). Data from other devices and health records can be inserted in the hologram to make a rich
picture with all information that is needed. It is connected to several other devices and can be
connected to specific movement sensors so that gestures in the hologram can be used to change the
image and control networked devices.

2.4 Societal impacts
In the future the need for improved healthcare will increase. The ageing populations in Europe will
have to deal with more prevalence of injuries, disorders, chronic conditions and diseases (Robotics
VO, 2013). Due to this trend the use and costs of healthcare will increase. Technologies, such as CPS,
are needed to increase the capacity of healthcare providers and to reduce costs (Robotics VO, 2013).
Furthermore, the quality of life can be increased.

CPS for healthcare will improve healthcare and contribute to a healthier society, through better
prevention, monitoring, operations and treatment (Robotics VO, 2013). Medical procedures will

8 See: http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/watson-oncology.html
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become less invasive and side effects will be reduced, so that people recover faster. People have to
stay shorter at hospitals and can continue their treatment at home thanks to CPS. As a consequence,
health-related absenteeism from work will become less. These improvements will lead to lower
societal costs in terms of less impact on families, caregivers and employers.

In order for robots and smart technologies to play a more prominent role in prevention and treatment,
the technology has to be accepted and trusted. This is a prerequisite for CPS to be used, so that it can
reduce the workload of medical personnel, enabling them to dedicate more time and focussed care to
patients.

In the past, further automation has led always to increased productivity and the creation of new jobs.
Still, some types of jobs may disappear, mainly those regarding routine tasks and physically
demanding labour, but also some white-collar jobs (Hattersley, 2014). The structure and content of
jobs is likely to change: employees will focus on more creative, human value-added activities. The
strengths of humans will be combined with the strengths of robots. Education has to prepare for the
changing demands of future professionals. Due to further automation in healthcare, medical
personnel will be able to spend more time with patients, which is beneficial to the patient’s healthcare.
CPS in healthcare is thus expected to be mainly complementary to existing jobs.

2.5 Economic impacts
The healthcare market is a growth market. As already discussed, the need for healthcare will increase
due to the ageing population in Europe, and elsewhere. CPS will have an important contribution to
the medical technology market. Robotic technologies are cost-effective, as they are already used in
hospitals.

The market for healthcare is a regulated market. A large part of the financing is based on government
spending and insurances. Increasing healthcare costs directly influences the budgets of governments
and citizens, especially those with health conditions. CPS can reduce costs by enabling faster
diagnosis and less invasive surgery, resulting in shorter hospital stays and the use of less medical
personnel per patient.

In healthcare 7-12% of the tasks can be automated (IFR, 2014). At least millions of robots are needed to
do these automated tasks in Europe, and most of them will be some form of CPS (IFR, 2014). The
average unit price of a medical robot is currently between the 1-1.5 million euros, including all needed
services and accessories (IFR, 2014). In the future, these prices are expected to drop due to mass
production methods for producing robotics. Still, only for the robotic forms of CPS, healthcare will be
a multi billion market, at least (IFR, 2014; Manyika, et al., 2013).

2.6 Environmental impacts
The environmental impacts of CPS in healthcare are very similar to those of CPS for people with
disabilities as these CPS often consist of similar high-quality materials and electronics.

As in CPS for people with disabilities, more use of CPS will directly increase power consumption, as
CPS contain a lot of electronics that need to be powered. Although future electronic devices will be
less power consuming than current devices, the ubiquitous use of CPS is expected to increase the total
power consumption in hospitals and healthcare centres.

Current Sensors, actuators and electronics often use rare and precious materials. Especially for
medical tools, high-quality materials are used. CPS will have a limited lifetime and thus produce
waste that needs to be recycled. Designs must therefore be cradle-to-cradle to improve recycling
processes and to facilitate the re-use of these rare, precious and high-quality materials. In the future
these rare materials might be replaced by less rare or newly developed and advanced materials.
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Especially for in-vivo CPS, self-healing materials might be used in the future. These allow for less
materials use, since they are longer lasting and over-specification or over-dimensioning of CPS is no
longer needed due to these self-healing properties.

2.7 Political and legal impacts
CPS will have an increased role in healthcare. Medical personnel are often in the loop, but CPS based
systems will become intelligent and might make certain decisions autonomously. Who is then
responsible for failure? Who is in charge of the health; the doctor, the patient, the developer of the
CPS system? Who is in charge of the caring? These questions concern liability in the care and health
of patients. In the case of shared decision making the problem of liability is even bigger. Then both
human and machine are involved and decisions of the one influence those of the other.

Healthcare is a strongly regulated sector. Medical equipment needs to meet high standards.
Implantable sensors need to be tested with clinical trials. CPS should meet these high standards
through certification and approval (e.g. ISO safety standards). The goal of certification is to assess
safety and effectiveness of the technology. Due to increasing complexity and interconnectivity of
devices certification becomes increasingly difficult too. Therefore, certification and approval
procedures need to be adapted. Incremental certification should be introduced: the partial
recertification of the medical CPS after component upgrades, without reconsidering the whole system
(Lee, et al., 2012). Furthermore, effective verification and certification should be incorporated in the
design stage of the CPS.

The European Commission is very well aware of the potential of CPS for healthcare and for its
economy. The EC has funded the SPARC Robotics initiative, a European public-private partnership
(PPP) on robotics, with 700 million euros for 2014-2020. In Horizon 2020 the EU has addressed
significant research funding for robotic, including specific funding for healthcare applications. Other
forms of CPS are also addressed in Horizon 2020.

Healthcare in European countries is partly financed by the government. CPS is able to reduce costs in
the future. Today, robotic systems in healthcare are often prototypes and very expensive, mainly due
to a near-monopoly position of a small number of producer on the market. More market players are
needed to reduce the costs of healthcare CPS in the future (Vanderborght, 2013). Additionally, mass
production will result in lower prices too. The European legislation on testing new healthcare
technologies should accommodate innovative companies, and investments in research should be
complemented with access to risk capital to bring new innovations to the European market
(Vanderborght, 2013). This should facilitate more competitiveness on the European market for medical
CPS.

Legislation and regulations regarding privacy need to be considered in the context of healthcare. CPS
shares information with other systems, medical personnel, caregivers and the disabled person. This
concerns very private information on, for example, medical history, medicines and biological
quantities. The sharing of these kinds of information may be considered in conflict with the current
medical professional secrecy of medical personnel. This concept needs to be reconsidered for CPS.
Data protection is important, not only in the sense of who is entitled to view the data, but also how
individuals can exercise control over their personal data. This raises questions on data ownership and
informed consent for data sharing by CPS in hospitals (Atkinson, Dorr, Clark, Clancey, & Wilks,
2015). All these data issues need to be considered to ensure the privacy of patients. Laws regarding
medical professional secrecy might need to be updated. The fierce debate regarding electronic patient
files in The Netherlands has shown that electronic information sharing in a medical context is a
delicate and political question.

Policies and standardisation are important aspects to consider. Policies should be updated to
incorporate CPS at various levels: non-autonomous, semi-autonomous (human-in-the-loop) and
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autonomous. Standards need to be developed to make sure CPS can interact correctly with each other
and that they meet certain agreed quality standards. These should be aligned at least on EU level,
since cross-border information sharing might be practice, e.g. with telesurgery. Furthermore, EU-wide
standards are important to open a uniform European market for manufacturers that has a significant
scale. Regulatory differences in each country are a burden for CPS manufacturers.

2.8 Ethical impacts
Privacy is a very important ethical issue in the context of healthcare. With CPS one has to find a trade-
off between prevention (by monitoring with sensors) and privacy. The relative importance of each
varies per person and often differs per situation. For example, at the intensive care CPS monitoring in
expense of privacy is a minor issue as compared to less emergent situations. For regulatory bodies it
might be hard to maintain oversight of the quality, accuracy and privacy issues of CPS. How can users
be certain that their data is not being shared with or sold to third parties, particularly pharmaceutical
companies and health insurers for whom personal health data is of high value? The data might also be
unwillingly or unintentionally shared in the case of hacking. Therefore, security is an essential aspect
(Sharon, 2015).

Related to privacy is medical professional secrecy. One could question whether the medical
professional secrecy still exists in a world in which CPS is integrated in life and healthcare. CPS is
expected to improve healthcare, but at the cost of privacy. An ethical discussion can be held on the
questions to what extent improved healthcare is valued over less privacy and reduced medical
professional secrecy.

Another issue is the acceptability of CPS technology in healthcare. People might not want to be
diagnosed by a robot or put their life in the hands of an autonomous machine during surgery. This is
also about trust. People may want to have certain care to be performed by humans, even though
technological alternatives are available. A discussion that needs to be addressed is whether patients
welcome CPS that party replace patient-doctor care relationships with patient-machine relationships
(Kamphof, 2015; Sharon, 2015). What impact does this change have on patients? Furthermore, CPS
may conflict with medical authority between medical personal and medical CPS devices.

The use of technologies such as m-health and wearables, introduces new forms of medical
surveillance to the lives of people. Patients may not welcome these technologies for personalised and
preventive healthcare. It puts an increased emphasis on patient involvement and activation that could
lead to an increased individualisation of responsibility of one’s health. This concerns patient
empowerment: people gain control (self-management) over the decisions and actions regarding their
health. People who are unwilling or incapable of self-managing their health may be stigmatised or
influence social solidarity in healthcare insurance negatively, resulting in more personalised insurance
policies (Sharon, 2015).

The role of robots in diagnoses also poses some ethical questions. Diagnoses will be much more based
on data. A proper treatment may need familiarity with the patient as a person. It may be difficult for
robots and doctors to extract a sufficient sense for the patient from all the data (Kamphof, 2015). What
are the dangers of acting on the data alone? One could also question whether the diagnoses and the
communication thereof is something personal or could be well communicated to patients by robots.
Furthermore, one should assure that in diagnoses by robots patients are invited to perform the proper
symptoms to secure a proper diagnosis.

CPS also allows for human enhancement, for example with exoskeletons. Human enhancement poses
ethical questions on the edge between human and machine. Healthcare may be used to implant
sensors in people or to enhance their human capabilities. Doctors may use CPS to restore human
functions or capabilities. But the ethical question is: where does a medical professional have to stop
with the enhancement of humans?
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Autonomy is another ethical aspect. Patients are often in a dependent situation. CPS, especially
autonomous systems, need to respect the autonomy of the patient. However, one could question
weather with autonomous systems people still feel personal autonomy. With humans a patient can
easily communicate their wishes easily, but they might not as easily communicate with CPS. This
could be because they are not familiar with the CPS or feel intimidated.

A more overarching ethical aspect in our future healthcare with CPS is equality and the changing role
of health. CPS in healthcare enables better prevention. CPS in healthcare may not be equally available
for everyone; it could enable prevention that is only affordable for rich people. Heath insurances need
to consider whether they cover CPS for prevention or not. The ethical discussion should focus on
whether it is desirable or not that there is an inequality in access to prevention. A stronger focus on
prevention may also change the ideas about the role of health and illness. For example, those who
become sick may be regarded as people who neglected their health prevention and are thus to be
blamed (Kamphof, 2015).

2.9 Demographic impacts
According to estimates (Eurostat, 2011), there will be three times more people of over 85 years in 2050
then there are today (29% elderly in 2050). Elderly people tend to make more use of healthcare due to
increased risks of strokes and neuro-diseases such as Alzheimer. At the same time, fewer young
people are available to deliver the healthcare; the active population will decrease to 48% in 2050
(Eurostat, 2011). Due to CPS we will be able to deliver the healthcare to this aging population by
increasing efficiency and shortening hospital stays. In this way, medical personnel can dedicate more
time to patients, improving healthcare. This improvement of healthcare will in turn increase the life
expectancy of people, leading to a further ageing society (SPARC, 2015). With better healthcare, the
survival rate of unborn children might also increase.

People will be able to recover at home sooner. Prevention will result in less and shorter hospital stays.
CPS devices, such as m-health, can be used at home to continue the treatment while medical
personnel can monitor progress. Such applications also lead to improved prevention. Developments
in telesurgery might enable more advanced surgical procedures at smaller hospitals or policlinics.
Both developments allow for more decentralised healthcare.

2.10 Conclusions
Cyber-Physical Systems will change the future of healthcare profoundly. Towards 2050 several
autonomous forms of CPS will be operational in hospitals and healthcare centres for diagnoses,
surgery, treatment, care and transport. In the short term less advanced, semi-autonomous (smart)
systems will be used in healthcare. The potential impacts are diverse and extensive. CPS is expected to
improve healthcare and to increase life expectancy. The market for CPS healthcare applications, such
as robotics, has a significant potential for Europe. It is expected to change jobs, replace some and
create new ones. Demographically, CPS will foster ageing societies and decentralised healthcare.
Many environmental, political, legal and ethical issues are at stake. These are diverse and often
complex issues. Bringing together experts and policy makers will be a good start for addressing these
issues and impacts.
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3 CPS for Agriculture and food supply

Authors: prof. dr. Ir. Eldert J. van Henten (Wageningen University, The Netherlands) and dr. Christien
Enzing (Technopolis Group, The Netherlands)

Summary
Agriculture is facing some major challenges and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are expected to
address some of them by contributing to smarter and more sustainable food production. A few
applications already exist. The Internet of Things (linking the machines, interaction through data
exchange, etc.) is starting to influence the agricultural sector to better support precision farming. The
extent to which farm management and processes will be automated and specific functions executed
autonomously will increase as CPS technologies develop. In the long term, beyond sensing technology
and data collection, pattern recognition and artificial intelligence should improve the advanced
interpretation of data and decision-making using data and domain knowledge. Fully autonomous
machines (that establish, scout for pests, disease and weeds and care for, and harvest crops) might
only be feasible at the very long term.

These developments will have profound impacts. Economically the European agricultural machinery
industry could benefit from CPS. Some European engineering companies that have implemented
these innovative technologies are doing very well, but the still more traditional machine builders have
to make the switch to a more innovative company that implements the newest technologies. A
number of high tech start-ups have introduced new technologies (such as apps, robots) in the
agricultural sector. However, given the small economic margins of agricultural production, the cost
price of agricultural technology can only be very low (which is not an stimulus for the development of
advanced – and thus: expensive – new technologies).

Social impacts refer to safety, employment and skills. CPS might positively influence the quality-of-
life of farm workers and also attract a younger generation back to farming. Robots might replace low
and semi-skilled labour but existing farmers’ knowledge should be properly secured. Safety of robots
is a main precondition for their market introduction in the agricultural sector. Also there is the
question of who owns the data collected in the field (farmer, contractor). The implementation of new
CPS technologies in agriculture can have considerable environmental impact leading to lower
emissions, as well as reduced use of energy, water, chemicals and fertilisers. CPS can act as enabling
technology in the development of more sustainable cropping systems. The combination ‘food and
technology’ and especially ‘farm animals and technology’ is very sensitive. The introduction of new
CPS technologies is expected to lead to ethical issues related to animal farming, the use of livestock
robotics, and the relation between farmer and nature. The main legal issue that CPS raises in
agriculture is the question of responsibility in case (autonomous) machines cause harm to persons,
plants, animals or property.

3.1 Introduction
Agriculture is facing some major challenges in the years to come. The world population is expected to
grow to more than 9 billion people in 2050. Growing prosperity in developing economies is
accompanied with changes in diet and an increased demand for food. This trend will be accompanied
by a growing need for feed, fuel, fibres and chemicals. Options to mitigate these challenges are a more
equal distribution of food and reduction of losses in the food chain (30-40% losses today), but also an
increase in food production. The FAO indicates that food production has to increase by 60% to meet
this growing demand (FAO Statistical Yearbook 2013). But there is more. The exhaustion of fossil
fuels, fibres and chemicals will put more pressure on agricultural production. Resources like water,
critical nutrients for crop production like phosphate show a declining availability (Pimentel et al.,
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2004; Schröder et al., 2010). Added to that, agriculture has a strong impact on the living environment
through soil compaction and erosion, emissions of greenhouse gasses and the use of crop protecting
chemicals and fertilisers. The use of medicines in livestock farming is related to a growing concern
with respect to infectious animal diseases. As well, consumers continue to demand high-quality food
for a low price, putting severe pressure on the agricultural farming business. All in all, these trends
necessitate a more sustainable agricultural production, providing food, fuels, fibres and chemicals
along with a healthy living environment for generations to come while assuring the livelihood of
farmers who are facing the challenges of meeting these demands.

Agricultural technology is considered to be as old as agriculture itself (Evans, 1998; Mazoyer and
Roudart, 2006). Breeding, agronomy, chemical fertilizers and chemical crop protection and antibiotics
have all been critical success factors behind the considerable growth in agricultural yield over the past
10,000 years. And technology will continue to play a crucial role to address the challenges of a
sustainable agricultural production.

Until recently, agricultural technology was mostly based on mechanical engineering. Many large,
modern equipment manufacturers originate from local blacksmiths’ shop. Gradually, over the past 50
years, electronics, sensors, computing hardware and software, the Internet and wireless
communications have entered the agricultural domain. They have evolved into systems that are
indispensable for the agricultural production of today. This evolution of technology will continue,
with advanced mechatronics, sensing, artificial intelligence and connectivity as key components.
These technologies are expected to impact on future agricultural production and the food industry.
They will enable machines, products and humans to interact with each other over the Internet and will
lead to the development of (semi-) autonomous operating machines.  These technologies – that can be
considered to be part of Cyber-Physical Systems - are expected to bring agricultural a step further in
the development of smarter and more sustainable farming.

In this paper we discuss several aspects of Cyber-Physical Systems CPS in future agriculture and in
the food sector. We first describe the expected applications of CPS over the short term; in the next 5-10
years from now (2015). These are well predictable as they are often an extrapolation of what is now
being developed. More uncertain are the applications of CPS on the long term; towards 2050. We will
discuss what may be expected.

The technological developments of CPS technologies in agriculture and the food sector will have an
impact on society, the economy and the environment. These impacts will be addressed in this paper.
Furthermore, the political and legal effects as well as demographic developments with future CPS
applications in the agro-food sector will be discussed. Future CPS applications will raise several
ethical questions, which will be presented. Based on the overview of technological developments and
their impacts, conclusions on future developments of CPS in the agro-food sector and its impact will
be drawn.

3.2 Technology short term
At the moment the main CPS-related technologies in agriculture involve sensors, combined with GPS
and the Internet of Things. Sensors are used everywhere: on machinery, in the field, in animal houses,
in greenhouses, in storage facilities, etc. Sensors are also playing a growing role in plant breeding as
they objectively select the best cultivars based on predefined objectives.

Satellite observation of fields has a number of drawbacks (poor line of sight, clouds, etc.), and, for that
reason, they are increasingly being replaced by observation by drones loaded with several types of
sensors. Using the rich data these drones will collect it will be possible to better assess the status of the
crop. In the short term, interpreting the data will largely be left to the farmer. They may, for example
combine the data with world food prices and the cost of buying feed for cattle. The challenges of
working with big data sets are in the analysis, storage, visualization and sharing of data as well as
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formulating good queries (SPARC, 2015). Given the growing availability of data, data mining is a
rapidly developing field in agriculture (Mucherino et al., 2009; Liao et al., 2012; Bauckhage et al.,
2013).

Also nowadays network technology and mobile communication have been already fully integrated
into agriculture. Recently a huge rise of apps has been reported; for example one app is developed for
detecting defects on machinery and providing instructions for repairs. Another helps with crop
selection and harvesting. Also simulations and training programs for controlling machines are already
widespread. In the coming years, apps will be increasingly used to analyse the land and soil and to
link this information to local climatic conditions (measured by drones) (STT, 2015). An important key
to future developments will be the interoperability and communication both between machines
working on the farm and with organisations outside the farm in the post-harvest part of the value
chain allowing faster processing of harvested crops, efficient transport and faster time to market.

The Internet of Things (linking the machines, interaction through data exchange, etc.) is starting to
influence the agricultural sector; it is now being introduced and will steadily find an implementation
in the next few years. Such connections will improve the processing of harvested crops, the efficiency
of transport and the speed of time to market (SPARC, 2015). Interoperability requires standardization
in how data is encoded and communicated through the production chain and between systems of
different manufacturers.

By collecting data generated from GPS, drones, and sensors in the field and farming equipment,
precision farming has enabled farmers to improve crop yields and water use, using advanced data
analysis9. Unlike in conventional agriculture, in precision farming the focus is on the specific need of a
plant or animal (instead of a full field or herd). By responding to the specific conditions of the soil and
climate, the harvest can be optimised. Data collection, analysis and intelligent decision making are
essential to effectively carry out precision agriculture (STT, 2015).

Due to the remoteness of farming operations and the large number of livestock that could be
monitored, the Internet of Things could revolutionize the way farmers work. It is expected that smart
farming will become particularly important for predominantly agricultural-product exporting
countries10.

At the moment only a few robotic systems are commercially available. In livestock farming the
milking robots have already been successfully introduced some decades ago. New products in
livestock farming include automated feeding, manure removal, shed cleaning, and automatic field
fencing. Horticulture (mainly glass houses with relatively high value added products) is the subsector
where robots and advanced machinery are available for producing cuttings, planting in trays, plant
protection, sorting and packing, essentially those activities that do not strongly rely on human
intelligence or effective eye-hand coordination (Van Henten, 2006, 2013). Despite 30 years of research,
harvesting robots are still not commercially available (Bac et al., 2014). There has, however, been much
research activity in that field that may yield results in the medium to long-term. Examples are leaf
picking of tomatoes (Tomation), sweet pepper harvesting, rose harvesting, sweet pepper packing,
gripping of soft products, autonomous weed control, field robots and snack packing. Activities that
strongly rely on advanced human skills are hard to automate. People still perform the non-robotised
tasks of safety prevention and feedback on the quality of work performed by the robot.

A survey published in 2012, revealed that at that time there were no commercial products on the
market (RoboNED, 2012). The past years have shown rapid development in this field and today, in

9 http://www.aditi.com/internet-of-things-in-agriculture-case-study/

10 http://iot-analytics.com/10-internet-of-things-applications/
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arable farming, the first examples have entered the market11 demonstrating this technology can be
applied to autonomous applications in agriculture.

The extent to which farming management tasks and processes can be automated will increase as CPS
technology develops. More data collection and analysis using built-in domain knowledge of the
specific characteristics of the farm will allow autonomy to increase gradually. At the moment it seems
unfeasible to completely automate the data-driven management and operation in agriculture. The
intelligence and skill of humans still largely exceeds the capabilities of the current technology. Though
a vast amount of data is available, in the end, a decision has to be made about what to do. Giving the
current status of technological development, it still are the farmers who decide as they have the most
experience and expertise. They can decide quickly in complex situations. But real-time management
information and knowing what to do is the key to successful and smarter farming and research will
focus strongly on that aspect in years to come. Companies have not yet taken up the challenge of
intelligent decision-making because mistakes might cause claims for liability for damages. Products
are still mainly focussed on suitably visualizing available information. Visualisation and human
machine interfacing are key themes.

Also in the post-harvest chain and food processing industry more and more semi-autonomous
machines are doing the work, such as sorting and packaging of food products. Quality and product
uniformity are drivers. Hygiene is an important driver for these developments given that humans are
a potential entry point for contamination.

The main application of CPS in the post-harvest chain and food production is the use of sensors for
food safety. A few examples of short-term applications of sensors in food production include: 1)
intelligent packaging that can detect the level of freshness of a product; 2) millimetre wave sensors for
contactless measuring of the core of a product for optimisation of freeze-drying processes in industry;
3) lab on a chip (several laboratory functions integrated on a chip of a few square centimetres) for
diagnoses in diseased animals and 4) hyper-spectral cameras that can detect foreign objects, latent
defects or fungi, and inspect the surface of products and a fibre optic biosensor for detection of
(hidden) allergens, GMOs and DNA of microorganisms and viruses (STT, 2015).

In automotive, navigation systems, automatic braking and park assist systems are all features that
prepare for fully autonomous driving in the long-term. Similar developments can be expected in
agriculture. Human-machine collaboration is building a path toward autonomous farming systems.

3.3 Technology long term
The best estimate for long-term technological developments in this field is for the trends in research
identified in the previous section to continue. Developments in sensor technology, for example are
expected to continue. But beyond sensing technology and data collection, progress is expected in the
field of pattern recognition and artificial intelligence for advanced interpretation of the data and
decision-making using data and domain knowledge.

New technologies such as wireless communication, non-contact solid state sensors (phenotyping
outdoor crops), Unmanned Ground Vehicles and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are expected to
contribute to advanced agricultural robots (Blackmore, 2012). However, it is hard to predict what
levels of autonomy these robots will achieve in 2050.

The performance level and adoption of fully autonomous machines is still very low in agriculture, as
was mentioned above. A number of problems encountered in arable agriculture and some also in
(indoor) horticulture - might make that the introduction of fully autonomous machines for crop

11 The company Steketee offers a vision-based mechanical weeding system. AgroTechnIQ offers a machine for
autonomous asparagus harvesting. Probotiq produces robots for autonomous mowing of golf courses.
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establishment, scouting and care and for selective harvesting will only be feasible at the long term. For
arable land, these problems also include the size, compaction and trafficking (Blackmore, 2012). The
large and heavy machines drive patterns that cover much more of the field area than is strictly
necessary, damaging the soil (compaction).  This also means that after heavy rain fall machines cannot
enter the field. It was found that 90% of energy used in cultivation is for repairing the damages caused
by machines. There is a big need for lighter machines that can work in wet weather conditions and do
not damage the soil. These smaller machines are inherently safer for their environment than their
larger counterparts. Challenges that still need to be addressed in general are: 1) intelligence,
navigation and manipulation in unstructured environments (‘eye-hand coordination'); 2) fast decision
making in complex situations, guaranteeing the safety for humans, animals and the crop; and 3)
working in a hostile environment in terms of dust, dirt, rain, light, temperature variations, etc.
(RoboNED, 2012; Bac et al., 2014). The SPARC Roadmap (2015) also mentions the development of
multiple smaller machines rather than one large machine, which would reduce soil compression and
be cost-effective even on very small fields. The overall reliability may also be higher.

It is expected that due to developments in the fields of sensor technology, information technology, and
robotics, the application of precision farming will become more extensive. It will be increasingly
possible to measure more accurately (at a distance) the requirements of a crop at a given time in a
certain position allowing for further automation of farm operations such as land preparation and
harvesting (STT, 2015).

As sensors allow for more data to be collected more quickly, this technology will contribute to further
optimisation of food processing and quality control. It also provides (in conjunction with
developments in genetic engineering) tools for structural improvements in the diagnostics and control
of animal diseases as well as the development of more robust animals. In conjunction with micro- and
nanotechnology, sensors can measure the specific composition of products for specific applications.
For example, individual cows can be milked at the optimal point in their lactation, or fruits can be
harvested when they hold fewer allergens. With sensor technology, animal behaviour can be observed
in real time, allowing for more efficient farm management (STT 2015).

Smart materials on food labels, holding product information, can communicate with the whole
production chain, allow for better registration and monitoring. Consumers can be better informed
about what is in their food and where it comes from. Also the suppliers of fresh food products can
trace the transport of these products and verify that they are delivered healthy and safely. Through
interconnected IT systems (Internet of Things) the food packing can communicate with household
kitchen machines. When smart labels are combined with smart packaging, data can be sent through
the entire distribution chain, for instance refrigerators could make orders to the supermarket once a
package indicates it is nearly empty. Or packages can communicate with televisions, which can be
broadcast through targeted special offers. The smart packaging suppliers can learn more about their
customers and make possible easier customisation. Finally, smart packaging could result in easier
recycling of materials and prevention of food waste (STT, 2015).

3.4 Societal impacts
The positioning of human labour is an important issue in the European agricultural sector (see also
demographic aspects). Labour participation in the agricultural sector has decreased considerably: in
the Netherlands in 1900 it was 30%, now it is 2.6%. This seems to be a global trend. When GDP
increases, labour participation in agriculture decreases12. Do people turn away from the sector because
it is a low paid, dirty, physically demanding and involves long-working hours, or have machines
taken over their jobs? The latter might be true as was the case for instance in 1830’s when increased

12 See: http://ourworldindata.org/data/food-agriculture/agricultural-employment/ and the references quoted there
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mechanisation in agriculture, in this case the introduction of the threshing machine, led to societal
unrest as many farmworkers were afraid to lose their jobs (see e.g. Griffin, C., 2012). However, one
thing is clear: the number of farmers is declining. Small margins and high investments have not
stimulated succession in family owned businesses (Landbouw Economisch Bericht, 2013).

In 2011, The Netherlands attempted to stimulate unemployed people to work in greenhouse
horticulture. However, people were not motivated, did not have enough experience and work was
considered to be too physically demanding13. On the other hand the increasing use of technology
might influence the daily life quality of farm workers and may also attract a younger generation back
into farming (SPARC, 2015). In an automated farm, farmers can do their job on remote distance from
the farm. In this context it is interesting to note that robotic milking systems in some cases are not cost
effective, but are still adopted because the system buys time for the farmer to do other tasks on or
outside the farm.

With respect to work skills, robots might replace low and semi-skilled labour in the future. Whether
fully autonomous robots will enter agriculture with large numbers soon, is still a topic of debate.
Blackmore (2012) does not expect autonomous robots in the long-term future. When robotics becomes
more prevalent in agriculture, he expects that while agricultural robots will replace semi-skilled
drivers, an equal number of high skill agricultural robots engineers will be needed to operate these
advanced robots in the future. The SPARC Roadmap (2015) foresees a fully automated farm in which
highly autonomous systems demand that the farmer accesses data only once or twice a day via the
Internet to provide high-level supervision, allowing for “part time farming”.

The advent of CPS might have a negative effect on the body of knowledge embedded in the
agricultural domain. When technology takes over, the ‘green fingers’ of the farmer might be lost. But
do we need to understand the deeper workings of the engine when driving a car? Developments in
technology do require that available farmers’ knowledge is properly secured.

Safety of robots is a main precondition for their market introduction in the agricultural sector. For
industrial robots it may be sufficient to protect the work area or to exclude people from the working
environment. In agriculture, there is direct physical interaction either with people, plants or livestock.
In arable agriculture it deals with large and heavy machines work next to public areas, such as roads.
This requires higher levels of safety which need to be embedded in the physical human machine
interface.  The SPARC report also mentions the issues of cooperation (behaviour of autonomous
machines in natural environments that are not well-structured and have a complex layout) and
organization (control in mixed environments, such as how to get a robot to the field and the driver
back home) (SPARC, 2015).

3.5 Economic impacts
The value of agricultural machines produced in Europe is €28bn (30% of global production). Europe’s
agricultural machinery industry consists of specialised manufacturers with a large variety of brands.
Interoperability has been a long held tradition but with the advancement of CPS will become more
challenging. Robotics in Europe has specialised in dairy while the US and Japan have specialised in
high value crops (SPARC, 2015).

Considering the engineering strength of European manufacturers and high market shares worldwide,
there is considerable potential for future development within Europe feeding a global market for
autonomous agricultural machines (VDMA market research data, in SPARC, 2015). However, there is
still a lot to gain for European companies. In order to do so, they have a lot to learn. Historically, the
machine companies in agriculture are the local blacksmiths. Nowadays, software and ICT have

13 See for instance: http://www.nu.nl/economie/2562357/tuinbouw-wacht-nog-beloofde-werklozen.html
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become primary drivers of innovation and many more “traditional” companies have been slow to
adapt. In contrast a number of high tech start-ups have introduced new technologies (such as apps or
robotics) in the agricultural sector; some of these companies are doing very well.

Although farmers have a strong positive and innovative attitude towards robotics, the small number
of companies that can afford such robots shows that there is hardly enough capital available to take
the risk of developing and implementing high-tech robotic systems. As was stated in 2012, the risk for
both farmers (growers) and suppliers in introducing new robot systems is in general unacceptably
high. Government and R&D funding organizations do not support the developments in this field
(RoboNED, 2012). The development of generic technological solutions that can be translated to
specific solutions for individual crops and products might alleviate this issue.  Current technical
solutions are still too domain and application specific, thus yielding small markets and requiring large
investments. Also, small scale robotic systems or modular CPS can provide small benefits. Then
farmers can opt for a solution that meets their needs whilst being affordable. Adding modules should
be possible when company development allows. Given the small economic margins of agricultural
production, agriculture is a domain where requirements on technology are high but cost price of
technology should be very low.

The SPARC report (2015) mentions the issue of ownership of data collected in the farm. The
ownership of these data needs to be assured, as the data will be extremely valuable to third parties.
Often farmers outsource activities to contractors (that own the machines). The same applies for the
drones (which might also be owned by these or other contractors). Who is the owner of the data
collected on the field or by the sensors in the animal houses; the farmer, the supplier of the
drone/sensors, or the contractor that performs the measurements? Will drones be allowed to fly
always, and above all fields?

A major driver for adoption of CPS and robotic systems is cost reduction. Statistics show that in The
Netherlands over the last 30-40 years the share of income people have allocated to food declined from
25% to 10% (CBS data). The economic margins in agricultural production, being already small, are
continuously under pressure and farmers will adopt technology to make ends meet.

It is worth noting that there might be a relation between scale enlargement of farms and the use of
technology, though it is unclear whether scale enlargement calls for more technology or whether that
scale enlargement provides the financial basis for the adoption of more technology.

3.6 Environmental impacts
Environmental challenges are drivers for introducing new CPS technologies in agriculture. They can
lead to reduction of emissions, and more effective use of energy, water, chemicals and fertilisers.
Precision farming offers the opportunity to provide water and fertilizers in an optimal fashion, both
in space and time, thus yielding more efficient and effective use of scarce or expensive resources. Early
and location specific detection and treatment of weeds, pests and diseases will reduce the use of crop
protection chemicals and medicines, thus reducing a strong impact on the environment. While
abstaining inputs of non-natural origin, robotics might offer a way to more widely implement organic
farming. Potential tension between organic farming and high-tech may need to be investigated.

Another (local) environmental problem involves the large and heavy machines that destroy the soil
structure (soil compaction). Large machinery was used mainly because of strong demand for high
labour efficiency.  Robotic technology allows a shift to small scale machinery. When more lightweight
self-operating robots are available, the soil structure is less affected, thus contributing to a more
sustainable agriculture.

The current working environment of agriculture might be too complex for current robotic technology
(Bac et al., 2014). Modifications to crop production systems reduce complexity and facilitate the use
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of robotic technology. An example is the modified production system that was used for a robotic
cucumber harvesting system (Van Henten, 2002). Similar developments are taking place with
orchards. Novel cropping systems for apples alleviate both manual as well as future robotic systems
for harvesting the apples. Robotic milking requires selection of cows for proper udder and teat
configuration. “It may prove to be incumbent upon managers to assess udder and teat conformation
before admitting a cow to the milking herd or to consider genetic selection for desirable teat
placement, to avoid devoting labour to milking the anticipated 15% of the herd that will experience
cluster attachment difficulties and failed milkings.” (Jacobs and Siegford, 2011). Breeding programs of
plants and animals might also be directed towards facilitating robotic technology.

CPS in general and robotic systems in particular can also act as enabling technology for sustainable
and environmental friendly agriculture. For example intercropping - i.e. cultivation of two or more
crops in small rows in parallel, instead of monoculture - is known to have advantages from an
agronomical and phytopathology point of view. In Western societies intercropping is currently
unfeasible because it does not fit into the large scale farming machinery practices of today. Without
robotic technology, the implementation of intercropping would be too costly. Small-scale robotic
systems are better suited for such tasks.

3.7 Political and legal impacts
The main legal issue concerning CPS in agriculture deals with the question who is responsible when
a (autonomous) machine harms persons, plants, animals or property. As the SPARC report (2015)
argues: “the safety inherent in the machine’s ability to detect its environment will need to be enhanced
by developing optimal combinations of sensors, sensing, obstacle detection and obstacle avoidance
strategies”. Receiving a certification of safe operation is very important in this respect.

Another important issue is data ownership. Who owns the data produced on the farm: the farmer, the
technology supplier or the food industry and major retailers? This issue relates to power in the food
supply chain.

Giving the expected growing implementation of CPS in food production, standardising of data
exchange and interoperability of technology will require growing attention from stakeholders in the
production chain.

It is still unclear whether modifications to the regulatory environment are required for successful
and widespread introduction of robots in agriculture. In industry, machine regulations demand
infrastructure and procedures to separate humans from (autonomous) machines for reasons of safety
reasons. The question how to control autonomous robots in the relatively open and accessible systems
of agriculture should be thoroughly studied. This question is not specific for agriculture. Similar issues
apply to robotics in other domains14.

3.8 Ethical impacts
The use of technology in agriculture and food supply touches upon a number of ethical issues. The
first issue deals with the ethics of animal farming: every time technology touches living animals,
ethical issues arise. Take, for instance, chickens on free-range farms. While free-range systems
improve animal welfare versus cage systems, they present new challenges. Free-range chickens can
lay their eggs anywhere, so farmers need to collect eggs by hand at regular intervals. A robot might
take over this task. But what effect will robots have on the behaviour of chickens? Recent studies have
shown that they did not have a negative effect (Usher et al., 2014). It is expected that such ethical
questions will continue to be asked in animal farming.

14 See for instance www.robolaw.eu
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The second issue deals with the use of advanced technologies in food production and which makes
that the reality of food production in ‘factory farms’ does not match the romantic image that many
people have of ‘family farms’ where inherently wholesome food are produced. Some authors consider
agricultural farming as a form of industrial production (bio-industry) aimed at maximizing the use of
raw materials, livestock, and resources and with negative impact for the environment (ICT-AGRI,
2012). The combination ‘food production and technology’ is very sensitive. There is some similarity
with the GMO debate.

Although, the introduction of the milking robots was not a problem, there is increased interest in the
ethics of livestock robotics. Recently the results of the study on the ethical issues related to the
introduction of the milking robot in the Netherlands were published (Driessen and Heutinck, 2015).
The study compared the use of a conventional milking apparatus with a milking robot. The study
found that the entire practice of dairy farming has been reorganised around the new milking robot.
With a robot, cows must voluntarily present themselves to be milked, whereby an ethical norm of
(individual) freedom for cows emerged together with this new technology. However, it has also had
an impact on what is considered to be good farming, specifically on the relationship between farmer
and cow. Similar research is being done in the UK15.

The RoboNED (2012) report has an interesting commentary on the ‘human looks’ of an agricultural
robot. It says that: “as the essential functions needed in an agricultural robot comprise a limited subset
of human capabilities, an agricultural robot need not resemble a human being”.

The increased introduction of the Internet of Things, through which packed and labelled food
products communicate with kitchen and other household equipment, can have a considerable
influence on the consumer’s daily life. Information about (un)healthy foods can be used to advise the
consumer that want to change their eating habits. Food producers can also target consumers with
tailored advertisement, etc. Information could be combined with input from consumers through social
networking sites to ensure that tracking and tracing of products is much more accurate. Sceptics fear
the consequences for privacy, and wonder whether it would still be possible to go 'off the grid' (STT,
2015).

In the old days, small-scale farming allowed for more specific individual attention to plants and
animals. Mainly cost efficiency has led to large scale farming in which the distance between farmer
and nature has increased. CPS might offer a way to meet the individual needs of plants and animals,
though there will be a technical interface between farmer and plant/animal to implement this in a
resource effective way. CPS might make the farmer’s lives easier in meeting individual demands of
plants and animals. Alternatively, through CPS demands of the plants and animals will be more
directly communicated, farmers might become ‘slaves’ of their crop or herd. This is an open and
intriguing issue. Whichever way it goes, the relationship between farmer and nature will change

The Digital Divide, or the digital split, refers to the social exclusion faced by those without access to
the Internet (especially broadband access). The lack of access prevents those on the wrong side of the
divide from fully participating in an increasingly digitized society. The term became popular among
concerned parties, such as scholars, policy makers, and advocacy groups, in the late 1990s16. Similar
issues might arise with advancing developments in CPS technologies. This not only holds for a
separation between those who have and those who have not CPS in developed economies. It may also
reinforce disparities between developed and developing economies as well. It is worth noting that the
adoption of mobile phone technology in African countries has become widespread the past decade,
indicating that new technologies are introduced and rapidly adopted in developing economies but

15 http://www2.hull.ac.uk/science/geography-1/research/livestockrobotics.aspx

16 http://www.internetworldstats.com/
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with shape and cost that fits the local conditions. As such CPS will not be similar all around the world,
adaptive technology needs to be developed to fit local requirements and conditions.

3.9 Demographic impacts
The composition of the work force in agriculture is a problem because it is relatively much older than
in the rest of the economy (EU, 2013). Aging is a problem as these older workers will have to be
replaced by younger workers, but these cohorts (ages between 25 and 45 years) are getting smaller
and smaller. This trend, combined with the fact that there is already pressure on labour participation
in agriculture (see Section 5), might have dramatic consequences for the European agricultural sector.
The use of robotics on a larger scale would contribute to a solution. Robots also could take over the
dangerous, heavy or unhealthy work in agriculture (STT, 2015).

3.10 Conclusions
Cyber-Physical Systems will change the future of agriculture. The application of advanced sensors in
combination with the Internet of Things and (semi-) autonomous robots can provide solutions to a
number of problems facing the agricultural sector, including a declining work force and poor working
conditions, while also achieving increasing production and optimising harvests. CPS in food
production is expected to be incrementally implemented mainly for food safety purposes. In addition,
CPS will allow for smarter food labels and packaging, providing richer information on all parts of the
value chain.

The potential impacts are diverse and profound. Economically, the European agricultural machinery
industry could benefit from CPS. Societal impacts encompass safety, employment and skills. Impacts
in the legal domain include liability, data ownership and required modifications of the regulatory
environment. The implementation of new CPS technologies in agriculture can also have considerable
environmental impact leading to lower emissions, and reduced use of energy, water, chemicals and
fertilisers. The combination ‘food and technology’ and especially ‘farm animals and technology’ is
very sensitive and the introduction of new CPS technologies is expected to lead to many ethical issues.

Acknowledgement: The authors thank prof. dr. T. Swierstra and dr. I. Kamphof of the Department of Philosophy
of the University of Maastricht (The Netherlands) for their feedback on the draft version of this paper.
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4 CPS in Manufacturing

Authors: prof. dr. ir. Fred van Houten (University of Twente, The Netherlands) and Chiel Scholten,
MSc (Technopolis Group, The Netherlands)

Summary
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) will become more prominently incorporated in the manufacturing
industry in the near future. It will bring industry one step further in the automation process towards
(semi) autonomous manufacturing. A few applications already exist. Short-term incorporation is
expected to have an evolutionary nature, as CPS will be integrated gradually in industrial production
processes. However, in the long term most production processes and related value chains will have
changed fundamentally and will be characterized by flexible production and mass customisation.
Digitalisation will enable customers to design new types of products that suit their specific needs.
They will send these designs over the Internet to the factory, where the product will be made.
Digitalisation will also facilitate the exchange of product information along the value chain and
products will hold information on their future and history (production process, intended use, etc.).
Manufacturing will become smart manufacturing.

These developments will have profound impacts. With CPS, new business models will appear. Due to
mass customisation and smart manufacturing, the European high-wage economy is expected to
remain competitive. The content of jobs will change and new skills will be needed, but no net loss of
jobs is expected. Furthermore, decentralised production due to digitalisation reduces the need for
employees to move for work to industrial hotspots. Economic forecasts indicate that by 2025, the EU
could benefit from 1.25 trillion euros of value added due to CPS.

Introduction of CPS is expected to reduce materials use. However, energy consumption and carbon
dioxide emission are expected to increase, due to more data communication between CPS and the
many electronics used in CPS. Political and legal impacts are manifold and concern liability,
intellectual property, safety and quality standards, data ownership, illegal products and privacy.
Privacy is also an ethical issue, together with uniqueness, the autonomy of man and the interaction
between man and machine (autonomous CPS, like robots) in daily working life. Demographic impacts
relate to better working conditions that enable older people to work longer and to live longer because
of more flexible working conditions and less physically demanding work.

4.1 Introduction
Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) are expected to change manufacturing: it enables machines, products
and humans to interact with each other over the Internet, leading to a new industrial revolution. This
new revolution is often denoted as the fourth17 Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0). CPS will bring
industrial production one step further in the process towards (semi) autonomous manufacturing.

This new development is also referred to as smart industry, smart manufacturing, smart factories,
ubiquitous factories, industrial Internet and the Internet-of-Things. Although each of these terms has a
slightly different meaning and/or context, they all cover CPS and the manufacturing processes of the
future.

In this paper we will discuss several aspects of CPS in future manufacturing. Firstly, we will identify
the manufacturing applications of CPS that can be expected on the short term; 5-10 years from now
(2015). These are reasonably predictable as they are often an extrapolation of what is now being

17 The three previous industrial revolutions are: (1) water- and steam-powered mechanical manufacturing, (2) electrically-
powered mass production through division of labour and (3) automation of manufacturing through electronics and IT.
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developed. More uncertain are the applications on the long term (towards 2050); here we will discuss
what may be expected.

The future applications of CPS in manufacturing will have profound impacts on our society, economy
and environment. These impacts will be addressed in this paper. Furthermore, we will address the
effects that CPS in manufacturing are expected to have at the political and legal level. Relevant ethical
and demographic impacts will be discussed towards the end of this paper. Based on an overview of
the technological developments and their impacts, we will draw some conclusions on CPS and future
manufacturing.

4.2 Technology short term
Three technological developments will enable the continued application of CPS in manufacturing
processes on the short-term. The first development is the continuous miniaturisation of actuators and
sensors (mainly facilitated by developments in nanotechnology), which has led to increasingly smaller
and more flexible devices for use in manufacturing. The second development is the consistent
reduction of the prices of sensors and actuators, which make these devices economically viable for
application and integration in the manufacturing process (Brettel, Friederichsen, Keller, & Rosenberg,
2014). The third development is the introduction of the IPv6 Internet protocol in 2012, which led to
sufficient IP-addresses for universal direct networking of smart objects via the Internet (Kagermann,
Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013). The underlying technology is, in principle, already available for
applications of CPS in manufacturing.

On the short term more integrated forms of CPS will be applied in manufacturing. Systems will still be
non or semi-autonomous. Factories will become more intelligent, but real smart factories are still far
ahead. Smart factories are highly flexible and reconfigurable due to CPS. They are able to produce
small batches or even single products on demand efficiently and profitably. Within the smart factory
individual products will hold information about the subsequent production steps.

Three-dimensional (3D) printing is a manufacturing technology that allows for much more shape
freedom than traditional manufacturing processes. A 3D printer builds objects by depositing thin
layers of material on top of each other based upon a digital model. The product is made using only the
material that is needed: it is a form of additive manufacturing. Compared with traditional production
processes, almost no waste material is being produced. Many types of materials can nowadays be
used for 3D printing, including plastics, stainless steel, concrete, ceramics and (precious) metals. The
digital model contains all the information that the printer needs for building the product. Unique
products can be easily made; the process needs not to be specifically optimised for a single type of
product and it is still efficient and profitable. The digital product model can be ordered and delivered
using the Internet. Already some companies exist that allow customers to order unique products, such
as a miniature model of oneself18. This type of service companies is expected to increase and will
appear for larger, industrial, mechanical and electronic products. However, a possible threat for them
is that in the near future consumers will be able to produce for their own needs on their own 3D
printer at home. The (service) industry would therefore need to focus on lager, multi-material,
complex and/or functional products. New business models will appear that put more importance on
producing (complex) 3D models for 3D printing (Energetics Incorporated, 2012).

Furthermore, the rollout of CPS in manufacturing will also be facilitated by big data and cloud
computing technologies. Companies increasingly use these technologies to swiftly store and process

18 See for example the young Dutch/American company Shapeways (www.shapeways.com) for all kind of 3D
products based upon models of customers and the young German company Twinkind (www.twinkind.com) or
the already long existing Dutch department store HEMA (http://fotoalbum.hema.nl/3d-scannen) for miniatures
of oneself.
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data for optimising their production processes. Cloud computing allows for storage of big amounts of
data and fast computing at a distance; it enables the continuous collection of data. These amounts of
data can be analysed using big data methodologies: recognising correlations from large amounts of
incomplete or poorly structured data that can come from multiple dispersed data sources. Both
technologies will be integrated with existing manufacturing technologies for human analysis and
control.

4.3 Technology long term
Manufacturers in Europe are increasingly faced with global competition on product quality and
product costs, while labour costs in Europe are relatively high. Therefore, manufacturers have
concluded that focusing on customised products and fast time-to-market processes can keep them
competitive in the future (Kagermann, Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013). Industry needs to be flexible in
order to attain those goals in 2050.

Manufacturing companies will heavily rely on CPS for the needed flexibility. CPS will be found all-
over the production process. Factories will become smart factories, in which machines, people and
products are connected and communicate with each other as in a social network. Machinery, such as
robots, will obtain and process data, for self-optimisation of the production process. They will
operate rather autonomously; due to various sensors they are informed about their environment and
make decisions based on these and other data. Also robots will be more dynamic, flexible and able to
learn new tasks by themselves (self-learning). They will be able to work safely with humans. Also
they will be able to maintain each other, or themselves. Cognition by robots can be cloud-based; they
are connected remotely with other computers and systems (SPARC, 2015).

The full implementation of mass customisation will change the production architecture in a
fundamental way. Nowadays, manufacturing companies are equipped to manufacture complete
products. In 2050, manufacturing companies will work within networks of companies and will be
equipped for performing specific manufacturing tasks instead of being optimised for a limited set of
specific products. They will have a position within the value chain/network, but will be able to
produce all kinds of products with their smart machinery. These smart factories will share product
data with other companies in the value chain/network for the begin-to-end production that specific,
unique product.

Smart products are designed by or together with the customer. The information on how the product
should look like, what its intended use is, how it should be produced and what its operating
parameters should be, are stored on tags that can communicate wirelessly with the environment.
More advanced and smaller versions of the Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFID), are
expected to be used for these tags (Wang, et al., 2016).

Data exchange between products, machinery and humans allow for changing the tags and thus for
changing product specifications during the production process. This enables end-to-end engineering,
resulting in ultimate production flexibility.

Machinery will become a system of CPS systems. Each machine – or parts of it - is digitally connected
with other machines and shares information with the product and the employees. Safely operating
robots – no longer behind fences – work collaboratively with employees and will free them from
routine tasks and physically demanding tasks. They can operate autonomously, self-configured,
knowledgeable (partly due to sensors), spatially dispersed and incorporate planning and management
systems, making them flexible with respect to tasks and location.

Some will also be able to be self-maintaining (or to be maintained at a distance) and self-repairing,
since its sensors can detect failures in its own operation (Lee, 2010).
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In 2050 sensors and actuators – core components of CPS – will be smaller and able to measure all
kinds of qualities. They can be integrated in virtually any product. These sensors will generate a
continuous flow of information. Cloud computing and big data are used to swiftly store, process,
analyse and share these large amounts of data.

According to Moore’s law, the number of transistors on a chip will approximately double each 24
months (Moore, 1965). This law has set the targets for the electronics industry for over fifty years and
is expected to do so for many more to come, albeit different concepts, materials and structures will be
used. Since computing and storage capacity scale up accordingly, these will not be a limiting factor
for CPS in 2050.

In 2050 almost all machines, products and persons will be connected in the Internet-of-Things. We
will live in a smart and connected world: smart industry, smart grids, smart mobility, smart logistics,
smart buildings, smart cities, etc.

4.4 Societal impact
The incorporation of CPS in manufacturing will contribute to the process of individualisation that is
already taking place; as manufacturers use CPS for making products that fit individual customers’
needs.

CPS will reduce the need for (physical) human intervention in the production process. Employees
will work together with autonomous operating CPS and increasingly use technology to communicate
with the surrounding world. The fact that products and machinery in smart factories communicate
with each other all along the value chain and operate autonomously will reduce intercompany human
communication and decrease the influence of a single person on production processes.

In such a setting, safety and trust are important societal aspects. Complex technology that many
people cannot fully understand and that operate autonomously, might affect feelings of unsafely and
distrust. These need to be addressed, especially for employees.

Further automation is expected to have an impact on employment. Although some types of jobs may
disappear (mainly those regarding routine tasks and physically demanding labour), new types of jobs
will be created (World Economic Forum, 2015). However, the structure and content of jobs is likely to
change: employees will focus more on creative, human value-added activities (critical thinking,
collaboration etc.) (Acatech, 2011). People will remain to fulfil a key role in e.g. quality assurance,
technological development and maintenance. Past industrial revolutions have shown that wealth and
employment have not been reduced; on the contrary, more new types of jobs have emerged and
wealth has increased (Van den Berge & Ter Weel, 2015). It has led to an increased demand for higher
educated people while low-skilled jobs and jobs for mid-level educated people have been affected
negatively by increased automation. Nevertheless, the net effect of the integration of CPS in
manufacturing on future employment is difficult to quantify.

Education and training should put more emphasis on skills that can only be performed by humans
and that are complementary to the skills that CPS in manufacturing can perform. Younger generations
should be prepared for a more digital, technological and connected workplace in which they ‘co-work’
with advanced CPS (World Economic Forum, 2015).

Technological skills are important and since CPS involves many domains, multidisciplinary
technological skills (including ICT, software engineering, electronic engineering, mechanical
engineering) are needed for future technological developments of CPS. The same applies for
knowledge of multiple application domains, because CPS is applied in many different domains
(Acatech, 2011).
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4.5 Economic impacts
The manufacturing industry makes up for 15 per cent of the EU’s economic performance (Berger,
2014). In 2025, the digital transformation of the European manufacturing industry (with CPS as one of
the central technologies) has a value-added potential of 1.25 trillion Euros (Bloching, et al., 2015). This
clearly shows the importance of CPS for the economy. However, as factories will be vulnerable to
cyberattacks due to CPS, so will be the economy. Securing data communication is of importance to
national economies (World Economic Forum, 2015).

By implementing CPS in manufacturing, Europe is supposed to maintain its competitive position,
even with its current high-wage economy (Kagermann, Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013). Competitiveness is
now found in increased productivity and the ability to produce high-quality and individualised
products that match customer preferences. Increased flexibility due to CPS also contributes to the
competitiveness of the manufacturing industry (Kagermann, Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013).

The future manufacturing industry may change the position of countries with an established high-
wage economy relative to poorer countries with a low-wage economy. These countries currently
compete on this wage difference. Competiveness on wage difference will be harder to maintain when
CPS enables flexible production of unique products and customers value such products over non-
unique products. Competitiveness is then expected to be more on the product – which is a unique one-
off product – than on its price – which is the competing factor for non-unique mass products.
Craftwork might be the only exception. The export of low-wage countries might be reduced, harming
their economy in favour of high-wage countries (Swierstra, 2015).

CPS will change the structure of industry as the boundaries of manufacturing companies deteriorate
and integrated networks of companies will appear (Kagermann, Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013). Each
company will focus on its own core manufacturing competencies and outsource other activities to
collaborators within the network. Companies need a high level of synchronisation in order to
collaboratively produce products. Information sharing along the value chain will be key (Kagermann,
Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013).

CPS will lead to new business models. This can range from offering superior manufacturing
capabilities – instead of offering superior products – to shared use of assets, such as data – instead of
ownership of these assets. Data become a competitive asset and other companies, also along the value
chain, might be paying for the use of data about the product or the process. Also the personalisation of
products asks for new business models. For example virtual factories may appear: companies that
design products and processes digitally, but leave the production to other companies that are
specialized in production (Foresight, 2013).

Companies need to adapt their business models in order to stay competitive. New companies with
new business models can become a threat to current vested manufacturing companies (World
Economic Forum, 2015).

4.6 Environmental impacts
With CPS production processes can become more efficient. Production processes can be continuously
and autonomously optimised in order to reduce the use of raw materials and energy consumption
(Kagermann, Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013; Energetics Incorporated, 2012). With, additive manufacturing,
such as in 3D printing, virtually no raw material is wasted, since the product is directly built by
adding small layers of material.

Although the use of CPS for continuous optimisation might lead to energy savings and thus a
reduction of the environmental emissions in the overall production process (Kagermann, Wahlster,
& Helbig, 2013; Acatech, 2011), extensive application of CPS might increase energy consumption as
increased computing power and continuous wireless data transmission consume a lot of energy. It is
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not feasible to estimate the net effect of CPS on energy consumption due to the many uncertainties. In
the future, a substantial reduction of the energy consumption of electronics and data storage may be
expected, as the semiconductor industry has targeted energy reduction of electronics in its roadmaps
since 2010 (Peters, 2010). However, is is unclear whether this would balance with the increased use of
electronics when CPS would be adopted in the manufacturing industry. Depending on the technology
used for the power generation (renewable versus fossil), there still might be an increase in the carbon
dioxide emission.

4.7 Political and legal impacts
The potential of CPS in manufacturing is currently recognised in many countries. Several countries
have already developed national programmes that stimulate the development and use of CPS with
names such as Smart Industry (The Netherlands) and Industrie 4.0 (Germany). Also CPS is addressed
in the EU Framework programmes, such as the Public-Private Partnership Factories of the Future
(PPP FoF) in Horizon2020. In the short term several applications of CPS in manufacturing are
therefore expected. A number of enabling technologies for CPS in manufacturing will appear within
the next five years (Radziwon, Bilberg, Bogers, & Madsen, 2014).

CPS can have a profound impact on legal issues. New technologies tend to have increasingly shorter
innovation cycles (Kagermann, Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013). By employing CPS, smart factories can
operate extremely flexible and produce customised products. Innovations can be realised much faster.
Products currently need to comply with safety standards and need to be certified (Kagermann,
Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013). How is this arranged for these individual (or custom) products? Are
manufacturers still liable in case these customised products do not comply with safety standards? Or
are the designers liable?  This is especially relevant for specific types of products, for example medical
devices.

Another issue deals with the ownership of the numerous data that are stored and exchanged by CPS
along the value chain (World Economic Forum, 2015; Acatech, 2011). Data is stored on products, on
machines, within the factory and outside the factory. Who owns the data? What about individual
products that customers designed themselves: Who owns the intellectual property (IP: designs and
patents) of the product and the process? Who can and is allowed to access the data? IP legislation may
need to be revised, e.g. in terms of eligibility.

Since data and data exchange will have an increasingly important role in manufacturing and will be a
strategic asset, data security is an important issue (Kagermann, Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013; World
Economic Forum, 2015). It may become part of protecting IP and markets. But the use of advanced
data protection methods, such as cryptography, can pose threats to the enforceability of existing
legislation (Kagermann, Wahlster, & Helbig, 2013). Who has access to the data? What authorities? Do
government agencies need access to check product and process compliance with regulations and
standards when products are individually produced and processes in factories constantly change? Are
EU wide standards needed for the data protection? How about international value chains? Can
countries use them for trade barriers? Is privacy at stake for individualised products? These are the
issues to be addressed both politically as well as regarding to legislation.

Safety is another issue that is closely related to security. Since customers will be able to design and
have produced their own products, this situation can be misused. As already has been the case,
custom designs for 3D printing of weapons are available on the Internet. How can governments
prevent individuals from producing lethal products? Of course, skilled people have always been able
to produce weapons, but this new technology makes it a lot easier for less skilled people. Who in the
value chain is liable for the production of such products?

Another aspect of the digitalisation of manufacturing through CPS is the possibility for criminals and
terrorists to take over factories or to shut them down for extend periods of time. If the system or the
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data exchange is hacked, factories or even value chains can be affected. Such cyber attacks could harm
the economy and the supply of critical products, such as food or medicines. Safety and security are of
national and/or EU importance and should be politically addressed (World Economic Forum, 2015).

4.8 Ethical impacts
As CPS in manufacturing enable the production of unique – customised – products; this might
influence the concept of uniqueness (Swierstra, 2015; Kamphof, 2015). Will uniqueness, as an asset by
which people can distinguish themselves from others, become an outdated value? Will the extended
possibilities for personalised design and production have an impact on brands and their popularity?
Will brands as status symbol become less dominant? The fact that customers can design unique
products poses questions on the limits to the freedom to design any product and have it produced in
smart factories (Swierstra, 2015; Kamphof, 2015). Should this freedom be limited? Do ideas about taste
and ugliness change?

Should it be permitted that anything than can be produced, also must be produced, even if it could be
used to harm other people? To what ethics smart factories should be bound regarding this? Do we
need or want a design police that monitors the risks of custom designs and should they also guard
social norms and values regarding products (Swierstra, 2015; Kamphof, 2015)?

What is the influence of the co-working of man and CPS and their connectedness in factories? How
does it influence the work experience of workers? Do they still feel valued and important for
delivering good products? Is this a development that workers welcome? These are all aspects
concerning human-machine interaction (Kamphof, 2015; Swierstra, 2015).

A related ethical aspect is autonomy and authority. Do CPS for manufacturing change the autonomy
and authority of workers? Who will give the orders when CPS operate autonomously: will CPS give
order to the workers or will the workers order the machines?

Privacy is also an ethical issue. Lots of data are shared along the production chain and also the
products hold lot of data. Companies will gather more information on their customers, both as users
of products as well as designers. Workers also share data with CPS during production. How is privacy
guaranteed? Will ideas about privacy change? What data may companies capture on customers and
workers? Who is allowed to see the data? And is there an ethical code needed for company privacy?

4.9 Demographic impacts
In a future with CPS embedded into the manufacturing process, people interactively collaborate with
smart machines, such as robots. This changes the character and content of the work in factories. It
might allow for more flexible career paths and less physically demanding work. The better working
conditions due to more automated production will lead in turn to healthier workers and a longer life
expectancy. Autonomous CPS will do most of the manufacturing process. Employees have to lift less
heavy weight, are less in contact with unhealthy materials and do not need to stand for longer times
near a machine. Robots will do more of these tasks in an informed manner.

This is rather supportive for the current trend of increasing life expectancy and people retiring at a
higher age. This also is needed in order to finance the future retirement system. Therefore, increasing
the participation rate of people aged between 55 and 64 years is one of the main objectives of EU social
policy (Leibfritz, 2002). Many EU countries even focus on future participation towards 70 years of age.
European countries have already increased the retirement age and in some countries (e.g. The
Netherlands) it will increase in the future with life expectancy.

The introduction of CPS in manufacturing demands advanced digital skills of employees. Already in
2020, 90% of all jobs will require at least some digital skills (Negreiro, 2015). However, European
countries show considerable differences in the digital skills between age groups and geographic
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locations. This skills gap – the digital divide (Negreiro, 2015) – is illustrated by the use of the Internet,
for which both access as well as a minimum of digital skills are necessary. More than 15% of all age
groups in Europe have never used the Internet (figures for 2014), while for the age group of 55-74
years this figure is rather high: about 40% (Negreiro, 2015). However, the number of persons not using
Internet have significantly dropped in the period 2005-2014; in some countries even halved (Negreiro,
2015). It may thus be expected that over 10 years, the digital divide has decreased. Still, in the future,
older employees may have more difficulties with CPS than younger employees.

With CPS, production can be done more decentralised. Factories in the value chain do not necessarily
need to be located near the customer, since the customer can order digitally from anywhere. Part of
the work could also be performed from another place than where the factory is located. For example,
models for products can be designed digitally from home or at a remote office. This type of work can
thus be more easily performed where the employees are. People therefore do not necessarily need to
move to cities or areas where the companies are.

4.10 Conclusions
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) will change the future of manufacturing profoundly. Especially on the
long term, mass customization and flexibilisation will be fully integrated in the manufacturing
industry. Since a few years the Europe Commission and individual countries have started
technological and innovation programs to facilitate this trend. The potential impacts are diverse and
profound. Economically the EU could benefit from CPS in manufacturing already before 2050. Society
could also benefit from the demographic impact of CPS, in terms of opportunities for healthier
workers and longer life expectancy. However, many educational, social, political, legal, environmental
and ethical issues need to be addressed, such as digital skills, IP legislation, data security, privacy,
autonomy and energy consumption. Bringing together experts and policy makers will be a good start
for addressing these issues and impacts.
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5 CPS for Energy and critical infrastructures

Authors: dr. Stamatis Karnouskos (SAP, Karslruhe, Germany) and Joost van Barneveld, MSc
(Technopolis Group, The Netherlands)

Summary
Cyber-Physical Systems are seen as the building block of key domains including energy, most notably
electricity. New innovative applications and services can be offered based on their capability to
monitor and control the physical infrastructure while in parallel they tap to the information systems.
Although the capabilities exist to realise visionary scenarios, also several considerations are raised,
especially ethical ones pertaining the delegation and reliance on machine-based decision-making
processes. In addition, other aspects related to legal frameworks are also still in early stages.
Nevertheless, the mid and long term impact of Cyber-Physical based critical infrastructures and more
specifically that of energy, is coupled with several large-scale impacts for the individual citizens as
well as the society at large. In this briefing paper, some of the future developments of energy and
critical infrastructures in the light of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are described and their potential
impact on society, economy, environment, policy, ethics and demographics is discussed. We find that
positive impacts can be expected on the topics of sustainability and economic allocation of resources,
while issues arise on the fronts of privacy, ownership of systems and data, and related to that,
responsibility and liability.

5.1 Introduction
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) is an emergent approach that focuses on the integration of
computational applications with physical devices (Colombo, et al., 2014). CPS increasingly monitor
and control physical assets in real-world infrastructures including that of the energy domain. CPS
build upon and complement developments in several other technology areas most notably Internet of
Things (Höller, Tsiatsis, Mulligan, Karnouskos, Avesand, & Boyle, 2014), Internet of Services, Future
Internet, etc. and act as an enabler towards forming large-scale complex Systems of Systems. Clearly
CPS go beyond the energy domain, but nevertheless pose a game-changer in it and the changes
underway to create a more intelligent energy infrastructure, often codenamed as smart grid or
Internet of Energy (Karnouskos & Terzidis, 2007).

The smart grid and its promise for a better more autonomous and intelligent energy infrastructure
(Yu, Cecati, Dillon, & Simões, 2011) is under investigation in several research and development
projects (Giordano, et al., 2012). Although the foci differ partially worldwide, with some of the efforts
focusing on the metering infrastructure, some others on the core components, and others exclusively
on the end-users, there is a common pursue for something that would enable better manageability and
interaction. The rapid advance on information and communication technologies that has already been
validated mostly on the Internet, is now entering the traditionally more change-resistant energy
infrastructure (Karnouskos, 2013), especially in the form of CPS. The latter is done in the hope to
tackle complexity while in parallel decrease costs and increase efficiency.

In the CPS era, any device and system monitoring and controlling resources (e.g., water and
electricity) is made smart via embedded advanced communication & computation capabilities,
eventually forming a CPS. Being equipped with sensors & actuators, and the capability to
communicate the measured observables as well as take intelligent decisions and act upon them, gives
rise to a new sophisticated and flexible infrastructure. Such emerging CPS-based infrastructures,
enable the provision of sophisticated services not only to the end-users e.g. the citizens, but also all
stakeholders integrated in the value chain. It is expected that in the long term, the energy system can
greatly benefit from the CPS, as it is geared towards becoming an infrastructure for the distribution of
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gas, water or electricity that can display the self-x behaviour (Karnouskos, 2012) e.g., self-
management, self-aware, self-optimisation, self-monitoring, self-healing, self-protection etc.
characteristics.

The developments and impact of CPS to the electricity domain (commonly known as but not limited
to Smart Grids) is of key importance as electricity (supplied by renewable and/or small-scale sources)
increasingly plays the role of the most important energy carrier in a decarbonising world (EEA, 2012).
In addition, electricity is more easily generated and fed back to the grid by individuals than either gas
or water, and this poses a driving factor behind the development and adoption of smart grid and CPS-
enabled infrastructures. It has been forecasted that the number of Internet-connected devices (hence
consuming electricity) is rapidly increasing and would surpass the 50 billion sometime soon after 2020
(Brandt, 50 billion connected IoT devices by 2020, 2015).

To discuss the societal, ethical and other impacts of CPS in the domain of critical infrastructures,
electricity smart grids are chosen, as they are the most complex and far-stretching example, elements
of which may be transferrable to other domains such as gas and water.

5.2 Technology short term
Traditionally, power grids have been designed and operated as a one-direction infrastructure with
large scale, continuous power generation at one end and consumption of energy at the other end. The
power generated is transported through high-voltage transport lines to urban or industrial premises,
where it is further distributed to the consumers e.g. industrial facilities, residential customers etc. The
electricity flows in one way: from generation to consumption, from large-scale transportation
networks to fine-grained distribution networks.

The emergence of renewable energy sources, has put emphasis on two characteristics i.e.
distributiveness and high-volatility, both of which challenge this architecture. For instance, electricity
no longer has one single, large-scale source, but rather thousands of energy generators largely
distributed geographically. Also wind- and sun-based electricity generation becomes intermittent
depending on the presence or absence of wind or clouds. As such, it is no longer deterministic where
electricity comes from and when. The traditional linear grid cannot accommodate these developments,
as it was not build with these in mind. There is a need for dynamic Demand Management, Supply
Management and Storage. These features and their interrelation will be realised by connecting the
separate elements through an “Internet of Energy” (Karnouskos & Terzidis, 2007) and pertain all of
the involved stakeholders. Although a single standard definition of smart grids does not exist, the
EC’s definition and expected services serves as valuable guidelines (European Commission, 2011):

“A Smart Grid is an electricity network that can cost efficiently integrate the behaviour and actions of all users
connected to it – generators, consumers and those that do both – in order to ensure economically efficient,
sustainable power system with low losses and high levels of quality and security of supply and safety.”

The expected functions and services are:

 “Better facilitate the connection and operation of generators of all sizes and technologies.

 Allow consumers to play a part in optimising the operation of the system.

 Provide consumers with greater information and options for how they use their supply.

 Significantly reduce the environmental impact of the whole electricity supply system.

 Maintain or even improve the existing high levels of system reliability, quality and security of
supply.

 Maintain and improve the existing services efficiently.

 Foster market integration towards European integrated market”
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To be able to fulfil these roles, the smart grid is envisaged to be a complex system of systems of
cooperating entities that interact through Internet connectivity. This facilitates energy awareness and
optimal grid management. (Karnouskos, 2010). Such a system is able to perform bidirectional
information exchange, and measurement of current status and power consumption/generation.

Developments that lead to a smart grid are well underway. In the first decade of this century,
investments of over €5.5b in over 300 projects were made in Europe (European Commission, 2011)
while a total of €45b should be invested by 2020 (JRC, 2015). We have seen the recent and on-going
installation of smart meters at households as a first step. Over 70% of European households should
have one by 2020 (JRC, 2015). These devices enable consumers to measure their aggregated household
energy consumption and generation on a 15-minute timescale rather than through an annual or semi-
annual bill. It enables consumers to be aware of how their behaviour impacts their energy usage,
which is expected to alter the behaviour by means of cost incentives and a more direct way of
feedback.

The smart meter will enable an essential feature of the future energy supply system: (near) real time
information on energy consumption and residential generation. Currently, energy prices are derived
from projected supply and demand, commonly 24h beforehand, for 1h time slots. Producers bid to
supply a certain amount of energy for a fixed price during that time slot. Large industrial consumers
can buy their power on that spot market, but smaller consumers’ supply and demand are aggregated
by their utility companies who either generate their own energy or buy additional capacity, also on
the spot market. To prevent overloads and physical damage, it is essential that the balance of supply
and demand on this market is always exactly met; this is achieved mostly through supply
management.

With the increasing capacity delivered by intermittent sources, oversupply is becoming an
increasingly frequent problem, and as no centralized planning is possible, this affects the grid itself. In
addition, due to the increasing penetration of electric vehicles (EVs), new requirements are posed for
the grid infrastructure in terms of capacity and local energy management. A market mechanism to
solve oversupply is to stimulate consumers to take up the excess energy as rapidly as possible, using
negative energy prices where consumers get paid to use energy (hence assisting with grid
imbalances). Early examples are of industries ramping up production in the case of oversupply
(Benedettini & Stagnaro, 2014), or cooling warehouses lowering their temperature in case of low or
negative prices, and then disconnecting from the grid while the temperature slowly raises to still
acceptable limits. As an example of the latter, a freezer section may operate to maintain temperature
below (for example) -20 °C, which in case of low cost electricity can be pushed further down to -40 °C,
and then disconnect and let it slowly raise again up to -20 °C, effectively acting as an electricity
“storage”. Similar examples have been proposed for other means of electricity conversion and storage,
including fleets of EVs.

In these examples, real time energy supply and demand information fill an urgent need that can
mitigate severe economic losses. Knowing when power will be available or demanded and how much
stabilises the electricity grid, and the full-scale adaptation of smart meters will enable more precise
management in the decade to come. Today and in the next years, most efforts will still focus on
engaging the users to actively participate by adapting their energy behaviour, increasingly
automatically via the usage of CPS that deal with energy management e.g. in smart homes. Most
approaches focus on rescheduling in order to move loads to different zones during the day, while
others deploy automatic systems that react to real-time price signals. The majority of the approaches
assume that the user will be motivated enough to install and actively operate in long-term energy
management optimization techniques.
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Another near term example is the active integration of smart houses in the smart grid (Karnouskos,
2013): Behind the smart meter, an energy management system is installed that measures the home’s
current energy usage and price on a more fine-grained level19. It is connected to energy intensive
(smart) appliances such as washing machines, refrigerators, air conditioning or electric heating. The
inhabitant can track the energy consumption of each device, and may automate when to switch them
on or off depending on the energy price or how much energy is generated in the home, for example by
solar panels (European Electricity Grid Initiative, 2013). If the electric car is plugged in to the home
and there is excess generation capacity, the car is charged. If the car is fully charged and no energy
intensive jobs remain to be done, the energy can be sold in marketplaces (or donated).

This further builds up variations of the concept of electricity storage, that now is not only available in
industrial domain, but also as a collective of smart grid prosumers i.e., users that are capable of
producing and consuming energy. As an essential and self-aware component of the grid, it facilitates
using stored renewable energy that was excessively generated for later use. Although electricity
storage is currently notoriously bothersome and expensive, solutions are beginning to appear. A
current example is the car, but future storage technologies are expected in improved batteries and
super capacitors. More distant examples are in energy storage that convert electricity in liquid fuels
(EASE/EERA, 2013).

According to (European Commission, 2011) and (European Electricity Grid Initiative, 2013), current
grids increasingly already have smart elements in them. Distribution stations have mobile
communications interfaces installed to inform the operator of its technical status, failures, and
operating efficiency. Matching the energy usage reports from city block distribution stations with
those of the smart meters behind them yields information on transport losses; either through illegal
electricity tapping or hardware failures. Such measurements help to reduce energy losses and
improve the overall efficiency of the system. Analysis of energy flows can additionally deliver
improved grid designs. In general, more sensors of increasingly high resolution are added to
electricity networks. New layouts to accommodate energy flows in various directions are being
developed and tested.

Concluding the short-term technology is going to be evolutionary, with focus on digitalisation of the
interactions among all stakeholders in the energy domain. The migration towards this new energy
infrastructure coupled with the ICT developments and the CPS, will further blur the borders of real
and physical energy-related assets and systems, and this will set the stage for highly sophisticated
services and interactions in the longer term.

5.3 Technology long term
The long-term visions assume already large-scale existence of CPS that has now been merged
ubiquitously in the infrastructure. As such, an information-based infrastructure exists, where assets
are interconnected with ICT technologies and can be easily monitored, managed, enhanced in their
operations by means of software etc. In the longer term, where the basic building blocks of such smart
systems are operational, the focus will shift towards cooperation and real-time automated decision
making towards specific goals e.g. optimisation, energy preservation, performance, safety, resilience
etc. in large energy ecosystems.

Automation is the key characteristic in the longer term. Any device that consumes energy will not
only be able to offer its functionalities as a service to other entities locally, but will also be connected to
the global Internet of Energy which will enable it to enhance its own operations and decision making

19 Current examples are Google Nest, EcoBee, Toon. Their current role is mostly to function as a smart thermostat,
but there are no current technical limitations to perform many more and more complex tasks.
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processes to satisfy global needs e.g. for sustainability, energy conservation, etc. while still attempting
to respect the owner’s needs. The philosophy is that energy consumers do not (always) care when the
devices run, as long as the tasks are finished when expected. What the owner desires is to have a
certain service (manufacturing, washing, heating, cooling) finished before a certain point in time for a
certain price, and ideally without any interaction with the device; that is the infrastructure should
modify itself to satisfy the user’s needs automatically. The later is a long-term vision of the ubiquitous
computing, which in the case of energy systems can be realized with the help of CPS.

Apart from automation, intelligent decision-making is also expected. However, for these to become
reality, a multitude of sophisticated and evolvable services need to be offered, so that application
developers can focus on the innovations in their applications while still relying to common
infrastructure services, an example of which is shown in Figure 1. Only then, it will be possible to link
the myriads of heterogeneous CPS, as well as the applications developed for them and form a larger
ecosystem where synergies can be identified and utilized.

Figure 1 CPS-empowered Internet of Energy Services (Karnouskos, 2013)

Under the assumption that such sophisticated infrastructures are in place, the expectation is to witness
community emergence in multiple energy-related scenarios (Karnouskos, 2011b). Communities (e.g.
as depicted in Figure 2), empowered by the information flow among their members can now plan and
execute common actions that have an impact on the energy footprint. Individual prosumers can join
groups of prosumers that either demand or supply energy of a specific source, at a specific time, or at
a specific price. They can form collaborations that serve as virtual power plants (VPP) (Acatech, 2015).
Combining demand, supply and storage, a virtual power plant enables the participants to consume or
sell energy of a specific source, for a specific price at specific times. Being rewarded for flexible
demand or supply adaptations, the VPP responds to requests from the larger Internet of Energy.
Participants in the VPP indicate what devices and appliances they allow to be flexibly managed.
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Figure 2 The emergence of communities in smart grid (Karnouskos, 2011b)

Community member interactions may lead to the emergence of more intelligent global behaviour,
unknown to the individual members. Typical example from the math and computer science domain is
the swarm intelligence; the collective behaviour of decentralized, self-organized natural or artificial
systems. Since the smart grid is seen as a very complex system of systems, emergence i.e. the way
complex systems and patterns arise out of a multiplicity of relatively simple interactions, is of extreme
importance. Potential goals such as prediction of prosumer groups’ energy behaviour may assist in
better planning and achieving targets e.g. energy efficiency. Additionally, from the economic domain
we have a perspective on how behavioural attitudes depend on incentives and expectations, while
from the social science we get insights on interactions among communities and populations. Since the
smart grid domain is not only a multi-disciplinary one but will also be driven by multi-dimensional
networks operating over a sophisticated cyber infrastructure, integrating lessons and on-going
research targeting highly interconnected communities may be of help in understanding the complex
emerging phenomena (Karnouskos, 2011b).

As an example Prosumer Virtual Power Plants (PVPP) could be realized by integrating distinct
communities of users with high flexibility towards altering their energy signature. Communities will
interact with each other and possibly be part of other larger communities or interact with coordinating
entities. The result is a very dynamic ecosystem of cooperating Smart Grid actors each of which is
striving towards achieving its goals.

 The successful realisation of such a system relies on the development of standards, methods and
services to facilitate successful interoperation. Interoperability and security may be show-stoppers
if not done right. The key elements are standards and services that enable all connected devices to
exchange data and energy. In this respect, the following trends and needs are observed
(Karnouskos, 2011a):

 Information driven CPS integration: By accessing isolated information from smart-grid
components and making the relevant connections, (business) services can integrate real time
information in business and operation processes.
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 On-CPS business Process Execution: Because of the huge amount of data that has to be
transferred, stored and analysed, a single, central operating unit in the platform is not feasible.
Subparts of the system will perform their own tasks of analysis for as much as possible to
distribute the load between different layers in the system.

 Cooperating CPS: To do so, different parts of the system will be able to cooperate, share
information and act as parts of community to become self-managed, self-optimised and self-
healing.

 Virtualisation and utility computing: Just as in today’s internet cloud computing, for parties in the
internet of energy it will not always be the most logical choice to possess or manage their own
infrastructural resources. General purpose (virtualised) computing and data centres will become
available to perform analysis and storage for specific layers of the smart grid. This also enables
flexible scaling of the required computing and service power.

 Multicore and distributed computing: Most laptops and smartphones currently are equipped with
multi-core processors and a large fraction also with graphics processors. The number and power
of these computing devices will increase. They can play a role in a distributed computing network
that processes the vast amounts of data that the smart grid generates.

 Service-Oriented architecture: Because all the different manufacturers and types of devices
connected to the smart grid, a service-oriented architecture is foreseen. This means that the grid
doesn’t know what devices are connected to the grid and their properties. Instead a device
publishes its capabilities to the CPS (I can store/use/deliver xx kWh of energy in time slot x and
y), the CPS assigns a role to the device, and the device arranges how to perform that role for itself.

This shift towards multiple actors that host and analyse data, deliver services to consumers as well as
devices, raises some questions as to who operates the services and who owns and stores the data. This
is not yet clear: currently there are multiple actors in the race from energy companies, distribution
system operators, telecommunications and software developers (Karnouskos, 2013).

To summarise, some of the long-term developments include significant focus on sophisticated
digitalisation, automation, intelligent decision making, large scale cooperation, empowerment of
social interactions etc.  Sophisticated CPS that generate, store or consume electric energy will connect
to a self-x grid to ensure a proper physical distribution of energy for optimal prices. This ranges in
scale from smart-phones to refrigerators to manufacturing plants. In exchange, consumers will trade
in their absolute control over their devices. This control is taken over by services and applications that
the grid and its components supply through different abstraction layers, using data stored in devices,
aggregators or the cloud. Different layers of this system are operated by different actors; some
specialised in energy distribution, some in application development and service provision, some in
providing computer resources. Such a system enables new roles for (groups) of stakeholders and
facilitates a transition to an electricity system that can incorporate a broader variety of (renewable)
energy sources and business models.

5.4 Societal impacts
Energy, gas and water supply are critical infrastructures: society cannot function when the supply of
these commodities is interrupted even for the shortest period of time. Interruptions lead to loss of
productivity and lives, and can lead to civil unrest. This holds certainly for electricity. Smart grids are
meant to mitigate difficulties of integrating intermittent power sources, and make the network more
resilient and flexible (European Commission, 2011). However, connecting them, e.g. to the Internet,
certainly introduces risks and vulnerabilities that power grids hitherto were not exposed to. These
risks and vulnerabilities are related to
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Software and systems security: Everyday we are confronted with corporations, governments and
individuals that disclose security breaches and vulnerabilities. Currently they usually affect Internet
corporations, causing them to leak data. There exists no guarantee for software security; when enough
resources are spent a system can always be breached. Remember for example the case of Stuxnet,
where allegedly national security agencies wrote malware to affect only a very specific kind of control
mechanism used in, among others, Iranian nuclear centrifuges. (Anderson, 2012) (Karnouskos, 2011c)

Emergent behaviour: Emergent behaviour arises when a large number of systems are integrated to
form a system of systems. It is behaviour that is not programmed into the sub-parts, but emerges
when multiple systems interact. Emergent behaviour can have negative consequences, such as
uncontrollable system behaviour because of automated feedback loops. Examples are in the current
practice of automated (high frequency) stock trading (Knight, Watch High-Speed Trading Bots Go
Berserk, 2012).

Interoperability and technology lock-in: Current applications for smart grids and smart appliances are
(also) developed by commercial actors: Google, Apple, Honeywell, etc. Besides the appliances and
devices, they offer software platforms to ensure interoperability of devices on their platforms and take
away complex architecture considerations from the user (Karnouskos, Smart Houses in the Smart Grid
and the Search for Value-added Services in the Cloud of Things Era, 2013). A strong call for standards
exists (European Electricity Grid Initiative, 2013) to ensure freedom of choice for consumers and
interoperability. Will future consumers have the freedom to switch platforms, and be able to interact
with consumers on other platforms?

As we analysed in the long-term technology vision, the CPS can act as enablers and empower the
emergence of communities of people and resources, that may lead to new interactions among them.
This has the potential to lead towards self-sustaining communities and go beyond tangible benefits for
the participants. For instance, scenarios where excess energy in a community can be donated to the
less fortunate or common critical infrastructure and social facilities may then be possible.

A note should be made that the digital playing field is not levelled. Some participants will be far more
able to reap the benefits of a smart grid than others: The digital divide. It cuts among others along
people with(out) technical capabilities, the finances to participate, the quality of the infrastructure
offered (Wikipedia, 2015). This may impact peoples’ capability to be included in the developments
and reap the benefits of a smart grid (Palm & Hansson, 2006). However, on the positive side,
significant efforts are underway to “hide” technology from the users, following the ubiquitous
computing vision of having the environment adjust to the user needs automatically without his/her
explicit interaction with it. This can help towards narrowing the digital divide and keep highly
complex technology manageable.

5.5 Economic impacts
Smart grids are developed to cope with a transition from linear power systems to multi-source
intermittent power systems while in parallel manage complexity and strive towards efficiency. Apart
from the intrinsic goals, the expectations go beyond towards participating in the larger information-
driven infrastructure and interact with other domains, as well as empower existing stakeholder
interactions.  Smart grids should reduce economic inefficiencies, such as power lost or sold for
negative prices and enable the transition to renewable electricity sources. Consumers and their
service-enabled appliances can make more informed choices on when to use power at what price. It
may incentivise them to use less energy because of price signals and direct feedback.

Market-driven interactions have been proposed as a promising potential interaction method due to
the monetary incentives involved for the participants. In the Internet era an online marketplace is a
thriving concept as it overcomes potential accessibility issues. The capitalisation of these visions also
depends on the ability to store energy and use or sell it as this enables a new realm of economic
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activities in the electricity sector: the development towards the prosumers with its virtual power
plants. The electricity market will be opened up for more actors with radically different business and
organisation models. New business is also generated in designing smart appliances, and services and
platforms to connect them. (Smart Grid Consumer Collaborative, 2013) (Preparatory study, 2015).

All these developments do not necessarily generate a net economic benefit. Instead of value creation, a
value shift away from large utilities to small generators, from energy retailers to small or private
initiatives may be seen. The implementation and the upkeep of a smart grid will generate huge
investments and accompanying employment. For example, in the period 2009 – 2015, global smart
grid investments have grown from $67 to $197b. (Statistica, 2015)

It is expected that the economic sector of smart grids will experience huge growth for the time to
come. Actors in this sector are for example device manufacturers, data centre operators, computing
and communication service providers, distribution system operators and their suppliers, software
manufacturers, trading platforms, (renewable) energy generators, energy intensive industry, the
energy storage sector.

Whether smart grids reduce overall energy consumption prices for the consumer is not entirely clear:
this depends on the development of energy prices, the actual power consumed, the period within
which the investments should be earned back and the rates charged for the services provided.
However, looking at the larger picture, the smart grids empowered by CPS “open-up” the
functionalities of the energy domain and empower interactions which can be manifested in innovative
applications and services. Such interactions may enhance existing business processes and generate
tangible benefits for the participating stakeholders, which may not be easy to clearly conceptualize
and assess today.

5.6 Environmental impacts
Some obvious beneficial environmental impacts of smart grids are:

 Smart grids enable consumers to be more aware of their consumption power; by which appliances
or machines, when, how much. This awareness is known to steer behaviour towards reduced
energy consumption.

 Smart grids also enable a larger scale implementation of solar and wind power that compete with
fossil power sources, hence kick-start the migration to renewables.

 Smart grids enable the reduction of power losses in transmission and distribution and enable the
reduction of “wasted” energy that cannot be utilized.

Overall the environmental impact may increase awareness, but most importantly they will enable
informed optimisations to be taken in the infrastructure, even at very fine-grained level, that is
impossible today. Dedicated intelligent algorithms will be able to not only increase safety, resilience,
security, but also optimise on the fly with specific goals in mind, without user intervention. As such,
environmental indirect impacts are expected to emerge directly (e.g. via the introduction of EVs,
resource optimisation etc.), and indirectly via synergies with other domains.

Negative environmental impacts of the development of smart grids have not been encountered in the
literature. A possible negative impact could be that applying more and more ICT components to
hardware will increase resource consumption, specifically critical raw materials for the production of
microelectronics. Another unknown factor is how much energy the smart grid services and
applications will use for themselves. However, such arguments should be seen on the larger picture,
as such systems are not expected to be task-specific and may assume also other functionalities;
therefore, the benefits such systems will offer would probably outweigh the limitations.
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5.7 Political and legal impacts
The existence of CPS is coupled with the delegation of automated decisions to them. Policies and legal
frameworks are far from ready in tackling all of the necessary aspects. In that sense, we are still at the
dawn of an era, where decisions taken by machines will raise questions that will challenge existing
legal practices as well as ethics.

Aspects pertaining data lifecycle management have not been tackled and are expected to be a major
pain-point. All of the emerging services and visions we discussed, depend on data being exchanged.
However, such data can also be misused, and therefore an appropriate legal framework needs to be in
place. However, the right balance needs to be found e.g. to be able to protect the stakeholder’s private
data but still enable legal use of it in order to be able to offer innovative services.

The responsibility and liability questions are also far from being tackled. As systems are becoming
more complicated, malfunctions may be cascaded and failures may occur as a result not of a single
error but as a result of events in different systems under the control of different stakeholders. Who of
the involved stakeholders and at what percentage can be held liable in such scenarios is not clear e.g.
the manufacturer of the defective component, the provider of an overarching system that should
incorporate effective fault tolerance, the software developer for failure to provide failbacks etc.

Currently, decisions on how to route energy and what sectors to shut down in case of system
emergencies are made by humans. In case of a highly automated and complex smart grid, humans
may not be able to take such decisions. Who decides on the algorithms that make the choices, and
what factors are taken into account? Economic loss prevention, discomfort, human lives? Also how
can we safeguard misuse of the infrastructure from political or unethical objectives e.g. privacy breach
etc.?

5.8 Ethical impacts
Ethics in the new CPS era are one of the least-investigated domains. However, with the rise of CPS as
well as artificial intelligence, there are cross-domain aspects that need to be tackled.

A typical dilemma is that of self-driving electric vehicles. Self-driving cars of the future promise even
further benefits such as traffic efficiency, pollution reduction and elimination of 90% of accidents
(Urmson & Whittaker, 2008). However, not all accidents will be able to be avoided and the interesting
question comes up, which is how much the automated decision-making and risk analysis realized by
the self-driving cars can impact their acceptance by the end-users. Especially in difficult dilemmas e.g.,
killing the car passengers vs. killing pedestrians, experimental ethics come into play (Bonnefon,
Shariff, & Rahwan, 2015). Such ethical dilemmas can be found in other parts related to the critical
infrastructure that heavily relies on CPS.

It has to be pointed out that there are several scenarios that may enable to strike a balance between
legal, social and ethical aspects. For instance, previously inability to pay the electricity bill would
result in a disconnection from the grid, although in the same family there might be minors and other
parties who are in need of it. However, with the fine-grained monitoring and control in the smart grid,
it is possible to reduce in such cases the electricity usage to a level where for instance it is possible to
maintain a fully-functioning fridge with the necessary food, but wont allow for usage of electricity for
entertaining purposes (e.g., TV). As such, the new infrastructure if used properly, may enable a fairer
approach towards a variety of social, legal and ethical situations that is not possible to be handled
effectively today.

To assess the ethical impacts, the Ethical Technology Assessment checklist reasoned by (Palm &
Hansson, 2006) will be used for as far as the items on that list have not been previously discussed.

Dissemination and use of information
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The smart grid will enable gathering of information about energy usage at an unprecedented level
that was not possible before. This information is valuable for energy system stakeholders as well as
policy makers, for example for monitoring energy efficiency policy effects. New sales propositions for
utilities as well as device manufacturers can be developed from the data, and prosumers will become
more aware of their energy usage and thus their environmental impact. The question rises as to what
uses of this information will be allowed, at what level of detail, and by whom. In addition, assuming
that the user owns his data, and agrees to pass it to another entity in order to gets some value-added
service, how can s/he still maintain control over that data or prevent its misuse? Data lifecycle
management is one of the most complex and significant issues in the new CPS era, which however is
not adequately tackled.

Control, influence and power

As a system of systems, different parts of the smart grid will have different owners. The systems can
roughly be divided into the energy distribution infrastructure, devices supplying energy to and
extracting energy from the grid, and software influencing these devices and distribution grid
operation. The physical infrastructure will probably remain property of the distribution system
operator. However, the connected devices, owned by individuals and groups thereof, will
significantly impact grid operation. The devices are controlled by their owners through conscious
decisions as well as by algorithms that govern trade, supply and demand.  This introduces new
human actors into the grid operation as well as automated actors. It is for now unclear who will be
accountable for the influence on the grid that these automated actors have. This may induce not only
for possible negative impacts such as blackouts if the operator can not accommodate the new dynamic
behaviours introduced, but also for positive impacts such as the resolution of collective action
problems: who will receive the rewards for improved grid stability? Software developers, actors
installing such software, etc.

Impact on social contact patterns

The transition of the energy consumer into a prosumer introduces a whole new role for individuals
that are connected to the grid. In essence, the idea of a neighbour as someone living next-door from
which you can borrow a cup of sugar can be extended to anyone in the grid community to whom you
have a cyber-physical connection. This can have positive and negative impacts. Actors may start
collaborations with others they have never interacted with before and start new social connections
with them. Equally, neighbours that interfere with the business model of each other’s virtual power
plant may introduce tensions in a way that did not exist before. Although these are already a reality in
other domains e.g., eBay for buying/selling things, when it comes down to CPS and critical
infrastructures this becomes more tangible and may have effects that go beyond the individual.

Privacy

Because almost every activity we undertake requires us to consume energy, and often electricity, fine-
grained monitoring of energy usage of all our devices and activities holds serious implications for
privacy. For example, it has been demonstrated that one can derive what movie someone is watching
by analysing the power consumption pattern of the television (Greveler, Justus, & Löhr, 2012). The
question arises who owns the data that their devices generate. Currently such data is stored on the
platform of device manufacturers, while smart meter data is often stored on the premises of the grid
operator. Will consumers be able to have access to all their data irrespective of the hosting provider, or
to migrate it? Are platform operators allowed to sell (aggregated) data for commercial purposes? At
what level of detail should this data be in order to preserve privacy, but still be meaningful for
aggregated analyses e.g. prediction, preventive maintenance etc. scenarios?
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5.9 Demographic impacts
Direct demographic impacts are not foreseen at large scale, other than indirect impacts caused by
economic and environmental effects. However, it has to be pointed out that CPS in conjunction with
smart grid act as enablers towards self-* and autonomous systems. In the energy domain several cases
could benefit in the long term e.g., self-regulating energy infrastructures that would prioritize and
adjust their needs according to the resources available. As such, micro-grids depending wholly on
renewable resources could be set up and sustained in remote areas. This may lead to the emergence of
distributed communities in any location, that are energy independent from the larger centres (e.g.,
highly-populated areas) and may enable population movements away from crowded mega-cities.

5.10 Conclusions
Cyber-Physical Systems are a key enabler to a wide variety of areas including that of the energy. Fine-
grained monitoring and control is teamed-up with modern information and communication
technologies and blurs the line between the physical and online world. The latter gives rise to a new
highly dynamic infrastructure, where sophisticated applications can be developed, empowering far-
reaching scenarios. However, we are still at the dawn of this era, and many aspects are still to be
tackled. This includes several societal and ethical questions that need to be approached and
adequately tackled. Clearly, the new infrastructure provides us with new capabilities that can be used
to help the society’s citizens in need, be fairer to energy usage, optimise resources, take intelligent
decisions etc. However, as with most things, the power unleashed is a double-edged sword, which
may also be misused if key challenges pertaining mostly legal, societal and ethics are not adequately
discussed and safeguarded.
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6 CPS for Logistics and transport

Authors: prof. dr. Haydn Thompson (Haydn Consulting Ltd, United Kingdom) and dr. Christien
Enzing (Technopolis Group, The Netherlands)

Summary
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are expected to revolutionise the transport and logistics sector with
impact on safety, emissions and the efficiency of transport of persons and goods across Europe.
Europe has several world leading automotive companies and some of the largest logistics companies
with extensive supply chains. Car manufacturers are already announcing the first applications of
autonomous vehicles and the levels of automation will increase as the regulatory environment
develops. Exploitation of data collection, processing and robotics technologies will bring key
competitive advantage, alter and disrupt existing business models and create whole new types of
service.

Fatalities and injuries on Europe’s roads will be reduced and European citizens will enjoy continued
mobility as they age. However, for societal acceptance there is a need to develop trust, which can only
be delivered through long-term successful demonstration of safe autonomous functionality to
establish confidence. Inevitably accidents will still happen and for these cases there is a need for
insurance companies to agree on an approach to apportioning liability before full autonomous
functionality can be rolled out onto Europe’s roads.

Increased automation and connectivity of vehicles to each other and to infrastructure will lead to more
efficient traffic flow movement with consequent reductions in emissions (CO2 and cancer causing
PM10s) and congestion in urban areas as required by the European Parliament. Better coordination
and optimisation of logistics will reduce the number of partly filled and empty trucks operating on
Europe’s roads with bundling of deliveries to reduce congestion in big cities. Scheduling of goods
traffic movements to avoid congestion in big cities will avoid operation in stop/start traffic, which
results in considerably higher emission levels.

Increased connectivity, however, leads to ethical issues. As well as responsibility, one needs to
consider privacy of data. There are different social and legal understandings of privacy in different
member states. While local laws may differ, to reflect different social expectations, a single regulatory
framework will be required to allow cars to operate freely across Europe.

Security is also a key concern and the increasing connectivity leads to exposure to criminal intent and
potential terrorism. Development of appropriate cyber security measures and the ability for systems
to fail safe even in the presence of malicious attack will be essential.

6.1 Introduction
CPS are expected to have great impact on future transport of people (mobility) and of goods (logistics)
(ERRAC, 2010). In this paper we focus on road transport and logistics, but similar impacts are
expected in transport and logistics in the marine, rail and aerospace sectors. The main reason for
concentration on one domain in this paper is to highlight the significant social and ethical impacts that
will be incurred in a domain that is familiar and vital to European citizens.

The domain of transport and logistics encompasses all the procedures, methods and processes
involved in the movement of people, raw materials and goods along the supply chain and through the
transportation system.
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The main focus of CPS applications in transportation is currently on passenger vehicles. This is mainly
because the benefits of passenger vehicle automation are manifold: cost, time, comfort, and most
important: safety. However, the application of CPS will also revolutionise the logistics sector.

Logistics includes – from a systems perspective – three different types of systems: transportation
systems, storage systems and handling systems. It starts with receiving goods and material handling,
subsequently it deals with workflows of items (within manufacturing sites, intra-logistics), sorting and
storage (warehousing), order picking and packing (distribution centres), followed by aggregation and
consolidation of loads, shipping, transportation and last mile delivery.

In this paper, we discuss several aspects of CPS in future transport and logistics. We first describe the
applications of CPS that can be expected in the short term (2020-2025). This is based on interview with
a number of key automotive and logistics companies as found in (Thompson, 2014). These can be
predicted with confidence, as they are often an extrapolation of what is now being developed.
Applications of CPS in the longer term - towards 2050 - are more uncertain. Here we will discuss what
may be expected in the future.

The technological development of CPS in transport and logistics will have an impact on society, the
economy and the environment. These impacts will be addressed in this paper. Furthermore, the effects
at the political and legal level and the effects of demographic developments with future CPS
applications in this sector will be discussed. The deployment of CPS in future applications will raise
several ethical questions, which will be presented. Based on the overview of the technological
developments and their impacts, conclusions on future developments of CPS in road transport and
logistics and its impact for European citizens are drawn.

6.2 Technology short term
The key drivers for automated/autonomous driving are for reducing fatalities and injuries on the
roads, increasing capacity on the existing road infrastructure as traffic density increases, and for
providing and maintaining mobility of citizens as the average age of the population increases
(European Commission, 2009). The use of increased automation is expected to lead to more efficient
and safer driving behaviour, increased capacity and environmental benefit through reduction in CO2

and PM10 emissions as highlighted.

Most car manufacturers and technology firms are introducing Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS) and it is expected that commercial production of highly automated passenger vehicles will
start in 2017. It is predicted that a wide range of models will be on the market by 2030, some of which
may be self-driving. The introduction of autonomous transport vehicles will be incremental; step-by-
step with increasing levels of automation. This is because the vehicle manufacturers will steadily
increase the technological level of automation in their products in concordance with the adaption of
the regulatory environment.

There are two fundamental technological configurations that can lead to autonomous driving. The
first relies on greater car-to-car connectivity and car-to-infrastructure connectivity (European
Parliament, 2010). Here there is a need for development of common communication protocols and
encrypted security standards. This requires investment in new types of infrastructure or the upgrade
of existing infrastructure. The second relies on vehicle-mounted sensor platforms, data linkage and
integration requiring far less investment in infrastructure. Both configurations require precise digital
representations of the environment, including high definition maps as highlighted in the (OECD,
2015) report.

Most of the core technologies required for fully autonomous driving are already available; many are
mature. Robotic technology is already applied in collision warning, skid correction, navigation
assistance, and adaptive cruise control. New technologies are needed for producing a reliable, robust
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system that can safely cope with all the uncertainties of driving under normal traffic circumstances.
More specific technical requirements concern safety and the certification of systems. There are needs
for step changes in the dependability of autonomous decision-making and in perception and cognition
ability, both in terms of identification and in the interpretation of sensory information for representing
and understanding the environment to give situational awareness (SPARC, 2015). As robotics
technologies continue to improve and mature, the unmanned transportation systems that have been
developed for limited-scale environments, such as airports, will be adapted for implementation in
urban areas and other general-purpose environments.

Smart cars are being equipped with an increasing number of sensors and high performance
computers. Examples of such technologies are ADAS that support the driver to hold a safe speed in
relation to the vehicle in front (adaptive cruise control), to maintain position in the lane (lane
departure warning) and to park (park assist). In order to deal with the increasing number of vehicles
smart roads can be created by installing sensors, cameras and automatic toll readers. Mass
transportation systems are also expected to adopt robotics technology to provide operators with
greater situational awareness and navigation assistance in crowded urban corridors thereby helping to
control costs and increase safety.

For logistics the primary goal is to improve productivity and the quality of the delivery service. The
main challenges for the application of CPS in logistics are firstly to address the fundamental operating
parameters of cost and time and the enhancement of value-added services, such as higher levels of
customisation (on-demand delivery). The secondary challenge is in synchronising manufacturing with
transport and delivery systems in order to minimise waiting, storage and costs. The third challenge is
that the logistics system must be configurable in such a way that it can be made to fit the particular
circumstances of any customer (SPARC, 2015).

Systems for the (autonomous) transportation of goods require similar robotics, data collection and
processing technologies for communication and coordination as for personal vehicles. For indoor
transport, they must also be integrated with existing infrastructure, e.g. warehouse management
systems. However, the Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) systems that are currently used still have
high deployment costs and a high impact on warehouse layout. The last-kilometre delivery problems
(due to traffic congestion and the lack of loading and unloading areas in urban areas) could be
resolved or mitigated using robotic technologies. For instance, in the US, Amazon is experimenting
with the use of aerial drones for delivery of goods to consumers with an expected entry into service in
2017. To reduce congestion in urban centres schemes are needed that allow bundling of deliveries
from different companies and to encourage movement of transport operations to off-peak hours. At a
system of systems level (where multiple systems interact) there is a need to understand how much
centralised planning is needed, versus the use of decentralised self-organized flexible delivery as
highlighted by (Clausen, 2013).

Existing automated storage and retrieval systems require high initial investment and have low
flexibility. The SPARC report (2015) expects the highest impact will be in storage system logistics in
warehouses (especially order picking in distribution centres and intra-logistics operations for factories
and retail) in the short to medium term. These systems operate through portals where fixed-size
storage units are collected and delivered. The system tracks the location and content of storage units.
However, the handling of the goods in terms of packing or unpacking items from the units is still a
manual task. In this sector robotic handling systems are at an early stage of development. The most
basic picking, packing, sorting, palletising and unpacking functions can be demonstrated in research
environments but considerable advances in manipulation and perception are required in order to be
applied in advanced CPS. Logistics is an area where autonomous manipulation is relatively close to its
first application, as the first autonomous robot material handling systems are being built at the
moment. Also collaborative systems of humans working together with robots (cobots) are expected
within the short-term future, including storage systems that are able to handle variable sizes items.
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6.3 Technology long term
The increased deployment of CPS will contribute to increased interconnection of systems in transport
and logistics and to more autonomous operation of these systems as highlighted by (Parker, 2010).

The main technical challenges for long-term CPS applications for autonomous driving vehicles
concern the development of autonomous navigation, of map building and localisation and operation
in a dynamic environment with a mixture of autonomous and non-autonomous vehicles and
pedestrians requiring reliable sensing technology in combination with viable deployment strategies.

Given the expected increase of the volume of goods that will be delivered directly to customers (due
to growing online sales), distribution centres need to handle a continuously growing number of
parcels and goods. With respect to autonomous handling and manipulation of such goods, industrial
robots in warehouse environments will need to be capable of carrying out complex tasks, such as
unpacking, de-palletising, picking single items, kit assembly, packing, palletising, vehicle loading,
joint handling with humans, and handling of deformable materials, etc. This also includes the need for
much faster robot operations, to match human speed levels of manipulation in unstructured settings.
This requires developments in hardware (better and cheaper actuators and sensors), and in control
and perception in combination with smart techniques for load planning. Many of the more
complicated tasks currently performed by human workers require substantial levels of dexterity in
manipulation. The mobile manipulation tasks in logistics and transportation are also constrained by
strict safety requirements, as robots may need to work in close proximity with, or in cooperation with
human workers. Here a barrier to adoption is the different safety standards that are in place across
European member states and existing ANSI/ISO standards. New standards are currently being
developed which are predicated on the amount of bruising a robot may inflict on a human co-worker.
A combination of new technological developments in sensors, actuators, control, human-robot
interaction, perception and cognition are necessary to fulfil the future logistics needs.

For future robot systems to operate in changing environments, these systems need to use a
combination of novel technologies encompassing environmental mapping, planning, localisation, and
adaptation over time. Similar requirements and developments in technology are needed for outdoor
navigation.

Warehouse optimisation includes the need for improved autonomous planning and scheduling
methods for all stages of the partially robotised logistics process. In future autonomous scheduling
needs to be integrated with multi-robot planning and optimisation. Improved optimisation in system
management is critical to achieving overall efficiency. Within intra-logistics, improving the flexibility
of delivery systems and increasing coordination with other systems will in turn improve efficiency. In
order to deal with external risks - such as natural disasters and organized crime - security of
communications and data and the flexibility of logistical technical systems to reconfigure are key
prerequisites as highlighted in interview with logistics companies (Thompson, 2014).

Overall, future developments in CPS for transport and logistics enable faster, more accurate handling,
inherently safe operation when sharing work spaces, and solutions to the real-time optimisation of
multi actor systems. The SPARC report (2015) argues that cost-efficient robotic solutions could also be
used in a consumer environment to continuously monitor stock levels and identify salient features of
the goods (e.g. expiration dates and mislabelled merchandise).

6.4 Societal impacts
The primary interest of the automotive industry in introducing autonomous driving, is to improve
road safety as defined in (ERTRAC, 2004). An immediate benefit from this is reduction in deaths.
However, there will also be a reduction in serious injuries reducing suffering of citizens at an
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individual level while at the same time saving medical and insurance costs that will benefit society as
a whole.

Safety of autonomous cars is the main driver for their market introduction. As most crashes involve
human error, and autonomous operation can reduce or eliminate these errors, exploitation of CPS is
expected to benefit road safety. Results from early prototypes are promising, but as autonomous
technologies become more common, new types of crashes may emerge, for instance crashes resulting
from the car handing control back to the driver unexpectedly or from mixing autonomous and
conventional vehicles on the roads. If an accident is imminent there may well be cases where handing
back control to the human is the wrong course of action. Here there are very difficult decisions to be
made on behalf of humans about whether they are capable of reacting in the most appropriate way.
This loss of authority may well be totally unacceptable to citizens even it means that they will suffer
more serious injuries or death as a result of a crash if control is returned to them at the last moment.

It also needs to be remembered, that not all vehicles will be autonomous. There will be a mix of
autonomous and human driven vehicles and also pedestrians. Humans are naturally unpredictable
which is why they are innovative and inventive as described in (Lieberman, 2013). This lack of
predictability presents huge challenges to autonomous systems and is likely to be the main cause of
accidents in the future. From a social standpoint human drivers and pedestrians may well need to
adapt the way they drive and interact with roads and traffic in order not to disrupt the autonomous
flow of vehicles. A question is how well will drivers integrate with a traffic flow of autonomous cars.
This could be daunting for drivers who are not used to interacting with autonomous vehicles and
could well be frustrating to some drivers who wish to have the freedom to get from A to B using their
own driving style or via their own preferred route. It should be noted that autonomous cars will
always follow the law (as they have been programmed to do so) whereas humans may elect to break
the law by speeding, jumping a light or even ignoring road directions. Autonomous cars must be able
to react appropriately to bad human driving.

Humans may also not do what an autonomous car may anticipate. A classic problem is a driver
deciding to stop unexpectedly in the middle of the road either intentionally or due to a sudden break
down. Systems must be designed with high safety requirements and human-friendly behaviour,
which accounts for such unpredictable actions. These needs should be addressed both at a low level
(e.g. guaranteed reliable sensors for people, car and obstacle detection), at a systems level (e.g. new
algorithms for people tracking and new human-robot interfaces) and finally through systems for
validation and certification.

A key consequence of more autonomous vehicles being on the roads is a control of traffic flow. This
will naturally reduce congestion and should produce more predictable journey times. Drivers in
future should be happier because they are not stuck in traffic, they should be less frustrated and
stressed and should also benefit financially because they are driving more efficiently. More consistent
traffic flow will lead to more predictable journey times with better on-time arrival for work and
meetings. At a social level this may condition people to leave for work on-time as there will not be the
option to drive more quickly if they set off late.

According to Thompson (2014) societal acceptance – trust – will be a key challenge for autonomous
vehicles. Trust will become an increasingly important issue as systems become more autonomous and
highly interconnected. Systems need to be secure (no outside entity should be able to break into the
system and cause an accident) but also there is a need for the vehicle to fail safe even in the presence
of a security breach. The obvious action in this case is to disable the engine and pull the vehicle over to
the side of the road to a place of safety. Here there is a need to consider security, privacy, and fail safe
design to operate in presence of security breaches. From a social standpoint there are likely to be
concerns about entities disrupting traffic externally causing deliberate gridlock. In the future citizens
may well believe that gridlock is a result of autonomous system failure or failure in intelligent traffic
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management systems, or even terrorist action. It is important to be able to reassure drivers on their
journeys that the traffic network is operating correctly and safely at all times.

Vehicles will change with growing automation, but so will their role in society, and in ways that are
hard to foresee. The car as a status symbol may disappear as new modes of ownership are introduced.
People may in the future buy mobility rather than a car. Already there are moves towards this model.
An OECD study (2015) shows that in the future up to 90% of the cars that are currently parked in the
streets in urban areas could be removed if shared vehicles replace private cars. Due to the introduction
of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), public transport can be made responsive to the mobility
demands of citizens in real-time. In small to middle-sized cities autonomous taxis or ‘Uber’ -type of
services could act as a replacement for public transport with social media replacing traditional taxi call
centres. This change in usage has implications for city planners both in terms of providing services but
also in terms of providing parking.

A major step forward that would have truly profound implications on society would be the adoption
of fully autonomous cars. At this point there is no need for a driver and the car could operate with or
without a driver on board. This opens up a number of interesting scenarios that could radically
change our society. With a totally autonomous car occupants would have the option of doing other
productive tasks while travelling. This would allow passengers to use their car as an office further
blurring the distinction between home and work place, it could allow them to surf the web, watch a
movie, study and gain new knowledge, interact with friends and relatives or even sleep. How this
new free time is used is up to the occupant and there may well be new business opportunities to sell
services tailored to commuter preferences. It should be noted that the move to performing other
activities naturally impairs on the ability of occupants to react and take control of the car if there is a
failure. There is thus a need to consider whether changes in the way occupants use their time within a
car will naturally result in a shift to fully autonomous control even in the event of an accident.

If a car does not need a driver then there is also the option of the car operating by itself without any
occupants. This facility could be further used to save time and be more efficient. A car could drop off
its passengers and then go and park itself. It could also come and pick up passengers from work and
home. At this point the need to have the car parked at the office or at home is no longer necessary as
long as it is scheduled to arrive at suitable times. This could significantly reduce congestion or allow
the car to be shared with other users when not needed by the owner. The car could also go and pick
up children from school so that parents do not have to leave work. The car could also take itself for
maintenance and service. Here there could be potential benefits in fuel economy and emissions as
many cars are operated with dirty air filters and incorrect tyre pressures that result in loss of
efficiency.

In terms of logistics the future may bring autonomous deliveries to the door. The most likely scenario
initially is that people would need to leave their houses and transfer goods to their house from the
autonomous vehicle. However, people may well send their cars to pick up goods and elect to meet
their shopping at appropriate places such as a car park or a place of work.

Thus far the social impacts of fully autonomous vehicles have been considered, however, the removal
of the need for a driver could have significant and profound negative impacts on society. There
would be no need for taxi drivers (indeed many taxis are shared by drivers – as one driver rests
another driver utilises the taxi) so removal of the need for a driver may allow an operator to actually
replace two drivers with consequent savings of two salaries, that would quickly cover the cost of the
autonomous taxi, and result in greater loss of employment. Likewise bus drivers would also face
unemployment. Looking to the road freight industry the introduction of autonomous trucks and vans
could result in massive unemployment across Europe.
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6.5 Economic impacts
The automotive industry is crucial for Europe’s prosperity. The sector provides jobs for 12 million
people and accounts for 4% of the EU’s GDP. Manufacturing accounts for 3 million jobs, sales and
maintenance for 4.3 million, and transport for 4.8 million. The EU is among the world's biggest
producers of motor vehicles and the sector represents the largest private investor in research and
development (R&D) within Europe. The automotive industry also has an important multiplier effect
in the economy generating jobs in upstream industries such as steel, chemicals, and textiles, as well as
downstream industries such as ICT, repair, and mobility services.

Logistics is a global business and Europe has some of the largest logistics companies in the world with
highly developed and efficient delivery networks. Logistics contributes nearly 14% to the European
GDP (900 billion Euros) and has a significant impact on the service sectors it serves. Europe is
therefore well placed to exploit the opportunities presented by robotics in transport and logistics.

Specialised R&D centres have been set up by organisations in this sector. There are two possible paths
towards complete automation of vehicles. The first path adopts the approach of gradually improving
automation in conventional vehicles so that human drivers can shift more of the dynamic driving task
to these systems. The second path utilises deployment of vehicles without a human driver in limited
contexts followed by gradual expansion of range and conditions for their use. Traditional car
manufacturers mostly choose the first path and new entrants the second.

Considering logistics the expectation is that the exploitation of new technologies will alter and disrupt
current business models and allow completely new types of services to exist. Advancements in the
domain of logistics and transport are also likely to benefit European SMEs, as the majority of haulage
companies within Europe operate only 10 trucks or less.

The market for logistics robots accounts for 9% of the total sales of professional service robot systems.
This is expected to grow (compared to 2011, in 2012 11% more logistics service robots were installed).
This is being driven by the increasing cost of labour and higher demands for efficiency. The
automation of intra-logistics solutions is expected to dramatically grow in the near future. Many
important European actors are already actively producing autonomous systems for logistics and
transportation, manufacturing AGV solutions, innovative manipulators and new sensors. Some
countries have already set up initiatives that enhance supply chains and logistics operations as these
are key to better utilisation of the transport infrastructure and reducing fuel consumption to meet
environmental targets.

6.6 Environmental impacts
One of the key areas where CPS is likely to have an impact is in reduction of overall emissions from
vehicles through much more efficient management of traffic and movement of goods. Here CPS could
be used to improve fleet management of vehicles optimising load and travel costs of vehicles and
reducing energy usage and costs. Increased automation and connectivity of vehicles to each other and
to infrastructure will lead to more efficient traffic flow movement with consequent reductions in
emissions (CO2 and cancer causing PM10s) and congestion in urban areas as required by the European
Parliament (2014).

Already logistics companies are employing sophisticated route optimisation algorithms to achieve
this. More efficient mobility will lead to the reduction of emissions, air pollution, congestion, accidents
and noise.

There is also a demand for tighter delivery times. There is a trade-off between this and the need to
provide energy-minimal logistics to reduce emissions. This is driving the need for optimisation at a
systems of systems level. Customers are not (yet) demanding information on the carbon footprint of
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goods transportation but this may change in the future as they become more environmentally
conscious.

Savings in fuel consumption and emissions can be made by increased used of telematics and more
efficient operations, in particular, to reduce the number of trucks running half empty or empty on
return journeys and by scheduling deliveries to avoid stop/start traffic conditions, e.g. rush hours in
major conurbations as highlighted by leading logistics companies (Thompson, 2014).

In the case of personal transport consumer demand and government regulation are driving the
transportation sectors to use less energy, emit fewer harmful emissions and utilise an increased mix of
sustainable energy sources (such as biofuels, electricity). With the transportation sector emitting over
25% of CO2 globally as highlighted in (ERRAC, 2010), the implementation of the Copenhagen
agreement (increase European emissions reduction to 30% (from 1990 levels) by 2020) represents a
significant challenge, especially given the recently discovered software fraud at VW.

6.7 Political and legal impacts
As already mentioned, the introduction of autonomously operating transport vehicles will occur in an
incremental fashion as the regulatory environment develops. The SPARC report (2015) mentions a
strong will on behalf of policy makers to remove any regulatory barriers, but it takes time for the
existing regulatory system to adapt to the introduction of autonomous transport.

The OECD report (2015) considers this as a complicated situation because of the uncertainty on what
should be regulated and the risk that regulation may lock-in one pathway to automation over a
potentially better one. The report states “though regulators may target autonomous vehicles as a
special case out of convenience, it may be preferable to adapt existing rules as much as possible. While
needed, early regulatory action carries risks as well. Some regulatory flexibility seems desirable, for
instance allowing circumscribed uses such as low speed urban operation or motorway platooning
before implementing a blanket set of rules”. Policies should account for this uncertainty and ensure
sufficient resilience to adapt to these changes or, at a minimum, not lock required changes that are
desirable.

There are a number of legislative hurdles that need to be addressed before a 100% autonomous car in
Europe is possible. One problem is the non-uniformity in laws to allow data to be obtained from
infrastructure; in some European countries law does not allow communication between traffic lights
and cars. Another issue deals with information on the speed of cars which could be potentially also be
used for identifying speeding. The shifting the driving task from humans to machines will require
changes in the insurance industry. Issues that need to be dealt with are how in the case of accidents
responsibility should be apportioned among suppliers and sub-suppliers and what should victims
have to do to get support for their loss and/or recovery (without long battles in court). The OECD
report (2015) mentions several scenarios for how combinations of public and private insurances could
deal with the new situation. Until the liability problem is solved, the manufacturers and designers of
autonomous vehicles are hesitant to bring their products to the market. There is thus a need for a clear
framework for legally handling the consequences of accidents with autonomous cars. However,
adjudication methods have yet to be developed.

The industry view is that car-to-infrastructure and car-to-car communication is the future and there is
a strong need for a worldwide standard that covers Europe, North America, Japan and China.
Although a common standard is being agreed, the software being used to implement the standard is
different. A critical issue is the quality of the standard, as this needs to work in all member states. It is
expected that deployment of day-one applications in 2015-2016 will reveal new problems, which will
identify new areas for research. Good progress has been made in developing a standard for short-
range communications as highlighted in (C2C-CC, 2007), but more advanced applications require
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extensive and very expensive road infrastructure deployment. The current obsolescence cycles of
electronics (18 months), cars (10 years) and typical renewal cycle of road infrastructure (30 years)
present major difficulties. In an ideal world the vehicles and infrastructure would be simultaneously
updated to the level of the newest technological opportunities.

Internally within car manufacturers and their supply chains there are political/legal issues as
companies move away from traditional component-based development as the autonomous car
becomes part of a complex cyber physical system of systems. The original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) that produce the parts or subsystems that are used for building the cars, find it very difficult
to move to a more systems engineering approach. In this approach the functionality in a car is mostly
provided via software operating on a hardware/software platform with clearly defined interfaces.
The – exponential – growing interactions between components are mediated by information
transmission. This change to a systems engineering approach in the car industry involves major
organisational changes within automotive companies to remove barriers between hardware and
software teams for integration of new technologies and to consider the car as part of a cyber physical
system of systems.

Legislation is also driving the logistics sector. Increasing restrictions on working time reduction, total
weight limit to be handled within a working shift, height limitations in loading of containers (impact
on the capacity utilization rate) make the adoption of robotic co-worker technology far more attractive
to help compliance and improve safety. However, as highlighted in order for this to become a reality
there is a need in this sector for supporting harmonised European regulation to ensure the safety of
workers working alongside robots.

The reduced risk of accidents through the use of fully autonomous cars could result in changes in the
law. For instance if it could be proved to be safe speed limits could be increased and traffic could
move faster. Likewise if accidents are a very rare event in the future car manufacturers may well start
to design out current safety features designed to minimise injury in an impact with a consequent
reduction in the weight of the car and an improvement in efficiency.

6.8 Ethical impacts
The main ethical issues related to the application of CPS in transport and logistics deal with
responsibility. If a car is autonomous there is still a need for the “driver” or occupant of the car to be
responsible for the operation of the car. If the autonomous car fails and hands control back to the
occupant there is a need to be able to take action and be responsible for that action. Likewise someone
needs to responsible for the maintenance of the car to ensure that the systems being used are safe. This
may become less clear as new modes of ownership are developed such as shared ownership or
“mobility by the hour” agreements. For safe operation and for optimisation of traffic there is a need
for collection of data about where a car is, where it is going and how fast it is travelling. This raises
privacy issues that need to be addressed at the European level; as within countries different views
exist on privacy and also the country’s regulatory and political interests differ (for instance in
Germany privacy is a very important topic and technology cannot be used for tracking cars, while in
France car tracking is possible).

Also the Human-in-the-Loop issue might introduce some ethical concerns. Many of the envisioned
goals of autonomous driving vehicles, such as zero fatalities, can only be met by designing systems for
communicating critical information and supporting decision processes of drivers, pilots, and other
vehicle and infrastructure operators that are based on a comprehensive understanding of human
behaviour under varying situations including high-stress environments. With the increasing
complexity of interactions of humans with a CPS, there is a need to develop advanced models for
human-machine interactions as well as, in a broader sense, human-cyber interaction (between people
and computers, mediated by the system). Such a detailed analysis of human actions and interactions
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might influence the image of a human and consider it – especially in interactions with robotics – as a
robotically operated item.

6.9 Demographic impacts
Currently the car buying demographics has shifted to citizens who are slightly older (typically at the
point when people start families) rather than younger qualified drivers buying cars who have to
contend with high insurance costs. This is also linked with urbanisation and the ability and
willingness of younger people to use public transport. The introduction of Internet connectivity to cars
is partly driven by a desire from automotive manufacturers to attract younger drivers and also to
provide attractive functionality for product differentiation. The key driver behind autonomous
vehicles for manufacturers is to improve safety on the roads. As a consequence the adoption of
autonomous vehicles may remove some of the insurance barrier for younger drivers and also be
attractive from a safety perspective for families. At the other end of the spectrum autonomous vehicles
will allow the aging population with reducing personal mobility, sight and reaction times to continue
to enjoy mobility safely, both for themselves and for other road users. It should be noted that in the
near term there will be a need for level of competence in driving, e.g. supported by a licence, to cope
with failure situations where a driver needs to take over control of the car. As highlighted though in
the section on societal issues there may come a point where it is more appropriate not to hand control
of the car back to the occupant as they may not be sufficiently alert to react. Fundamentally the
occupant of the car will be ultimately responsible for the car on the road, however, this responsibility
may change as fully autonomous cars become more accepted and common.

6.10 Conclusions
Cyber-Physical Systems are already changing the transport and logistics sector with benefits in safety,
emissions and more efficient flow of traffic. In order to keep the transport networks across Europe
moving as the number of vehicles increases there is a need to exploit ICT technologies both on-board
vehicles for safety and introduce better coordination of traffic via increased interconnectivity with
infrastructure and monitoring.

First applications of ADAS systems and more automated features are being introduced. These will
become more sophisticated requiring changes in the way vehicles are operated with regulatory, social
and legal implications.

The potential impacts for Europe companies are diverse and profound. Exploitation of data collection,
processing and robotics technologies will bring key competitive advantage and lead to new business
models. The evolution of the car presents challenges for automotive manufacturers. Internally, they
need to break down barriers between hardware and software engineering teams for new technology
introduction and also consider the car as a part of a larger network of vehicles following the concept of
(cyber-physical) system of systems.

The move towards increasingly autonomous vehicles will lead to positive social impacts particularly
in the area of safety for European citizens and the ability for elderly people to retain mobility.
However, there is a need to deliver socially acceptable technology that citizens can trust. Increased
autonomy does not eradicate the possibility of accidents and here there is a need for insurance
companies to agree on an approach to apportioning liability, which is far more complex when
autonomous technologies are being employed. Indeed this is currently a key barrier to introduction of
autonomous functionality onto Europe’s roads.

From an environmental perspective more efficient movement of vehicles will result in reduction of
emissions, air pollution and congestion, which is becoming an increasing problem with urbanisation.
Communication between vehicles and to infrastructure will lead to much better traffic management
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both for passenger cars and also for the movement of goods with less congestion on roads and in big
cities

There are, however, key barriers that need addressing. Increased connectivity to vehicles also leads to
privacy issues. The lack of harmonisation in laws in this area across European member states is a
barrier to allowing cars to operate freely across Europe. A second key barrier introduced by increased
connectivity is security from malicious entities, either criminal or terrorist. This requires appropriate
cyber security and fail-safe measures to ensure the safety of citizens and also to prevent an attack
creating wide-scale disruption across Europe.
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7 CPS for community security and safety

Authors: prof. dr. Michael Henshaw (Loughborough University, United Kingdom) and Joost van
Barneveld, MSc (Technopolis Group, The Netherlands)

Summary
This paper considers the impact of the rapidly expanding capabilities and penetration of CPS
technology in everyday life from the perspective of security and safety.  It reviews the likely changes
during the short, medium, and long term and asserts that there is likely to be a rapid increase in
deployment of technologies that are already quite well understood and developed. The main risk
concerns the vulnerabilities that CPS technologies introduce, because they include sensors and control
systems that do not necessarily have security protection from cyber threats.  In the longer term,
though, such protection is likely to be introduced through quantum 2.0 technologies.

The impacts of the changes are discussed in terms of societal, economic, environmental,
political/legal, and demographic aspects.  Ethical impacts are also considered and it is argued that
ethics is concerned with applications rather than technologies per se, and therefore it is the user or
owner of the CPS that must retain ethical responsibility.

The paper concludes that in terms of security and safety, CPS will neither make the work safer or
more unsafe, nor more or less secure.  It will change the nature of safety and security threats and,
particularly, it will increase the levels of complexity with which individuals must deal.  Developers of
CPS should endeavour to ensure that their machines are equipped to be as transparent to human
understanding as possible, so that operators and bystanders can appreciate security and safety risks
when they encounter them.

7.1 Introduction
This paper briefs on trends and impacts of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) on community security and
safety.  Broadly speaking, the paper concerns the effect of increasing levels of autonomous machine
decision making in networks of growing complexity.  It considers both the benefits that such systems
will bring as well as the vulnerabilities and associated threats that are newly introduced.  The topic is
complex and wide ranging; to provide a basis for discussion, some definitions are provided in this
introduction.

CPS is defined by the European Commission as: “Cyber-Physical Systems refer to ICT systems (sensing,
actuating, computing, communication, ...) embedded in physical objects, interconnected including through the
Internet, and providing citizens and businesses with a wide range of innovative applications and services.”
(Lemke, 2013)

Perhaps a succinct way of expressing the meaning of CPS is the strap-line to the NIST20 report on
strategic R&D opportunities for 21st Century Cyber-Physical Systems: that CPS are Connecting
computer and information systems with the physical world (Sztipanovits & Ying, 2013).  CPSs are systems
that are aware of their environment through sensing and able to make decisions that result in actions
that affect either themselves and/or the environment in a physical manner.  Thus, not all intelligent
systems are CPS: only those that have a physical aspect to their activity are CPS.  They carry out the
functions of Sense-Decide-Act; however, the level of coupling between these functions can be either
local or remote according to the extent to which the system components are networked.  So, for
instance, both an isolated robotic system that takes a work piece, senses shape and then drills a hole in

20 National Institute of Standards and Technology of the US Dept. of Commerce
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the required place and a city full of sensors that measure traffic flow and apply directions to advise
driverless vehicles of optimised routes are both CPS, but at incredibly different scales.

A community is interpreted as a delimited set of humans within a group that is defined by either
geography or governance. Safety is interpreted as protection of the group, individuals within it, or
their assets/property from physical or psychological harm.  In general, it refers to threats that are of
non-human origin. Security is creation of conditions in which the group or individuals are free from
threats that are of human origin (intended or accidental threats).  Security frequently refers to the
protection of information and it includes the protection of privacy, which is of especial significance in
the CPS world.  Security is also relevant in the context of the economic well-being of the group and
individuals within it.

Both the technological advances and the associated deployment of CPS in new applications are taking
place at a staggeringly fast rate. This paper will begin with an overview of short-term (~5 years)
developments and then consider the medium (5-20 years) and long term (20+ years) together.  It must
be kept in mind, though, that the medium term may turn out to be the short term!  The emphasis is on
those aspects relevant to safety and security; subsequent sections will discuss their impact on society,
economy, environment, political and legal traits, ethics, and demographics.

It is important to distinguish between CPS that are created to provide security and safety and those
that are created for other purposes, but for which security and safety may be an important
consideration (either because of their function or their collateral impact).  Unfortunately, the
distinction is not always straightforward in terms of the technology itself.  For instance, the same
drone can be employed both for monitoring only purposes (sensing) and for delivery of munitions. An
example is Watchkeeper (Unmanned Aërial Vehicle produced by European manufacturer Thales): it is
intended for both civil and military use and can be weaponised.  Within Europe the UK government
has explicitly ruled out arming Watchkeeper (Brooke-holland, 2015), whereas it appears the Polish
requirement is for an armed vehicle (Batey, 2015). Thus, in many cases one cannot consider the
security and safety implications of the technology per se, but must rather consider the applications
first and the technology enablers and barriers concomitantly.

The global environment in which developments take place is multipolar so that security must be seen
in the context of state and non-state powers and, as remarked by the Clingendael Strategic Monitor
(Rood, 2013): it is no longer possible to make a distinction between security outside and inside Europe.
The EC has proposed to fund technologies for dual use in civil/military applications, most notably
drones. Such developments bring the military CPS into the civil security realm. The ethical discussion
will therefore also cover the application of CPS for security in civil and domestic security.

7.2 Technology short term
We begin by considering the expansion of CPS in society in general and its likely increase during the
short term.  Thus, we consider possible changes to security and safety as a result of CPS growth.

In 1865, the UK parliament introduced the Locomotive Act which, among other restrictions, required
all motor vehicles to be operated with a man walking in front carrying a red flag to warn people of the
approach of the vehicle.  Automated trains have been operating since the early 1960s, but a ‘driver’
was required in the cab to monitor operations.  In the world of aviation, manufacturers could have
included far more autonomous functionality in UAVs (Unmanned Aërial Vehicles) than airworthiness
regulations would allow.  The introduction of new technology in public and private services has
generally been restricted by the caution needed to ensure safety and, perhaps more significantly, the
confidence of the general public in the safety of the new technologies.  Thus acceptability to the
general public is the main determining factor in the introduction of CPS.  We (society) are on the brink
of revolution of technology in the short term.  CPS technology, particularly the aspects concerned with
autonomous operation, which is already possible, is now being trialled in the inhabited environment.
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This revolution is happening because of specific actions taken to reassure the public with respect to
safety.

The US dept. of Transport, working alongside a multiplicity of industrial stakeholders and University
of Michigan created M-City21 the purpose of which is to test and demonstrate autonomous operation
of vehicles at life-size scale.  In Europe, Germany, Sweden, and the UK have reviewed legislation to
make way for testing driverless cars on the public highways (Transport, 2015) and tests are now
taking place in some cities.  The main concern about clarification of liability is being addressed
directly by companies, such as Volvo, that have announced that they will accept liability for self-
driving car accidents (Templeton, 2015).  Within five years, driverless cars will become, if not
commonplace, then at least accepted in some countries.

In terms of the implications for safety, it is a mixed picture of speculation.  On the one hand, robotic
cars do not tire, become aggressive, or miscalculate manoeuvres, thus making them safer than human
drivers.  Indeed Uber, who plan to replace their taxis with driverless cars, predict improvements in
safety and reductions in congestion as a result (Kiss, 2015a).  On the other hand, the competence of
such vehicles – from a safety perspective – is determined by the ability to sense effectively and to
make appropriate manoeuvre decisions, and this is not yet fully proven.  Perhaps a more significant
factor is the likely behaviour of human drivers in the presence of non-human driven vehicles.

In the world of medicine, implanted microchips coupled to appropriate actuators are providing CPS
to control diseases such as diabetes (Upson, 2010) and other devices such as exoskeletons22 are already
being used to provide enhanced physical capabilities to humans (either to cope with disability or to
increase capabilities in tasks requiring physical strength).  Continued advances in software control
and manufacture of miniature parts will ensure that such devices become more accessible to a wider
range of people.  It is important to understand that both the software and the physical aspects are
combined to achieve a capability and that level of autonomy (often quoted) is not always the deciding
factor in the level of sophistication of the device (Fu & Henshaw, 2010).  Thus, the short-term prospect
is further advances in technology but, more particularly, increased acceptance and take-up of
technologies already available.  Safety issues arise through malfunction (e.g. delivering an
inappropriately large dose of insulin), and failure of users to correctly predict machine behaviour
resulting in inappropriate interactions.

A further issue related to both the above examples (transport and health) concerns malicious
interference with such devices.  In most cases, the devices operate effectively only as part of a network
with which they exchange information.  Such networks generally use wireless connectivity and this
opens up the possibility of criminal interference.  In recent years, the development of CPS in which
components are networked together so that information systems and operational systems are coupled
has been referred to as IT-OT (Information Technology – Operational Technology) integration.  The
difficulty is that most of the OTs do not have the same level of security as the IT systems to which they
are linked.  This opens up vulnerabilities through the OT systems which may be exploited by
malevolent individuals to corrupt the IT systems or steal information from them.

An example of IT-OT hacking occurred in November 2011, when a hacker compromised the South
Houston Water Utility and claimed to have hacked various European water utility SCADA23 systems
(Mills, 2011).  Increasingly, infrastructure includes significant CPS capabilities that enable automated
management of essential services; these have the advantage of being more responsive to demand than
systems with less embedded software and may improve the efficiency and resource usage of such

21 Mobility Transformation Center: http://www.mtc.umich.edu/test-facility

22 See for e.g. http://www.lockheedmartin.co.uk/us/products/exoskeleton/FORTIS.html

23 Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
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services.  But, as evidenced by the South Houston Water Utility example, this comes at a cost of
greater vulnerability to illegal tampering.

Big data analytics has been considered as a means through which disparate data can be combined to
enable discovery of trends and other useful features that may be exploited commercially.  However,
the use of big data for training CPS means that incorporation of human behaviour in the models used
to control CPS will become an important area of development in the short term.  However, this
technology is still quite young and the extent to which it could be maliciously exploited to mis-train
CPS is not yet understood.  The important consideration is that the control systems derived in this
empirical way will hide assumptions and model construction such that emergent behaviour of CPS
will not only be unpredictable but also difficult to analyse when mitigations are required.

To summarise, the examples above range from small, personal devices embedded in the human body,
to wide ranging infrastructure systems serving many thousands of people. The technologies to
increase the level of machine decision making already exits, the trend in the short term is likely to be
an expansion of CPS use in terms of volume (number of systems), range (in terms of network size that
they control), and complexity (in terms of degree of machine autonomy and levels of
interconnectedness).  The impact on security is the opening up of new vulnerabilities that may be
exploited by hackers either to corrupt the operation of systems, or to extract commercial or other
sensitive data. A particular area of growing concern is the possibility of individuals or organisations
being held to ransom by malicious attackers who take-over the operation of critical systems. The
impact on safety is dues to the levels of complexity of the CPS, such that human operators (and others
that interact with such systems) are unable to foresee machine behaviour, even in the immediate
future, and therefore take inappropriate actions that conflict with the CPS behaviour in unsafe ways.
During the investigation into the 2009 Air France Flight 447 crash a retired pilot, David Jenkins,
remarked “computers make great monitors for people, but people make poor monitors for
computers.” But the increased authority handed to CPS mean that the role of operators is increasingly
being changed to that of monitoring computers. This means that in safety critical situations, far from
rescuing the situation, the human operator is increasingly likely to make it worse.

We now turn our attention to the use of CPS in systems specifically designed to enable community
security and safety.

Vehicles developed for land, sea, air, and space that include significant amounts of embedded
software and substantial levels of autonomy have been developed for security purposes. Some, such
as missiles and torpedoes have been operated for many years, more recently drones and their land
and sea equivalent have been used in increasing numbers in more recent times.

In the last decade there has been a rapid increase in deployment of UAVs such as drones for ground
observation. While this started out as a military application for tactical intelligence gathering, drones
are increasingly applied in humanitarian operations and civil surveillance tasks such as border patrol;
along the US-Mexican border (Associated_Press, 2014) and by Frontex, the European external border
agency (Súilleabháin, 2013) (Rood, 2013). Police are increasingly using drones for surveillance and
other activities to meet law enforcement requirements (Policeone, 2014). The vehicles vary from heavy
lift down to micro-UAVs launched by hand and with ranges up to 10 miles.

Such micro-drones are cheap to buy and easy to operate, thus criminals (including terrorists) could
use these to deliver lethal effect. The rapidly increasing capabilities and ranges (due to improving
battery technologies and other factors) mean that this threat is likely to become worse in the short
term. Thus, police forces will consider counter-drone technologies, such as drones fitted with nets to
catch malevolent and nuisance drones, as in Tokyo (BBC, 2015b).
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Similarly, other technologies previously considered to be only the domain of military operators are
now affordable and viable for the hobby enthusiast (casual and malign).  Such enthusiasts have
assembled a drone capable of firing a hand firearm from commercially available parts24 and step-by-
step instructions are available online to build your own facial-recognition enabled NERF sentry gun25.
Such developments are worrying, because they increase indiscriminate access to weapons that by their
very ubiquity will become difficult to combat.

On the ground, use of automated vehicles has been increasing. Explosive Ordnance Robots (EOD
Robots) were initially used to dispose of explosives to eliminate risk of human casualties during
operation. Following the 9/11 attacks in the USA, similar devices were applied for search & rescue
operations. Since then, they have increasingly been deployed in the aftermaths of manmade and
natural disasters, such as the Fukushima nuclear disaster, hurricane Katrina, the Haiti earthquake.
(Murphy, 2014) where the devices performed tasks such as searching for victims, clearing debris, and
monitoring the overall area through optical and physical sensors, with varying degrees of autonomy.
In essence, we apply CPS and robots in tasks that are Dull, Dirty or Dangerous (3D) (Lin, 2010a).

On the sea, unmanned submarine hunters are being tested and will advance in to service in the near
future (Blagden, 2015) and under the sea, UUVs are being deployed for surveillance, counter
submarine and countermine mission, with time-critical strike a possibility (Evangelio, 2012).

Disaster relief can also be considered to be a safety activity, in that it seeks to re-establish a safe and
secure environment for people and their assets. Unmanned vehicles that operate with varying levels
of autonomous decision making capability are already making significant contributions in this respect,
and the use is likely to increase as they have the intrinsic value of being deployable in environments
where it would be risky to send human rescuers. Hitherto, much of the use has been surveillance
(providing improved situational awareness to rescuers) and, as such, the unmanned systems are CPS
only in the sense that they navigate themselves. However, other systems, such as the Wings For Aid
initiative (VanBerlo, n.d.) aims to bridge the gap that exists between the sites of emergency and
shipment collection sites with unmanned aerial cargo deliveries. Other uses might include
deployment of UAVs to create communication networks when terrestrial systems have been
destroyed (e.g. by an earthquake).  The levels of autonomy may be comparatively low at present, but
during the next five years it would be anticipated that this could increase significantly.

The trend for the short term are that more tasks are being delegated to CPS, particularly unmanned
vehicles in the area of security, that exhibit an increasing degree of mechanical and computational
sophistication per element (U.S. Department of Defence, 2013a). This means that unmanned systems
are becoming more able to perform tasks such as guarding, monitoring, and protecting autonomously.
As the level of sophistication increases the reliance on humans to determine when and how to act
appropriately will diminish.

7.3 Technology medium and long term
The description above of short-term indicates that even within five years, significant proliferation of
CPS and significant increases in their capabilities would be anticipated both for specific security and
safety applications and also for more general applications that could create new security or safety
threats to the population.  Much of what could be expected in the medium and long term would be
further improvements in sensing and (especially) interpretation of vast amounts of data leading to
more reliable identification of targets.  Concomitant with these improvements, one might anticipate
greater trust in the systems to make decisions; including those concerned with lethality.

24 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FI--wFfipvA

25 http://www.instructables.com/id/Nerf-Vulcan-Sentry-Gun/
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However, perhaps the most significant change one might expect would be the introduction of
quantum 2.0 technologies (Pritchard & Till, 2014).  These will have the effect of massively increasing
computational power used by CPS, and the introduction of so-called Quantum Key Distribution
(QKD) technologies.  Through the use of quantum cryptography the problems identified in the
previous (short-term) section concerning hacking and unwelcome commandeering of CPS may be
addressed.  Thus protection of CPS assets using unbreakable codes will be the most significant
contribution to restoring the security and safety that may be slipping away during the current time.
Quantum computing is probably about 20 years away and it will be some considerable time before it
is implementable in day-to-day security systems.  Nevertheless, the incredible computer power that
will become available at desktop level will lead to the creation of data-driven models capable of
controlling CPS for many defensive tasks, so that a high degree of confidence in allowing CPS to make
and implement lethal decisions will pertain.  Of course, there is a huge assumption in this statement
that technologists will be able to create the appropriate algorithms to analyse peta, exa, or even zetta
bytes of information.

Weaponising of unmanned systems is a highly controversial issue; the factors most relevant to a
discussion on this controversy are (U.S. Department of Defence, 2013b)(Lin, 2010b):

 Accuracy and completeness of data (position, target recognition) and analyses

 Ability to maintain communication

 Resilience of the CPS against hacking and hijacking

 Hardware and software quality

 Complexity and predictability of and control over interrelated systems

These factors introduce major technological considerations, most notably on the software part. It is
likely that quantum 2.0 technologies will go a long way towards meeting these concerns.
Consideration is even now being given to the systems architecture to overcome these challenges
within the devices. (Lin, 2010b) suggests a triple layered architecture. Steering parts of the robot
would be in the reflexive layer, responding immediately to parameters as position in the field,
roughness of terrain etc. In this aspect there is currently rapid development. On top of this layer is a
supervising middle layer who connects the system to the Deliberate Layer, where planning,
localisation and interaction with humans take place. (Ronald C Arkin, 2008) has even suggested
embedding ethics into the robot architecture.

Setting aside deliberate contributions to security and safety, other CPS will continue to play an
increasing role in everyday life from managing peoples’ homes for them to caring for the elderly and
infirm at home and in hospitals. In particular, the longer term is likely to see a shift from sophisticated
wearable devices to sophisticated embedded devices; i.e. the human body will be enhanced by CPS
that monitor, decide, then act to introduce medication and stimulus, or to provide physical capabilities
to the human in question. In terms of services, the amazon delivery drone (CBSNews, 2013), or
systems very like it, will undoubtedly be in operation. Furthermore, connectivity within and to the
home, which is already substantial in several countries, will be fairly ubiquitous in the more advanced
countries. The SMART city will be a reality with significant integration of services in place. The
greatest risk to safety and security will be associated with the ability of humans to interact with the
systems appropriately. QKD and similar technologies will have reduced the risk of hacking and
intrusion, although the obverse of that benefit is that CPS systems created by criminals will be harder
for Police to detect and counter.

To summarise, the long-term holds the prospect of ever more capable CPS, such that human beings
and organisations will delegate more activities involving decide and act to machines. The systems will
be able to make decisions to enforce security and safety using vast quantities of data and the
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protection of the systems themselves will be significantly improved through the use of quantum 2.0
technologies.

7.4 Societal impacts
The most significant impacts in terms of security and safety probably lay not so much in the direct
interaction of humans with the physical aspects of CPS, but rather in the risks to privacy that the
unprecedented collection of data that results from the deployment of huge numbers of CPS sensors.
Whether it be from the sensors that collect and check biometrics in order to control access (e.g.
passport control), or the casual collection of personal information by everyday CPS performing
functions unrelated to the individual concerned (i.e. collateral collection of personal data such as
whereabouts), it is clear that for every individual participatory or not, vast amounts of personal
information will be held in many databases which may, or may not, be linked together. Whether this
data is analysed or not (and it is hard to believe that it will not be), identity information, journeys,
purchases, habits, preferences will all be recorded and available for inspection by both official and
unofficial bodies. It is unrealistic to imagine that data protection laws will prove adequate to protect
the individual given the huge quantities of information that may be collected disparately, but brought
together through big data analytics.

On a more positive note, it is clear that disaster relief will be significantly improved by use of CPS. The
use of autonomous robots to locate and physically secure people trapped or injured by natural
disasters.  This is because they can access areas that may not be accessible to human rescuers and used
in sufficient numbers (with adequate networking) will be able to improve the timeliness of rescue very
significantly.  They may also reduce the costs of rescue, by reducing the number of false positives that
are acted upon during search and rescue.

Robots (aerial or terrestrial) will improve border protection (Rood, 2013). Thus reducing the level of
illegal immigration and providing more accurate information to authorities concerning flow of people
across borders.  In particular, refugee flows near borders may be more accurately monitored so that
relief can be provided (also using CPS devices) more effectively.  Whether border security is improved
by CPS simply monitoring the border, or alternatively it is enforced through some physical restriction
is likely to be an ethical question that must be addressed relative to specific technologies.

The use of drones by members of the general public is growing substantially; whilst these may be
primarily for recreational reasons, nevertheless, the possibility exists for them to be used for criminal
purposes and, in any case, they are already being identified as a nuisance both as pests and as specific
safety threats to conventional aircraft (Crowe, 2015).  Inexpert flying has already caused a blackout in
Hollywood (BBC, 2015a).

A significant difficulty for situational awareness is that people find it difficult to predict what a CPS
will do next.  It is well-known that most fatal accidents with factory robots occur during maintenance
whenthe robot must be operational (turned on) and it moves in a way that the maintainer did not
expect.  Whether it be handling CPS, or interacting with driverless cars on the highway, one of the
most significant risks will be human beings misinterpreting signals from a CPS and taking
inappropriate action.

Finally, the problems alluded to above concerning security in the short term will pose a specific
societal risk.  Although security of devices is expected to improve in the medium and longer term
there will be a period in which individuals are at risk of CPS damage or harm, in much the same way
as the cyber-security threat has affected personal banking in recent times.

Overall, does CPS make the world safer and more secure?  The answer is probably that it reduces
some threats and introduces new ones, so that the world will not become safer as a result of CPS.  It
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will, however, become even more complex making recovery from safety or security issues more
difficult for individuals to deal with.

7.5 Economic impacts
Economic security can be viewed at different levels.  Clearly, Industry 4.0 is premised on a 4th

industrial revolution that will be a new economic revolution as well.  In terms of development of CPS
devices specifically for security, (Rood, 2013) reports that €3.8 bn will be spent in Horizon 2020, which
presages a significant economic benefit for those nations able to exploit this revolution.

However, at the individual level, it is inevitable that many jobs will disappear. For instance, Uber will
replace 160,000 taxi drivers with driverless cars (Kiss, 2015b).  Very significantly, Chinese factories are
replacing manual workers with robots in significant numbers (Associated_Press, 2015); this will not
only lead to redundancy in the world’s most populace nation, but also the change in product quality
and costs could have a significant effect on the world economy in the short term.

The ability of CPS to support disaster relief and even to mitigate the effects of disasters by taking
prompt and timely action could reduce the overall cost of disasters.  During 2015, weather related
losses in the US are approximately $15 bn; one could speculate that automated “battening down the
hatches” which should be possible in the short to medium term might reduce that cost very
significantly.

On the other hand, ill-conceived actions taken by CPS can also be very costly. There is an underlying
assumption that CPS can take appropriate action, given a set of circumstances, but disasters generally
fall well outside the statistically likely sets of circumstances, so that programming appropriate actions
cannot be guaranteed.  An example would be the automated shutdown of the San Onofre Nuclear
Generating station during the 2011 Southern California power outage (FERC & NERC, 1989) cost
many millions of dollars.

Overall, CPS is likely to be beneficial economically, but there will be a need to cope with the reducing
opportunities of employment not only for manual workers but also for specialist skilled workers who
have previously been relatively protected from redundancy as a result of introducing machines into
the workplace.  Economic security is likely, but not guaranteed.

7.6 Environmental impacts
One may consider the environment to be a safety concern in the sense that damage to it has a
detrimental effect of living organisms.

CPS have the potential to impact the environment favourably by better management of power and
materials.  The ability of CPS to power down systems not in current use could represent significant
savings of wasted heat energy; this area is emerging as an important environmental consideration and
is likely to be achieving savings within the next five years.

However, there is currently an example of a significant detrimental impact on the environment
directly attributable to the exploitation of CPS. Using the sensors and analytic powers of CPS,
Volkswagen managed cheat emission tests by the vehicle recognising when it was on a test rig and
causing the engine to behave differently.  The release of NOx emissions due to this fraud has been
estimated as up to 1 million additional tonnes per annum (Topham, Clarke, Levett, Scruton, & Fidler,
2015).  This is the equivalent of the NOx emissions of all power stations, vehicle, industry and
agriculture per annum in the UK. The impact on the environment and the resulting harm to humans,
animals, and plants is likely to be significant. In this sense, safety has been significantly compromised
by CPS. The complexity of the CPS in the car management system enabled this to be hidden away.
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The military use of CPS is unlikely to make the impact of security systems significantly different.
SMART weapons have existed for some time and have the advantage of high accuracy and localised
delivery of payload.  It is not anticipated that this will change significantly during the next few years.

Overall, CPS will have the capabilities to reduce damage to the environment and, therefore, positively
impact environmental safety and security of the environment.  Reduction in the impacts of
technologies on climate has a long term implication of security in the sense of safe from harm.
However, they could equally cause damage because of the power consumption associated with them.
Much will depend on the willingness of industry (primarily) to use CPS responsibly and positively to
reduce detrimental effects on the environment.  Governments can put in place the legislative
frameworks that encourage responsible development of technologies.

It is not clear, at this time, whether CPS will be exploited for environmental benefit, or just exploited.

7.7 Political and legal impacts
An area of concern, noted above, is that of legal responsibility for devices such as driverless cars.
However, as previously discussed, manufacturers are taking responsibility in order to kick-start the
market (Templeton, 2015). Although this may not be a long-term solution, it is unlikely that the area of
unclear responsibility (as it is termed) will be a significant barrier. In the case of driverless cars,
whoever pays the insurance premium can be assumed to be responsible (whether it is shared or
individual).  Responsibility can be simply established through legislative means.

For armed autonomy it seems clear that responsibility lies with the officer issuing an order (Gillespie,
2009) and the Laws of Armed Conflict already cover such responsibilities with respect to weapon use.

There will undoubtedly be accidents concerning the use of CPS – indeed, there already have been.
These will be dealt with by law as they arrive and it is likely that such incidents will lead to new
legislation as the problems of co-existing with sophisticated CPS emerge.

Lin (2010b) has speculated that there could be legal problems associated with uncontrollable robots,
by which he means that machine learning may lead to construction of robots without ethical or
operational constraints.  Robots will always be machines and so the notion of them possessing an
ethical code is nonsensical; however, they can be operated in an ethical way or not.  As with the
example of the use of CPS to deliberately cheat the emission tests, the choice of how to operate
machines remains as a human choice and so both ethical and legal use of CPS remains a human
decision.

7.8 Ethical impacts
In the introduction, it was noted that the future will see military technology introduced into civil
society because there is a fading border between internal and external security. CPS will be able to
fulfil various roles with varying degrees of intensity (from monitoring to elimination of targets and
delivery of disaster relief) and increasing autonomy. The ethical impacts are discussed by addressing
several topics.

Security, privacy and social contact patterns

As noted in the section on social impact, the extensive and continuous collection of data introduces the
possibility of continuous and ubiquitous state presence for monitoring and intervention.  Moreover,
such monitoring can be carried out by non-state organisations, particularly through the ability to fuse
large quantities of data to yield new information.  George Orwell, in his novel of dystopia “1984”
treated many of the issues associated with such pervasive observation.  This was based on the notion
of a malevolent government, but regardless of the motivations of government, a key aspect associated
with such observation may be how individuals modify their behaviour because they are being
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observed.  Perhaps a more important ethical concern, though, is that people may not be aware of the
information that is continuously collected about them, and so have no opportunity to adjust their
behaviour.

Control, influence and power over the CPS

Difficulty in control lies in the complexity of the CPS that are being developed.  The three laws of
robotics due to Asimov26 are often quoted as providing the basis for governing robot behaviour.
Unfortunately, many authors miss the whole point of the Asimov’s stories, which consistently
demonstrate that the laws will always conflict and produce an undesirable outcome.  In their detailed
analysis of robot ethics, (Wallach & Allen, 2009) argue that a top-down approach to implementing
ethics in robotic systems is impractical and that further, “ethical guidelines are not strict guides to
action, but frameworks for negotiation.”  It is important to understand that ethics are culturally
derived, and that ethical behaviour in one culture may not be deemed so in another; (Institut fuer
Religion und Frieden, 2010) remark on the difficulty that this would cause for programming robots
ethically, even if it were realistic to attempt such an endeavour..  Judgement of what is, and what is
not ethical requires considerable knowledge about the context in which actions take place.  Thus one
could conclude that equipping a robot with a chemical weapon is unethical because use of chemical
weapons have been deemed to be unethical internationally, but equipping it with a gun is not,
because use of guns is not regarded (in many cultures) as unethical.  But the use of a gun in certain
circumstances may be regarded as ethical and unethical in others.  Thus the ability of a robot to
determine those circumstances has the same dependencies as the ability of a human being to do the
same.  Technical competence for the robot may make a difference to its ability to make such a
judgement.

Asymmetric war and continuous war

(Roanld C Arkin, 2009) has argued that far from being unethical, the use of robotic soldiers (armed)
could be considered to be ethical, in that they do not get angry, tired, or emotional. This line of
argument assumes that robots are competent to judge the identity of combatants. Accurate
identification of enemy agents is an area of active development.  Precision targeting still has human in
the loop, but the gathering of information about a potential target and its analysis is significantly
supported by CPS systems with highly capable sensors. On the other hand, incorrect identification of
gunfire from a wedding as offensive action from data obtained from remotely piloted vehicles has led
to civilian deaths during the recent conflict in Afghanistan. The use of drone strikes to target
particular individuals has increased in recent times and it is likely that this will continue to grow. The
extent to which autonomous decision-making becomes accepted is a different matter and for the
immediate future, humans are likely to be kept in the loop.

A more worrying impact is the likely increase in use of remotely piloted small drones for criminal or
terrorist purposes. The availability and constantly improving sophistication of small UAVs mean that
they will be a growing concern in the hands of insurgents and terrorists. In many ways, the use of
such devices typifies the nature of asymmetric warfare in which low-cost assets can be used effectively
against more sophisticated systems.

26 The three laws are quoted in Isaac Asimov’s classic science fiction book: I, Robot.

1.A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.

2.A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except where such orders would conflict with
the First Law.

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or
Second Laws.
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Of course, the ultimate asymmetry in war is cyber-attack, where the cost of attack is minimal but the
cost of protection is huge. The IT-OT integration problem, described above, will open vulnerabilities
that may be exploited by terrorist and insurgents to take-over assets and use them on their owners or
simply to disable them. This is the most significant CPS risk in asymmetric war.

7.9 Demographic impacts
When applied in border control operations, CPS can reduce the influx of illegal immigrants. This may
have some modest impact on the cultural diversity in nations, though this will depend on the
numbers to be curtailed, which differs from one nation to another.

The aging population in Europe and the West is a driver for the development of many technologies.
CPS may be used to monitor the elderly or infirm to keep them safe and alert carers of problems.  CPS
may also assist such people with everyday tasks in the home. This may have the impact of sustaining
still further the aging population and increasing the imbalance between young and old in Europe.  On
the other hand, CPS may enable the infirm to carry out tasks that would otherwise be infeasible for
them, thus retaining their useful contribution to society for longer.

Over the last several decades an underclass has emerged in some European nations of communities
that are largely unemployed because of a lack of manual jobs.  There is evidence that CPS are now
moving up the chain to undertake more skilled tasks, thus reducing still further the opportunities for
employment.  A shift in demographic such that this underclass is expanded both in volume and in its
intellectual composition is possible.  This could increase security challenges in terms of law and order.

7.10 Conclusions
Overall, the short-term prospect for CPS with respect to security and safety is likely to be driven by a
massive increase in the deployment of CPS using largely technology that has already been researched
but has not yet been deemed acceptable for use.  A major concern relates to IT-OT integration, in
which new vulnerabilities for cyber-attacks on CPS are created.  These vulnerabilities pose both
security and safety risks to individuals and organisations, which will likely result in acts of terrorism
and criminality.  The longer term prospect, though, with the introduction of QKD technologies in the
period 5+ years, should enable systems to be protected more effectively in the long term.

The greatest risk to security for individuals concerns the quantities of private data that are collected as
a matter of course by CPS. The extent to which this may change behaviours is not clear, because
people are not necessarily aware how much their personal data may be compromised by the use of
CPS by themselves or others.

Economically, CPS is likely to be very beneficial for Europe, which is well-placed to develop and
exploit the CPS technologies. Environmentally, as well, CPS has the potential to make a very strong
contribution, although this will require appropriate commitment from government and industry to
implement technologies to achieve environmentally sustainable outcomes.

Just as CPS will enhance the capabilities of militaries in Europe, so the technologies (because they are
cheap and relatively easy to obtain) will enhance the capabilities of opponents.

Will CPS make communities more secure and safer? Probably, not: although they will not necessarily
make them less secure and safe. They will, however, make the world a more complex environment in
which humans will have to understand and predict the behaviour of sophisticated machines and the
impact that these machines may have on their personal security and safety.  Developers of CPS should
endeavour to ensure that their machines are equipped to be as transparent to human understanding
as possible, so that operators and bystanders can appreciate security and safety risks when they
encounter them.
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Introduction

In this annex, four scenarios of the future of CPS are presented. Each is an imagined account of a
future in which CPS has developed and matured in various aspects of our lives.

While the scenarios are speculative and ultimately fictional, it is important to note that they are
systematically based upon concrete research conducted by top experts in the field, including technical
trend analysis, horizon scanning and expert workshops. As such, every detail of the scenarios
presented - from the habits, hopes, fears and values of the characters to the social, legal and ethical
tensions evident in their lives - is based upon substantial research and analysis.  The scenarios do not
aim to predict the future, but to highlight how technology development might affect society and the
public and private lives of EU citizens.

We hope that these scenarios provide an accessible means for the reader to understand the social,
ethical and legal tensions that were identified in the research process. They were designed to support
Committees and individual MEPs in exploring, anticipating and responding to potential CPS
development paths and their associated impacts, and to aid reflection on anticipatory policy and
agenda setting at the European Parliament.

The extent to which our society will resemble these scenarios depends upon numerous factors. Some
of these are outside what is possible to anticipate or control, but others do rest in the hands of the
readers- whether they are a policymaker, technology developer or citizen.
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1. CPS for Health and for People with a disability

Source: robotics.eecs.berkeley.edu, retrieved at May 4, 2016

Introduction

This report presents the scenario that describes what Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) for health and for
people with a disability might look like and illustrates the soft impacts these may have on society
(Section 4). A draft version of the scenario was presented and discussed at the scenario workshop on
February 18, 2016 in Brussels. Feedback provided on this scenario has been integrated in the final
version presented in this scenario report.

The document starts with a short description of the application of CPS for health and for people with
a disability and the envisioned positive impacts and concerns (Sections 2 and 3); these sections are
based on the corresponding horizon scanning briefing papers.

Health

Ageing populations in Europe will have to deal with greater prevalence of injuries, disorders, chronic
conditions and diseases. Due to this trend the use and costs of healthcare will increase. The
incorporation of CPS technologies such as robots and smart devices in diagnosis, treatment and care is
expected to increase the capacity of healthcare providers to reduce costs. Nowadays already some
early forms of CPS are used in healthcare, such as e-health devices and surgical robots. In the short
term this technology will develop further into systems that are more or less semi-autonomous. Robots
for telesurgery, augmented reality, smart alarms and several other technologies promise to improve
healthcare on the short term. In the longer term, much more advanced forms of CPS may appear in
the hospital and healthcare centers. Surgical robots will perform certain tasks autonomously, with a
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surgeon only being in the loop. Robots will be able to learn and make good diagnoses or even perform
standard medical examinations. In-vivo micro- and nanobots will be used for testing and
manipulation in the human body. All these devices are smart and connected to other medical devices.

Envisioned positive impacts include:
 The improvement of healthcare and quality of life. Societies will be healthier, resulting in less

work absenteeism;
 Reduced healthcare costs and increased productivity, also in light of changing employment

needs and the decentralization of healthcare;
 Increased life expectancy;
 The market for healthcare applications of CPS is a growth market which has significant

potential for Europe.

Prominent areas of concern include:
 Liability: CPS might make certain decisions autonomously. What are dangers of acting on the

data alone and who is responsible for failure? Who is in charge of the health or caring: the
doctor or caregiver, the patient, the developer of the CPS system etc.? Possible a review of
product safety rules (including risk assessment, liability, etc) is in order.

 Privacy and data ownership: CPS share private patient information with other systems,
medical personnel, caregivers and patients. What impact does this have on the privacy of
patients? Who owns this data? Should this lead to review of codes of conduct on medical
professional secrecy? And of of EU data ownership and privacy rules?

 The use of e-health devices and surgical robots needs to be discussed firstly in the frame of the
medical devices legislation along with the respective implementing measures.

 Human enhancement: Should these technologies only be used to restore human functions and
capabilities, or can they be used to enhance them?

 Autonomy and companionship: Does CPS affect autonomy or the perception of independence
of the disabled person? When should CPS inform others? Should disabled people approve
these actions? Should robots replace humans for companionship?

 Specific areas of potential concern include: (a) the involvement of robots in particularly
intimate activities such as bathing and sanitation; (b) direct physical contact between robots
and humans, as in lifting patients in and out of beds and wheelchairs; and (c) the high
probability of patients’ forming emotional bonds with robots in environments otherwise
sometimes comparatively lacking in human companionship.

 The design of physically assistive robots must, therefore, take into consideration the privacy
rights of clients, as with, perhaps, the deactivation of video monitors during intimate
procedures. Care must be taken with protocols for touching, something that is a standard part
of human caretaker training in such facilities.

People with a disability

The prevalence and incident rate of disabilities is increasing and our societies are ageing. With age,
the risk of stroke, brain injury, and diminished abilities increases. This leads to an increasing demand
for healthcare professionals, resulting in insufficient human resources to aid the growing number of
elderly and disabled people. In the short term, smart homes, robots, and CPS devices will be used for
prevention, assistance, monitoring, and companionship. Sensors and actuators in homes will increase
the comfort of residents, assist them, and assess their physical and cognitive health. Smart
rehabilitation products will stimulate and assist people with their rehabilitation training and
companion robots will be used to reduce feelings of loneliness and isolation. Towards 2050, CPS will
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be ubiquitous in daily life. Robots for disabled people will be cost-effective and much more intelligent.
Robots will be able to learn on the fly, to show empathy, natural language, and social interaction. CPS
will be able to operate autonomously in complex environments. CPS will be included in textiles,
intelligent prosthesis, connected objects, and smart houses.

Envisioned positive impacts include:
 Improved quality of life of disabled and elderly people (living independently longer);
 More effective prevention and increased life expectancy;
 More cost-effective home care, by alleviating shortages of healthcare professionals and

shifting of rehabilitation and care towards homes;
 CPS for disabilities presents a growing multi-billion European market for new products and

businesses.

Prominent areas of concern include:
 Liability and privacy issues as listed above;
 Autonomy and companionship: Does CPS affect the autonomy or the perception of

independence of the disabled/elderly person? When should CPS inform others? Should
disabled people approve these actions? Should robots replace humans for companionship?

 May healthcare be used to implant sensors in people or to enhance their human capabilities?
Should doctors only use these technologies to restore human functions or capabilities? Where
is the edge between human and machine? Where does a medical professional have to stop?

An important caveat

These are not predictions of the future. New and unforeseen matters of concern will materialise in
relation to these new technologies. These issues don’t come ready at hand or in a predefined form, but
require interpretation and valuation by politicians and policy makers. The following scenario evokes a
possible future, incorporating possible value-trade-offs that may or may not become subject to
political controversy and may or may not require legislation. Whether they do, is partly in the hands
of the ones reading these scenarios.

Scenario

As he follows the narrow green path leading from his high-rise apartment building to the street, the
self-driving car he has ordered is already waiting for Dr. Khalil Yilmaz. He steps in and enables
“research” mode on his tablet, in addition to “work”, “family”, “news”, and “smarthome”, and
disables “friends” and “finances”. As usual, traffic is bad. Rows and rows of self-driving cars, quietly
inching forward. The ride to his practice will take him 45 minutes, but that’s fine. This is when Khalil
usually catches up on some of the most recent studies in genomics, proteomics and microbiomics,
summarized and cross-referenced for him courtesy of PubMed4.0, something he otherwise doesn’t get
to. This was just the tip of the iceberg for keeping up with changes in how science understands the
“personome” – and hardly enough to stay ahead of his patients. But it’s when his brain is at its best
without enhancers.  “Four variants in the filaggrin gene make skin more susceptible to eczema”.
“Duh,” thinks Khalil. “Non-coding variant near EN1 gene found to have large impact on bone mineral
density”. “Aha…” he thinks, he will surely hear from Mrs. B, who has osteoporosis, before the day’s
end.

He pushes through the heavy glass doors, the letters PP – Prometheus Personomics – flashing in the
morning sun. The practice is small but sleek. One floor which he shares with eight other practitioners.
Since clients are no longer allowed to come in for physical visits, the waiting room has been
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transformed into a coffee room of sorts. “Morning!” he waves past Martin, their
receptionist/insurance liaison. Khalil always wanted to be a personomicist, like his mother. Though in
his mother’s time, before Big Data for health care really kicked in, they were simply called general
practitioners. This is what personalised health care is now all about: tailoring information generated
from vast data sets to the unique biological, environmental and lifestyle conditions that make up the
lives of his individual clients. His sister, who specialised in robot-guided neurologic surgery, often
teases him that he is just a “coach”. He knows he is much more. Only personomicists can really treat
their clients as persons, with their idiosyncratic bio-social markers and unique reactions to
interventions. And that, Khalil thinks, is the only way care can really be preventive, and in turn cost-
efficient. He is also the only type of doctor who has the intellectual and human skills necessary to help
his clients navigate through the deluge of health-related information that they are continuously
generating and exposed to. And that is no simple feat.

Khalil’s office is bright and clean. He tells the windows to dim and settles down in his chair as the
holographic display of his first client’s data double appears:  Mr. Gomez, a man in his early 40s with a
family history and genetic predisposition to heart disease.
-“Good morning Mr. Gomez”, Khalil answers the incoming tele-call. At the same time he drags Mr.
Gomez’s file, and synchs it with various wearables and self-monitoring devices, pulling up graphs for
blood pressure, galvanic skin response, cholesterol levels and haemoglobin A1c, that display on the
right. To the left, Mr. Gomez’s nutritional stats appear: calorie intake, sodium, potassium levels.
Above, physical activity and sleeping patterns, as well as air quality levels in Mr. Gomez’s part of the
region. Below, the frequency and content analysis of his interactions on social media – social
biomarkers for mood and emotional wellbeing. In the middle, a crystal-clear 3D image of Mr. Gomez.
himself.
- “Hiya doc.”
Khalil’s eyes quickly scan the numbers and graphs before him. But he is not as quick as the Watson
algorithm that already projects an overall wellness score of 6.27 on the image of Mr. Gomez’s
forehead. Khalil asks, “How are you feeling?”
- “I’m afraid I may be developing prostate cancer.”
-“Hmm. Prostate cancer?”
- “Yeah. I just received a notification from my 23andMe personal genome account, and it says I’ve got
a 28% risk based on a new study. That’s nearly two times the population average! And as you can see
from my WC Watch app, I’ve been urinating a lot these past three days. I was about to order a PSA
blood test through MyBlood, but I thought I’d check with you first, and get it for free.”
Khalil takes a deep breath. “I’m happy you did consult with me first. Let’s look at all this a little
closer. You’re correct that, according to this test, you have a risk that is almost twice the average. But
like most conditions, prostate cancer can be caused by a mix of genetic and environmental factors.
Actually, genetic factors make up for less than half of that, and a number of genes are involved.”
Mr. Gomez starts punching numbers into his watch.
- “Oh…. That’s not a very high number after all... Well, I’d still like to get the PSA test.”
- “I’m afraid that with such a low genetic risk, and your lifestyle risk being low, I can’t do that. You’ll
have to wait a few years if you want to be eligible for normal population screening.”

Usually Khalil feels terrible when the cost-savings rationale makes it into routine conversations with
his clients. But there are times when it is good to have limits imposed on how much clients can
demand to know. The type of anxiety that Mr. L is experiencing, “wellness anxiety”, is something that
has become a public health concern in recent decades, branded the “new epidemic” of the late 21st

century in a recent New York Times editorial, and increasing resources are being allocated by research
institutions to its treatment and prevention. Many personomicists like Khalil felt at a loss: carrying out
more tests that ruled out high risk only seemed to shift the focus of worry to another type of disease.
More information certainly did not seem to be better in these cases. And besides, if he disagreed to
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sending his clients to get a test, all they had to do was turn to the abundance of private biometric
testing services that catered to people willing to pay the price. If wellness anxiety was inherent to
preventive care based on risk assessment, as some were saying, he didn’t know how it could be
solved. In practical terms, for Khalil this means spending an important part of his day explaining
statistics and teaching his clients how to interpret their risk percentages. Sure, these companies all
practiced the mantra that data belongs to the client, but raw data is not the same as meaningful data.
In order to provide any kind of clinical utility, a good amount of interpretive and managerial labour is
required that most clients simply can’t do. And frankly, in most cases this work is not about deriving
clinical utility from data as much as it is about reassuring his clients.

- “Let’s look at those WC Watch readings,” Khalil tries to lighten things up. “This is a new sensor
you’re using”.
- “Yes, I got it for free as part of the latest Google Well update,” Mr. L beams.
Khalil cringes, as the word Google often makes him do. Some 30 years ago, when the digital health
revolution was getting under way, the prospects of what could be done with the petabytes of data that
mobile apps and wearables were generating in terms of health care and medical research were
limitless. Personal health and wellness data was seen as a new natural resource, one that many
people, like Khalil, thought should become part of our commons, to benefit everyone like clean air
and water. Creating a public data commons, however, proved to be an insurmountable task. Not just
because of interoperability obstacles and privacy issues, but because, as a “new natural resource”,
health data became as valuable as oil had been. Private corporations like the Circle soon began
creating their own health databases fed by the data generated by their own devices, and these quickly
became the largest health databases in the world, bigger and better in many ways than public
biobanks could ever be. At first, access to these troves of data was open and free to researchers from
all public institutions, but this was soon accompanied by a fee. Thereafter, these companies started
carrying out research themselves, in various forms of collaboration with traditional research institutes.
At the time more than one of Khalil’s friends from medical school had been hoping to land a job as an
analyst in one of these companies. He couldn’t really blame them, the salary and work conditions, it
goes without saying, were very attractive, and the type of research that could be done was exciting. In
reality, however, this had created an ever growing digital divide between the large institutions that
could pay the price for access to these data banks and collaborate on research with these tech
corporations, and those who couldn’t. It’s hard to imagine anything further away from a data
commons, Khalil thinks to himself sadly, and that’s not even getting into the new types of biases this
research will contain.

Oh well, that wasn’t really the concern of his clients, Khalil thinks. But other issues should be. He tired
some times of having to explain to them the importance of sticking to devices regulated by the
European Wellness Data Protection Act. On other commercial devices, direct-to-consumer advertising
of prescription drugs and services ran wild. It wasn’t rare that a client would demand to get a
treatment advertised via a device that wasn’t the best treatment available, or that wasn’t reimbursed
by the insurance company his practice worked with. What’s more, many of these apps had no medical
certification. Recently, Mrs. Angelis, an 82-year old client, had a potentially dangerous experience
with a popular commercial activity tracker. It had under-estimated her hear rate by 80 beats per
minute, so that when she tried to get her heart rate up to the level deemed healthy by the device, she
was exceeding the maximum recommended heart rate for her age.

Khalil gets a grip on himself and re-focuses on Mr. Gomez’s data double.
- “Mr. Gomez, you know I’m less inclined to take these readings seriously. Nothing tells me that this
is a validated app, and you know that I cannot connect with it, because it isn’t secure.” Still, Khalil is
intrigued. He knows that Google Well has recently developed a new stool analysis algorithm. “Does
the app show anything out of the ordinary, other than your slightly elevated urination events?”
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- “5.24% chance of developing Crohn’s disease”.
- “OK,” Khalil resigns, “let’s send in a stool sample in for analysis.”

Khalil gets a cup of coffee and pauses to regain some strength before answering the incoming tele-call
from his next client. Mrs. Gryzbowski, is a young writer who has been diagnosed with a variety of
chronic conditions since childhood, including epilepsy, atrial fibrillation and mild depression. She is
one of Khalil’s favorite clients, whom he has known since she was a child, though she makes his job
more difficult than most. She was the exact opposite of the healthy but anxious persons that he so
often dealt with.
- “Hello Laura,” he smiles.
- “Hello Khalil,” she smirks.
- “Thanks for getting back to me so promptly”, he says with some sarcasm. “I guess you know why I
wanted to speak to you.”
- “Yes. I can actually see the red beeping lights as well as you, you know. I had some arrhythmia
during the night. I didn’t call you because I was feeling great.”
- “But you know that doesn’t mean anything –”
- “It means everything!” she cuts him off. “I was working on a new chapter, well into the night, and I
got carried away! It was exhilarating! Since when is that a crime?”
- “Actually, if you put it that way,” Khalil plays along, “you know that the next time you have an
attack accompanied by preliminary signs that could have been intervened upon, the insurance won’t
cover you. They’ll raise your premium for sure, or, they may consider stopping your coverage
altogether. You know what the best solution is in my opinion: implanting an epilepsy sensitive
defibrillator. Than you wouldn’t have to worry about getting in touch, and it would only work if
necessary.”
- “Never,” she snaps. “Why not just turn me into a robot?! My imperfections are mine, and they are
part of what makes me human, they are what inspires my writing, and I wish you all would stop
trying to fix them!”
Khalil decides not to push too hard. He remembers the time when she was 15 and she attached the
sensor to the family dog, sending the ambulance rushing over.
- “OK. Just promise me you’ll send me a 24-hour EKG reading by tomorrow, and I won’t bug you if
it’s fine.”

Closing Laura’s files, Khalil hears a chirpy voice in the hall: Rita, the home data nurse. She bursts into
his office right after knocking and more or less throws herself down on the couch, still flushed from
outside. A breeze accompanies her into the room. She looks at him intently and smiles.
- “How are you? You look a bit out of it…” she starts.
- “Ho” Khalil cuts her off, smiling too, “we’re not investigating my affairs here. Good afternoon, Rita.”
She is good, he thinks, she knows how to get close to people in an instant. He likes her visits, full of
stories on his tele-monitoring patients, stories abundant in lively detail. They do make his head spin
sometimes, as Rita does not censor herself and leaves the sifting of what he needs to know to Khalil.
Fitting her winding stories with his data is not always easy. Khalil tries to concentrate.
-“Mr. Alberici,” she begins “he is quite lucky, I told him so, his grandchildren come and they bring
that fun fluffy dog, uhm, a spaniel, Jolka, that’s it…”. Khalil holds up his hand and hesitates,
“movement high/low, potentially erratic” he dictates his virtual note taker.
-“From when to when?”, he asks. For this patient this could be important information. Mr. Alberici is
often agitated before attacks, pacing around the house and the monitoring robot signals this to Khalil,
asking his permission to take pre-emptive measures. But with a dog and children in the house, the
robot may provide confused activity readings.
-“Now, Mr. Alberici is looking forward to the visit, but he’s also a bit anxious… understandably…”
Rita continues, while Khalil’s mind wanders.
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Rita is a new development, an absolutely necessary one, Khalil reflects, to avoid disastrous mistakes
in data interpretation. While the monitoring robots that take care of his most vulnerable patients can
handle a lot, the complex medical history of these patients, most of them over 95, has made it
necessary for him to check some of their judgments before they autonomously adjust medicine for
instance. This Khalil and his colleagues had learned the hard way when Khalil almost saw his career
ruined some years ago with the case of Mrs. Schmitt, a diabetic with moderate dementia that had no
children close by. In fact, she had a son that lived in Canada, but Khalil only learned this during the
court case. One fateful day the monitoring system that registered her activity, her blood sugar levels
and her interactions with the fridge and stove, as indications of meal preparation, had adjusted her
insulin, concluding from lack of use of kitchen equipment and the insulin going crazy that she wasn’t
eating properly. What had actually happened is that her son, who was in town for a month on
business, brought her meals from restaurants daily, rich meals, unusual stuff. No one knew about this,
except of course Luis, the Philippine nurse that came to wash and dress Mrs. Schmitt every morning.
This too only became clear with his testimony in court, because, on other days, Luis, who hardly
spoke the language, was simply out of the circuit. He only visited patients to wash them, something
that was now increasingly done by robots too. The son filed a complaint because Mrs. Schmitt, as a
result of the robot’s actions, had had an insulin overdosis that left her blind.

The court case had not ended not too badly for Khalil, with only a warning as the judge felt the son
should have connected with the monitoring system too. Still, Khalil and colleagues had drawn their
conclusions. Certain actions of the robots now had to be okayed by Khalil or a colleague and Rita was
hired, the home data nurse, to provide that extra lived detail that the robots could not handle, to
improve diagnosis. In fact, Khalil felt, his patients fared well with Rita in other ways too. Though their
robots were to an extent good company, they all loved Rita and it was surprising what they were
willing to tell her, up to the most intimate details of their lives.
-“Eric,“ he hears Rita saying, “he’s lonely you know and I can’t give him that, don’t want to anymore
with the patients, now that I’m back with Nicolai, wouldn’t it be possible to prescribe a sex module
for his robot?” Eric was a wheelchair patient, living alone. He was 42 with a cognitive deficit that
Khalil had not yet been able to improve with any of the new enhancers.
-“Hm”, Khalil wakes up to Rita’s story and studies the data projections on his wall, “that might be an
idea. His parameters certainly fit with increased depression… Too long already. If you think that is
why, it is not too expensive for a try…. “And, by the way” he adds, with his eyes still on the data,
“you know my opinion, that is robot’s work. You have to take care of yourself, Rita.”
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2. CPS in Farming

Source: www.spacecitydrones.com, retrieved at May 4, 2016

Introduction

This report presents a scenario that describes what Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) in agriculture might
look like in the future, and illustrates the soft impacts these may have on society (Section 3). A draft
version of the scenario was presented and discussed at the scenario workshop on February 18, 2016 in
Brussels. Feedback provided on this scenario has been integrated in the final version presented in this
scenario report.

The document starts with a short description of the application of CPS in agriculture and the
envisioned positive impacts and concerns (Sections 2); this section is based on the corresponding
horizon scanning briefing paper.

Agriculture

Agriculture is facing some major challenges and CPS are expected to address some of them by
contributing to a more smart and more sustainable agricultural production. CPS developments
address the sensing and decision-making capabilities of farmers and strongly contrast with
technologies developed the past 100-200 years that mainly addressed the physical capabilities of the
farmer.

In the short term the Internet of Things (linking the machines, interaction through data exchange, etc.)
will be increasingly integrated in the agricultural sector and will support so-called ‘precision
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farming”. As CPS technologies develop farming management tasks and processes will be automated
and specific functions will be executed autonomously. In the post-harvest chain and food production
CPS will be mainly used in the form of advanced sensors for food safety.

In the long term advanced sensors will contribute to further optimisation of agricultural production,
food processing and quality control of food. Smart materials on food labels, holding information on
the product, can communicate with the whole production chain, allowing for registration and
monitoring so consumers are better informed about what is in their food and where it comes from.
Beyond sensing technology and data collection, progress is expected in the field of pattern recognition
and artificial intelligence for advanced interpretation of the data and decision-making using data and
domain knowledge for precision treatment of crops and animals. The introduction of autonomous
machines for crop establishment, scouting and care and for selective harvesting might only be feasible
at the very long term.

Envisioned positive impacts include:
 The European agricultural machinery industry could benefit economically from CPS.
 The consumer is expected to benefit from affordable quality food that is produced in a sustainable

and transparent way.
 Development and use of CPS will increase demand for medium- and high-skilled labour, and may

in this way attract a younger generation back into farming.
 Environmental impacts are mostly positive: progressive use of CPS is expected to lead to

reduction of emissions, and more effective use of energy, water, chemicals/fertilisers. It may
enable more sustainable cropping systems, e.g. intercropping, less soil compaction through use of
smaller ‘light weight’ fleets of (semi-) autonomous machines.

 Animal health and well-being are expected to benefit from close monitoring.

Prominent areas of concern include:
 Robots might replace low and semi-skilled labour. Will they improve the daily life quality of farm

workers?
 Introduction of CPS is expected to enhance the trend towards megafarms.
 The farmers may become more dependent on technological firms taking care of the robots and

monopolizing the necessary data.
 How will the new ways of farming affect the aesthetic quality of the landscape?
 Available farmers’ knowledge should be properly secured.
 How to ensure the safety of autonomous robots operating in the relatively open and accessible

systems of agriculture. The main legal issue deals with liability. Who is responsible in case the
(autonomous) system – both physical (e.g. robots) and non-physical (such as management support
systems) - is doing harm to (the integrity of) persons, plants, animals or items?

 There are concerns about increasing modification of animals.
 CPS need huge investments, and they are vulnerable. There is also a danger of hacking.
 The introduction of CPS may influence the trade with less developed countries who cannot afford

(the maintenance and updating of) these systems.

An important caveat
These are not predictions of the future. New and unforeseen matters of concern will materialise in
relation to these new technologies. These issues don’t come ready at hand or in a predefined form, but
require interpretation and valuation by politicians and policy makers. The following scenario evokes a
possible future, incorporating possible value-trade-offs that may or may not become subject to
political controversy and may or may not require legislation. Whether they do, is partly in the hands
of the ones reading these scenarios.
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Scenario

Raquel stared pensively at her clean, delicate hands with the painted nails. Real farmers’ hands, she
mused, perfect for the job. She looked around in her office, which looked exactly like the high-tech
control room that it was. Several holographic 3D screens in front of her displayed elaborate graphs
and statistics. For a visitor it would be very hard to tell what was controlled here exactly. It could as
easily be a power plant, a factory, or a traffic system, were it not for the one screen that showed a
bird’s eye view of her land. Rows upon rows of small green dots, lined up in military fashion. And in
between the green dots brightly coloured dots moving slowly around the green ones. She leaned over
and zoomed in. The green dots gradually morphed into recognizable crops, the red-yellow dots
turned into metallic spiders minutely catering to the individual needs of each plant.

She flicked a switch and the screen now disclosed a huge stable with hundreds of cows, ruminating,
leisurely walking around, or queuing patiently in front of milking robots. She quickly scanned the
electronic dossiers of the cows that the system had singled out for her extra attention, e.g. because
they moved less around than normally, or were ready for insemination, or had raised blood pressure.
Three cows were ready to be inseminated. She noted that the system had already notified the
company, who would send an insemination robot as soon as possible. Even though the cows never
left the stable, thanks to quantification they lived long, healthy and productive lives. Which is as much
happiness as a cow probably expects from life, she mused. The system of sensors and data-analysis
was by now so intelligent, that it was often able to predict possible health problems in individual
animals. This enabled her to take preventive measures. For cow 376BY the system now advised a brief
antibiotics cure. She typed in the cow’s code and immediately the camera zoomed in on the particular
animal. She sighed. The cow looked perfectly fine to her, but hey, who was she to argue with the
system? It is one thing to have all these data, but another one to be able to interpret them adequately.
She was not a veterinarian! So, obediently, she ordered the carebots to administer the medication. The
system automatically registered the medication in the system, and simultaneously sent a notification
to the diary factory who was her main buyer, and who had set strict regulations for the way she
produced her milk. “No consumer trust without transparency in all stages of the production chain” –
yeah yeah, Raquel knew the drill. Consumer organisations were now even lobbying for a law that
would oblige her to publicise the data on her livestock’s well-being on Internet. Big Consumer
Watching You, she muttered under her breath.

Ah well, at least she was quite confident the last anti-hacking updates would secure her farming
processes from the prying eyes of her competitors. At least for the time being. She just wondered why
these updates and plug-ins always had to be so expensive! Her eyes drifted over all the high tech
instruments in her control room. Of course, you had to be grateful for having them, and of course
there was no question of surviving in the tough agriculture business without all these technological
devices, but she shivered to think of all the loans she had taken to pay for all of the equipment.
Suddenly a red light began to flash on the dashboard in front of her. She looked at the alarm with a
weary grimace. When she had been new to the job, she would immediately panic when the alarm
went off and the system automatically went into safe-mode. She would spend hours and hours
looking by drone camera for what could have gone wrong. And if the drones didn’t give any clue, she
would call the robot company to take a look. But now she stayed calm. How often had she not paid
for maintenance engineers to check out her farm machineries, only for them to find there that
everything was still functioning perfectly? Those were extra costs she could easily do without. In most
cases the alarm was triggered by something as futile as a mouse, or condensation in the sensor, or the
problem was really very minor and inconsequential. She took twenty minutes to check out all her
cameras, but not one of them reported something out of the ordinary. Neither did her sensors show
any unusual results. Tomorrow she would drive to the farm herself and check things out. She flicked
the switch to manually overrule the automatic system-shut off.
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The next morning she climbed into her car. After having given her destination to the board computer,
she leaned back comfortably while the car manoeuvred through the dense city traffic. The car had
been incredibly expensive, but she had told herself that she deserved it. After all, it had taken her
years and years of study to become a precision farmer. The study had been very demanding, as a
farmer nowadays needed to know about a vast array of topics and disciplines, ranging from micro
fertilisation, animal behaviour, and soil control, to computer programming, data analysis and
precision weeding. True, robot and drone maintenance had to be left to the experts, and data analysis
was nowadays mainly taken care of by the artificial intelligence of the system that had access to the
vast data bases of the big companies. But as precision farmer you still needed at least a basic
understanding of how things functioned. Not surprisingly, many of her classmates had dropped-out.
It not only takes brains to become a precision farmer, but also determination. So, yes, she was proud
to be a farmer, and no, she saw no reason to be shy in advertising her professional success to the
world.

As always, she was struck by the contrast between the hustle and bustle of the metropolis, and the
vast emptiness of the countryside. Nowadays few people still lived there, and it was not hard to
understand why. The introduction of cyber-physical systems had led to ever larger farms – hundreds
of cows, or even millions of chicken were now the rule. Not only had the costs of the new technology
been forbidding for many small farmers, as was the years long training how to apply CPS – especially
for older farmers – but it was also a simple mathematical fact that thanks to all the technology one
needed fewer farmers to produce vast yields. And in subsequent years, with the increasing use of
robots, most of the remaining farmers had moved to the mega-cities too. For all practical purposes,
farming could be done just as well from a distance nowadays.

Most of the landscape looked like a pleasant natural environment, with little evidence of human
interference and planning. Of course she knew better: many former farmers were now paid by the
government to create and sustain an aesthetically pleasing landscape for the hard-worked city folks
seeking relaxation. But there were little signs of agricultural activity. Crops were now grown as far
away from the public gaze as possible. Not only were sensors very delicate and easily disturbed by
clumsy city folk stumbling through the fields, but weeding and fertilizing robots are also very costly,
so they were preyed upon by criminals looking for an easy way to make money Furthermore, there
had been some nasty accidents with tourists inexpertly intervening with the robots. In response,
farmers had been forced to shield off their lands from the public and permanently surveying them
with nano-cameras and drones. Animals too now spent their lives in secluded stables, as only indoors
the high tech environment could be created to ensure their health and productivity.

The only thing that reminded the passers-by of farming, were the sporadic organic farms. She liked
the sight of them, but was also slightly annoyed by their existence. They reminded her of the silliness
of public response to precision farming. You would expect all these nature lovers to be enthusiastic,
wouldn’t you? After all, precision farming had led to a vast decrease in the use of both pesticides and
fertilizers. Each square decimetre of land was receiving exactly what it, and the plant, needed. In the
developed countries waste and superfluous spraying and fertilizing were something of the past–
which was nice for the environment (and for her own wallet, of course). So one would expect that
environmentally conscious consumers would have embraced precision farming, right? But no,
according to these technophobic romantics robots and organic farming didn’t mix. And so a new
niche market had been created: ‘human farming’. Blah blah. It seemed to her that the further removed
ordinary people were from the practical realities of farming, the more infantile and romantic their
ideas about agricultural production became. The less these city slickers lived with animals, the more
they talked about animal rights.
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Oh, and let’s not forget those opponents who had pointed out that precision farming was unfair to
developing countries. There the farmers still relied on fertilizers and pesticides, with the result that
the market for their products had plummeted in the West. Well, there is no progress without some
parties losing, she thought, so all the more important to make sure that you are on the winning end.
The car turned of the highway and came to a halt in front of the entrance to her farm. When was the
last time she had been here in person? Weeks ago, certainly, if not months. As she got out of her car,
she was welcomed by the familiar soft background buzzing – the inarticulate noises of all kinds of
machines and sensors and drones busily managing the farming. But above the mechanical noise she
heard a symphony of bird song. After decades of intensive farming which had almost exterminated all
meadow birds, drones now routinely spotted their nests through infrared cameras and the robots
could then neatly avoid them. As a result, the birds’ population numbers had soared again.

She opened the gates and entered the lock where she was thoroughly sterilised. As the interaction
between animals and humans had become increasingly uncommon, they had become more
susceptible to human viruses. In fact, the largest threat to their health was now the farmer herself. As
she left the lock and entered the yard, she immediately noticed what was wrong. The stable door had
malfunctioned. During the night, the more daring ones of her cows had left the comfort and safety of
their stable, and now they stood grazing between the crops with a slightly confused air. She cursed to
herself. They were welcome to the crops, as far as she was concerned, but not to the sensors that were
now laying scattered and trampled under hoof in the field. Those things were expensive! And it
would now cost her days to put new sensors back in – days in which the robots were blind and
helpless, so the fertilization and weeding program was completely disturbed now. Furthermore, she
would have to contact the company that possessed all the databases, because only they had the Big
Data necessary to recalibrate the whole program. And let’s not forget that she would have to convince
her buyers that this really had been a technological glitch and not a way to obfuscate data that
reflected badly on her process.

Gingerly she approached the cows. Shoo! Shoo! -she shouted rather ineffectively, flapping with her
arms. The cows watched her with mild bewilderment. Who was this woman? She tried to push a cow
towards the stable. All this got her was a broken nail. Why were they not moving? She didn’t
understand these animals. She remembered her mother, who had been completely at ease with her
cows and could control them by a minute flexing of her voice or by a gentle movement of her hand.
Anyway, this was clearly not working. So she walked to the stable to find the feeding- and grooming
robots. Fetch the cows, she ordered. Obediently the robots zoomed outdoors and with no effort at all
collected the cows. Although she felt relieved, she was also surprised to feel a pang of jealousy
witnessing the intimacy between cow and robot. Of course, farmers had carefully bred for that
intimacy. After having been domesticated by humans for thousands of years, it had taken some
generations and quite some genetic engineering to customize cows to robots. But in the end, the ease
of the transition had surprised everyone. What had once been an age-old intimate dance between
farmer and animal was now replaced by animals and self-learning robots adjusting to each other’s
needs and limitations. Therefore Raquel saw little in the recent suggestion to implant nanochips into
the cow brains, so that they could be steered from the control room. Brrrr, that idea really gave her the
willies! Frankenstein-cows…… But then, with a slight feeling of discomfort, she realized that this was
exactly how her father had responded when she had enthusiastically told him about replacing
humans by robots. My God, was she getting as techno-conservative as he had been?

As she left the stable, she passed the foodpaste plant. Here her crops were processed into a paste for
3D-foodprinters, which was the bulk food that most people ate nowadays. She remembered how the
creative class had been the first to embrace edible printables: while being wholesome and healthy,
these allowed for an endless variety of forms and tastes.
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However, nowadays printable had become standard, so the elite had found a new way to differentiate
itself from the masses. She opened the door to her last stable. Her pigs looked as happy as satisfied as
her cows had done. Most pigs were sleeping or playing, but some gazed intently at the screens
attached above their pens, only to grunt excitedly when it flicked on to show people who intently
watched a particular pig, gesturing and sometimes even cooing. These were consumers who
participated in the adopt-a-pig program. ‘Adoptive consumers’ not only watched it grow up, but also
followed its health and well-being through regular biometric read-outs from the sensors sent to their
smart phones. They knew its cholesterol levels, its stress levels, and its sleeping habits by heart. Some
consumers became very involved through the screen and built up a quite close relationship with the
animal. Closer than I do, she murmured morosely to herself. Well, at least the pigs responded well to
all the love and attention, being the smart animals that they are. And more people had started eating
pork now that precision farming had make the moral qualms regarding an ‘inhumane’ bioindustry a
thing of the past. So, it was also good for business. Adoptive consumers were always asking her
permission to visit their pig, but this she always sternly denied. You never knew what diseases they
would bring in from the outside world. Some consumers even claimed that a pig tasted better after
you got to know it better, but she herself found that claim to be somehow distasteful.  After all, as a
child she had been taught by her parents not to play with her food.
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3. CPS in Manufacturing & for Transport and Logistics

Source: www.extremetech.com, retrieved at May 4, 2016

Introduction

This report presents a scenario that describes what Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) in manufacturing
and transport and logistics might look like in 2030 and 2050 and illustrates the soft impacts these may
have on society (Section 4). A draft version of the scenario was presented and discussed at the
scenario workshop on February 18, 2016 in Brussels. Feedback provided on this scenario has been
integrated in the final version presented in this scenario report.
The document starts with a short description of the application of CPS in manufacturing and in
transport and logistics and the envisioned positive impacts and concerns (Sections 2 and 3); these
sections are based on the corresponding horizon scanning briefing papers.

Manufacturing

CPS are expected to lead to a new industrial revolution that will fundamentally change the nature of
manufacturing. With machines, products and humans able to increasingly interact with each other
over the Internet, manufacturing will become smart manufacturing. Within smart factories too,
products, people and machines will be networked. Smart factories will be able to produce small
batches of products or even unique ones in response to customer demand in an efficient and
profitable way.

Manufacturing work will increasingly be done by (semi) autonomous systems. Humans and CPS,
such as computer programs and robots, will work together closely. Additionally, three-dimensional
(3D) printing will allow more freedom in production than traditional manufacturing processes,
offering new possibilities to design products. Moreover, CPS will enable that parts of manufacturing
processes can take place in remote locations, while others—such as 3D printing—can happen close by
customers.
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One expectation is that smart manufacturing will lead to mass customisation. Digitalisation will make
it possible and attractive for customers to design and invent products digitally and send them over
the Internet to a factory for the production.
With smart manufacturing, new business models will appear, focussing more on services, on the
development of intricate 3D models for 3D printing, and on multi-material, complex products. Fast
time-to-market and the ability to deliver customised products will ensure that smart manufacturing
remains competitive with lower wage economies.

Many of these developments are already expected for the short to mid-term. In the longer term, robots
and other CPS will become more dynamic and flexible and able learn new tasks by themselves,
working in ever closer collaboration with humans.

In general, CPS in manufacturing may contribute to the further individualisation of modern society.
Some main positive impacts envisioned are:
 Significant reduction of the use of materials, leading to more sustainable and less wasteful

production (though data communication is expected to increase energy use);
 Competitive advantage over less customised production (with the exception of craftwork),

sustaining the EU high-wage economy within global economic relationships;
 Improved working conditions (flexibility, less physically demanding work) that enable an

ageing workforce to work and live longer and in healthier ways;
 A decrease in routine tasks, to be replaced by more creative, human value-added activities

(critical thinking, quality assurance, co-operation, technological development etc.).

Areas of concern include:
 The assurance of safety and quality standards for products;
 Intellectual property rights and data ownership, as data are distributed over many partners in

the production chain;
 Legal and moral liability for the malfunctioning of products; e.g. does the liability lie with the

designer, the manufacturer or the 3D printer, or with the customer?
 Development of trust and the assurance of safety in human-CPS co-operation;
 Levels of autonomy and privacy in work relationships, e.g. will CPS give orders to human

workers, or will it be the other way around?;
 Vulnerability of CPS networks to hacking and cyber attacks;
 Changes in the status of products as status symbols and in the notion of uniqueness with

regard to objects.

Transport and Logistics

In the short to mid-term CPS are expected to revolutionise the transport and logistics sectors by the
increased application of autonomous vehicles and by the further co-ordination of transport, leading to
more efficient movement of people and goods. Already now, autonomous vehicles are being
developed and tested. In the longer term systems in transport and logistics will operate even more
autonomously.

Positive impacts to be expected include:
 Reduction of fatalities and injuries on the road and extended mobility for citizens;
 More efficient traffic flows, resulting in a reduction of emissions and road congestion;
 Gains in the area of sustainability, as automated vehicles can be programmed to drive more

efficiently.
 Development of new types of business models and services;
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Areas of concern are:
 The need to build trust in the safety of autonomous vehicles;
 Increased connection and data interaction that is necessary for the developments described

poses serious challenges for the EU in the light of national differences in regulations of traffic
and data flows;

 How can the free flow of goods and the mobility of citizens be improved, without deeply
affecting citizen’s privacy?;

 Vulnerability of interconnected systems to criminal activity and attacks, leading to financial
losses, injury and fatalities.

 Will smart production technologies indeed decrease waste, or will new consumer/producer
interactions materialize that will in fact increase waste?

An important caveat
These are not predictions of the future. New and unforeseen matters of concern will materialise in
relation to these new technologies. These issues don’t come ready at hand or in a predefined form, but
require interpretation and valuation by politicians and policy makers. The following scenario evokes a
possible future, incorporating possible value-trade-offs that may or may not become subject to
political controversy and may or may not require legislation. Whether they do, is partly in the hands
of the ones reading these scenarios.

Scenario

2030
-“Enough customers for today!” With a dramatic sweep that makes her smile at herself, even despite
her frustration, Helga Sinon (37), customer service officer at DIY-Manufacturing, changes her
televisiting window to “unavailable”. Though bad days are rare, this morning had turned out to be
one of those exceptions. It was almost time for lunch anyway. Helga sighs with relief. On most days,
customers welcomed her support in the alignment of their wishes with the mandatory safety, quality
and sustainability standards. But today all clients had seemed bent to take issue with one thing or
another, all wanting to get things exactly their way. But safety, especially with the household
equipment Helga specializes in, has to score 7 or higher and quality and sustainability each should be
above 5, with a total score for the product of at least 19,5. Helga cannot go along with items that her
regulating software fails. The recent update, in line with new EU regulations, actually makes it
impossible for her to send such designs to her own manufacturing department or, as she does for
simpler products, to a 3D printing facility near the client. Not that Helga would be tempted to okay
flawed products, no matter how some customers sometimes presure her.

During her studies in interactive design, Helga had dreamt of becoming an artist. Though her work
has turned out to be much more people oriented than the free design she imagined, she likes the
puzzle solving aspect of it. Having a strong aesthetic sense has also helped her to be good in
suggesting adjustments to customers whose ideas are still too unformed or too contradictory. Though
some of her colleagues are faster in their negotiations, and thus cheaper for clients, many ask
specifically for Helga. They know that the multicooker or interactive cutlery coming out of co-
designing with her will be practical, but also beautiful and original. Her boss Sigrid says she has a real
knack for making clients feel as if what she comes up with is what they had wanted all along. But
Sigrid is somewhat old-school in her thinking about sales pitches and all that. Helga knows better. She
prides herself for having a refined sense of co-operation and beauty.

But this morning every single customer she visited with had what Helga and her colleagues call
“itches-bitches”, —or “issues” when Sigrid is listening in. One client, who was still relatively new,
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even threatened to send his failed design elsewhere. This might be unwise—as Helga had politely
remarked—but would not be impossible. Though illegal, some 3D facilities did on occasion print non
certified products. And then Mrs. Delacroix! How many times didn’t Helga tell her that for the
unconventional ideas she always comes up with, special permission is needed. Helga loves Mrs.
Delacroix’s ideas and the challenge to re-shape them into viable products. But having to get the extra
permission from the government watchdog, as she has warned Mrs. Delacroix over and over, does
take extra time. But Mrs. Delacroix always seems to need her items the very next day. And this
morning, because it was for someone who was leaving in two days, she had been positively annoyed
that Helga couldn’t guarantee production and distribution within that time frame. She had swiped the
connection on Helga. Oh, well. Mrs. Delacroix would come around in the near future. None of Helga’s
colleagues could handle her chaotic creativity. Helga and mrs. Delacroix were too good of a team
together.

-“How I sometimes envy the people in production,”  Helga remarks as she passes by her direct
colleague, Hang, who looks up somewhat puzzled from a 3D simulation he is developing for one of
his clients. “Working with robots instead of all these oh-so-individual humans!” she adds, while Hang
returns to his hologram. Anyway, Helga will not have to see any clients for the rest of the day, unless
specifically asked for, by a remorseful Mrs. Delacroix for instance. Tuesday afternoons are reserved
for her union work. But out for lunch first. There’s actually a little sun, and she has an appointment
with Hugh, from HR, to try out a new Italian restaurant, even though it’s a bit of a walk.

Later that afternoon, Helga mulls over the strange lunch meeting and the events that followed it. In
fact, she cannot even remember the food. With the car on automatic, while starting on the 1,5 hour trip
home, she opens her notes of meetings that she had earlier this month with individual employees. It
had started with Soraya, a bright young woman of 28 who, together with her co-bot, had won the
workers-of-the-month award many times. Soraya had claimed she felt her co-bot was impatient.
Practically speaking this was impossible, because the robots that Helga’s company uses did not have
emotion modules installed. Soraya had sat in Helga’s office looking dismal. She was almost crying,
explaining how she felt drained and completely inadequate. While the human workers tended to
appreciate that their co-bots did the heavy lifting and duller parts of product assembling, Helga had
noticed in the last months that tensions between humans and co-bots were rising. Several people had
complained about feeling pushed by their co-bots. Helga had waved it away as misplaced guilt. While
smarter than robots in many ways, humans often had trouble admitting that robots were more
efficient in other ways. And some humans simply were a bit lazy. But here was Soraya, undeniably a
good worker and saying the same.

And then Jock, 74. Even now that his wife had retired he wasn’t even thinking of it himself. But he’d
made remarks similar to Soraya’s. He also had mentioned something else that had made Helga think,
that he missed a chat while at work.

-“Gosh, Helga, that guy” he had said, referring to his co-bot partner, “he’s so serious, I make a joke,
you know I like jokes, and he just goes on and on and on…”.
Helga inwardly laughs, thinking how curious it is that Jock calls his co-bot a guy. Nothing about their
robots shows anything like that to her. Maybe, she thinks, if you work long enough with these
walking machines, you personify them.
But after the lunch with Hugh these remarks from the work floor suddenly appeared in a new light.
Hugh claimed that management had secretly installed monitoring programs in the co-bots that
registered the work pattern of their human partners. The data were sent to a special section of HR, not
Hugh’s section that mainly dealt with workforce diversity. On the basis of these data, this more or less
secret HR branch, had co-bots reprogrammed in such a way that individual employees were
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challenged to improve their efficiency. The project was executed, Hugh claimed, together with a
research institute that aimed to develop co-bots that were self-learning in this respect.

Hugh had been unwilling to back up his claims with documents. Nor did he want to be involved in
any other way or have his name mentioned. Though Helga was not quite sure whether she should
believe Hugh, his story fit with the testimonies from the workers. Helga always strongly sympathizes
with the people from production, whose work was often undervalued. She calls them her “crew”,
though that term does not quite apply. Being of such different cultural backgrounds and ages, the
interests of the production employees are also vastly different. Moreover, because they work mostly
with their own co-bot, they hardly know each other. It is never easy for Helga to get them all in line.
Yet, something, so much was clear to Helga, needed to be done.

After lunch, Helga had considered her options and come up with what she thought a great idea.
Didn’t their main competitor use co-bots with social and empathy modules? This could provide a
solution, without her having to openly confront management about surveillance that she couldn’t
prove. It also allowed her to keep Hugh out of the picture. As these modules enable humans and
robots to co-operate in a congenial atmosphere, co-bots with these modules, she thought, would not
be inclined to spy on their humans, nor challenge them to exhaustion. At the same time, happy
workers would still secure production levels. So infatuated had Helga been with her idea, that she had
discussed it with crew members right away, without mentioning the surveillance issue, and in
surprising agreement each one of them had given her their mandate. She had moved on immediately
to Thierry, their CEO most sympathetic to HR issues. Since he claimed to always have time for
employee issues, he had not refused seeing her on such short notice. However, Thierry had not
warmed up to her proposal to install social modules in the co-bots. He argued that while they might
make humans happier, emerging evidence from companies experimenting with them suggested that
co-bots became less effective. They actually seemed to become “dissatisfied”, if that was possible—
which Thierry believed was not—, with the duller work.

Now on the way home, Helga wonders whether Thierry has a point. Drawing circles on the tablet
installed in the car, she muses about what could lie ahead.

-“Huh, Helga,” Thierry had said, “if these things could get miserable, you’ll be sitting here soon to
represent co-bots! That is, if they will have you.” It was a joke, but it had made her think. Putting
together what Hugh said about self-learning, robots might soon be more than dumb machines. Should
she start thinking about co-bot rights? And these social modules, she had not considered them too
closely before Thierry’s response. If robots were to show empathy towards humans, would they not
also demand empathy themselves? Slowly Helga starts to speak to her virtual note taker, “do we need
a union for co-bots?” “or, no ...” she erases the line with her finger.

Beep, beep, beep, the car signals she has to take over in 5 minutes. They are nearing the village where
she lives with her husband Eric and their three teenage daughters. She never uses the automatic near
home. She loves driving the winding roads. But that is not the only reason for not using the automatic.
Some of their elderly neighbours have trouble interpreting the behavior of self-driving cars. Though
Helga trusts it would never be unsafe, she prefers to not have issues over this in the community. They
are newbies here after all and they love living in the countryside—something that was itself made
possible by the auto, which allows her to work part of the drive home. An other reason against the
automatic is that Eric does not like them to use the updates that cover their home area. It is bad
enough that their whereabouts are tracked in the city, he argues, but he doesn’t want any of that in
their own environment. He moved to the country for its peace, he says. He is also often disgruntled
with drones passing by. Helga always reminds him they are just delivery drones, not security ones,
and what would happen to her job if customers didn’t get their stuff delivered on demand? Not
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everyone has a printing facility just beyond their yard, like they do. The 3D printing facilities, Helga
thinks, are a blessing. They have rekindled village life in many places, providing local jobs. Their own
one has a convenience store attached that positively thrives on the traffic of people picking up their
printed goods. Fortunately, the hustle and bustle does not bother Helga and Eric. They own a small
plot of land, strategically situated between their house and the facility. They grow vegetables, raise
some chickens. On the far end of their field they planted an assortment of bushes, with various
colours of wood. Helga likes to think of them as raw materials for a future project. Eric, always
sceptical of her claim that she will pick up being an artist when the girls are grown, calls it their
privacy-wall. There is an artist, Dietmar, in their village, who creates fabulously simple objects with
precious materials such as wood and stone. People visit from everywhere to buy, or even just to see,
his work.

As Helga enters their driveway, her mind wanders again to the thorny co-bot issue. Caught up in
thought, she forgets to let the car park itself. Absent mindedly she drives into the garage, a space she
hasn’t been in for months. She tries to manoeuver the car in between vast amounts of garden tools,
while on the highest shelves a clutter of boxes reminds her of years of printing toys and household
items. Eric meets her and watches her struggle.

–“I wouldn’t do that” he observes, “it’s better on its own. Hel, here let me show you something.” Eric
is an avid gardener. Lately he has taken pride in designing his own tools. With the print facility so
near, this has led to a steady stream of prints and slightly improved re-prints. They are now the proud
owners of a tool for every possible eventuality. Though Helga admires Eric’s ingenuity, she suddenly
feels very tired. As she glances over Eric’s newest invention, her eldest daughter bursts into the
garage.
-“Mum”, she shouts, “it’s almost finished! Can I show you?”
-“What’s finished?” Helga responds absent mindedly, still occupied with the issues at work, with
Eric’s new weeder, and with the clutter in the garage weighing vaguely in her awareness.
-“The design for my birthday gift! Can I show you?” her daughter implores.
-“Coming,” Helga says wearily, “let me have a minute with Daddy.” While her daughter retreats with
a disappointed look, Helga turns to Eric: “How did she manage to design that herself?”
-“Oh”, Eric replies, cleaning his tool, “the kid next door helped.” Helga reflects on this for a moment
as their nearest neighbour has only one daughter, 21 year old Lucy. But Lucy hardly is the person to
help with complex 3D design. Two years ago she joined a Simple Same Design (SSD) movement,
people who are into having objects exactly the same. They organise meets where they wear and carry
all the same stuff. Helga has seen pictures of masses of people looking oddly similar compared to all
the individualised styles that are common now.
-“Huh”, she says, “Lucy?”
-“Hah! No”, Eric replies, “the Mason boy is home. He has become quite good with the program
actually, and likes it too. I showed him all my stuff and he was really interested.”
-“How can you have let this happen!” Helga blurts it out suddenly, feeling not only tired, but
irritated, and something else too, something not quite clear in her mind, a sadness, “I thought we had
agreed on something special for her 15th birthday, an item from Dietmar, the material artist, like a
surprise!”
-”Oh, now, Hel, hon,“ Eric tries to soothe her, “I’m not so sure kids like surprises these days. And
Dietmar is a bit of a nut.” Helga looks at him.
-“I don’t think he is a nut,” she says calmly, a bit too calmly in fact, “he is an artist”. She emphasizes
the last word, “he believes objects suggest themselves in material.” Eric looks up and studies her face.
“Are you okay?” his look seems to ask. When he sees her relax, he laughs.
-“I know, you and this Dietmar! People don’t make things, things make things,” he chimes, “that’s his
line. Well, ha ha, (pointing to his weeder) this here is mine! I made this one today. And I don’t see
what’s wrong with that. And I think the kids are not into the simple shapes he designs.”
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-“That his material suggests,” Helga corrects him feebly, “I think his objects are miracles, natural.
While a lot of the stuff the kids are used to is so, so … over designed.”
-“Maybe” Eric replies, “but they’ll become better as they keep at it.” Helga looks again at the chaos
surrounding them.
-“Come on Helga,” Eric says, “Dietmar is unbelievably expensive.” True, Helga thinks, with wood
being the main unprintable, and then the work involved….
-“Really, Eric, I had so much wanted to surprise her. Don’t you remember what it was like to get a
gift, a real gift I mean, something you had not thought of and made yourself….” Eric smiles, “sort of”
his face seems to say.
-“I’ll get you a surprise, you look tired,” he says, “a cup of tea, for you and me…” The last words he
more or less sings again, and Helga cannot help but smile too. Maybe she is exaggerating, maybe she
is tired, and maybe she just had a bad day.

2050
Helga’s struggles in the company quickly become outdated. Co-bots now have social modules as a
standard. Helga has been part of a movement that demanded, on the basis of co-bot rights, that they
should have these modules. It isn’t fair, this group argued, to keep robots dumb, unable to develop
themselves or to enjoy work. As human-robot co-operation evolves, Thierry’s joke becomes something
of a reality. The union does establish units for co-bots, but also encounters new tensions. Some
members agree with these sections in the union, dealing specifically with robot workers. Some robots
also demand this. Helga, now 57, is one of the people that feels it would be better to have one union
for both co-bots and humans. Measures implemented for one group will always affect the other, she
reasons. Also, employers can play one group against the other if they do not operate together.
However, where in the earlier days it was not always easy to encourage solidarity amongst human
workers, to do the same between robots and humans seems to be even harder. Some of the human
workers do not want to be in a union together with robots. They feel the rights of robots, if these exist
at all, should always be less important than those of people. Robots are slaves. Others take the
opposite position and empathise with their co-bots more than with their remote human colleagues.
They even offer to do some of the duller work, though that would create too many technical problems
for the compex manufacturing systems in place.

Mass customisation has been established firmly, but so have SSD movements. The issue of contention
is sustainability. There now is evidence that mass customisation and cheaper production have led to
an increase in waste, even where a large part of this waste is recyclable. Artists who work with
unprintables are still esteemed highly, but their labour intensive work has become almost
unaffordable. The precious material they use is deeply valued for its enigmatic power of resistance.
Being able to buy their products has become a status symbol. At the same time, print facilities work
hard to create better wood and stone look-alikes for democratic prices.
Automated driving has become the norm and traffic safety has improved. However, public transport
has suffered. Only the members of the unskilled, often unemployed, underclass take public transport,
making stations and vehicles for public transport in the eyes of families like Helga and Eric’s
dangerous places. Because Helga’s children do not want to send their children to school by public
transport, families where partners telework half a week or less own three cars. Social co-ordination
software for carpooling children is becoming a new trend, though some families feel there are too
many safety and security issues with that.
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4. CPS for Energy and Critical Infrastructures and for Community
Security and Safety

Source: ecned.tk, retrieved at May 4, 2016

Introduction

This report presents the scenario that describes what Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) for energy and
critical infrastructures and for community security and safety might look like and illustrates the soft
impacts these may have on society (Section 4). A draft version of the scenario was presented and
discussed at the scenario workshop on February 18, 2016 in Brussels. Feedback provided on this
scenario has been integrated in the final version presented in this scenario report.
The document starts with a short description of the application of CPS for Energy and Critical
Infrastructures and for Community Security and Safety and the envisioned positive impacts and
concerns (Sections 2 and 3); these sections are based on the corresponding horizon scanning briefing
papers.

Energy

In order to tackle the ever-rising need for energy and to comply with the social and economic
demands of our times, there is a need to move towards increasing the usage of alternative energy
resources. Traditionally, power grids have been designed and operated as a one-direction
infrastructure with large scale, continuous power generation at one end and consumption of energy at
the other end. The emergence of renewable energy sources challenges this architecture: electricity, for
example, no longer has one single, large-scale source but thousands of energy generators largely
distributed geographically. Furthermore, wind- and sun-based electricity generation becomes
intermittent depending on the presence or absence of wind or clouds. This leads to a very dynamic
and decentralized future energy network, where electricity will be produced in a distributed way;
where customers will not only be consumers but also producers (“prosumers”); and where
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bidirectional interaction between producers, consumers and other entities will be possible. Individual
prosumers will be able to join communities of prosumers empowered by the information flow among
their members, allowing them to plan and execute common actions that have an impact on the energy
footprint. At the heart of realizing this new infrastructure lie CPS that pose a promising approach for
fine-grained monitoring and management of large-scale complex systems in an effort to adhere to the
future requirements posed by the rapidly evolving energy needs of our society.

In the short term, it is believed CPS will increasingly facilitate (automatic) interaction for fine-grained
monitoring and will enable matching demand and supply of energy in real-time. This migration
towards a new energy infrastructure will further blur the lines between virtual and physical energy-
related assets and dependent applications, and will set the stage for more sophisticated cross-layer
and cross-domain energy services in the longer term.

In the long term, it is believed CPS will enable an increased digitalization of business and operational
processes via automation, intelligent decision making, large scale cooperation, and empowered social
interactions. Sophisticated CPS that generate, store or consume electric energy will connect to an
intelligent grid that ensures not only a proper physical distribution of energy optimally matching
demand and supply at low operational cost, but also providing wide-spread energy services within
and beyond the energy domain. This ranges in scale from consumer appliances (e.g. smart-phones,
white-label goods etc.) to refrigerators, electric vehicles, and even to manufacturing plants and large
energy ecosystems. CPS-empowered services will be at the heart of multi-faceted future energy
products and will enable cross-disciplinary scenarios.

Positive impacts are envisioned in the areas of sustainability and economic allocation of resources:
 Smart grids should enable consumers to be more aware of their power consumption, which

might steer behaviour towards reduced energy consumption.
 They should enable a larger scale implementation of solar and wind power.
 They should enable the reduction of power losses in transmission and distribution, leading to

a reduction in “wasted” energy

Prominent areas of concern include privacy issues, questions of ownership of systems and data and,
related to that, responsibility and liability:
 The shift towards multiple stakeholders (both new and evolving ones: energy companies,

distribution system operators, telecommunications and software developers) raises questions
particularly concerning data-management: Who is in charge of the critical system operations?
Who stores and manages the lifecycle of data? What will be the effect of the increasing role of
private companies in a sector that has a crucial impact on the operations of important public
functions (such as security of supply, safety etc.) and upon which other industries heavily
rely?

 The increased delegation and reliance on machine-based decision making processes and the
associated ethical decisions of machine-based intelligence.

 Who decides on the configuration of the algorithms that take decisions, and what factors are
taken into account? How to safeguard misuse of the infrastructure from political or unethical
objectives?

 As new human actors and automated actors are introduced into the grid operation. Who will
be accountable for the influence of the automated actors on the grid?
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Community security and safety

In the domain of community security and safety, CPS include (autonomous) drones and advanced
robotics as well as (miniature) ubiquitous devices. The short-term trend is that more tasks are being
delegated to CPS, particularly unmanned vehicles for security. Unmanned systems will perform tasks
such as guarding, monitoring, and protecting autonomously. As the level of sophistication increases
and users will rely more and more on machines, the reliance on humans to determine when and how
to act appropriately will diminish.
The expected impact on security is the opening up of new vulnerabilities that may be exploited by
hackers either to corrupt the operation of systems, or to extract commercial or other sensitive data.
The expected impact on safety is that the levels of complexity of the CPS are such that (human)
operators are unable to predict machine behaviour, and therefore take inappropriate actions that
conflict with the CPS behaviour in unsafe ways.

The long-term trend holds the prospect of ever more capable and ubiquitous CPS, such that human
beings and organizations will delegate more activities involving decision making and action to
machines.
The greatest impact on security for individuals concerns the quantities of private data that are
collected by CPS.
The impact on safety relates to control over systems and systems predictability, and (human
understanding of) increasing complexity of automated safety.

An important caveat
These are not predictions of the future. New and unforeseen matters of concern will materialise in
relation to these new technologies. These issues don’t come ready at hand or in a predefined form, but
require interpretation and valuation by politicians and policy makers. The following scenario evokes a
possible future, incorporating possible value-trade-offs that may or may not become subject to
political controversy and may or may not require legislation. Whether they do, is partly in the hands
of the ones reading these scenarios.

Scenario

2020
As a young man, Harry Green was an active member of the left-green political movement, driven by
the belief that informed, responsible consumption is the foundation of sustainable living. It wasn’t just
that energy pollutes, or that it is expensive. These issues would soon be a thing of the past it seemed
with the way things were progressing. Rather, he believed that there is something inherently valuable
about consuming in moderation. For too long, Harry thought, we humans had acted as if nature was
there to be dominated by us for our purposes, and this exploitative behavior had brought us to the
brink of ecological disaster. Even if we did manage to escape the catastrophe at hand, it was this
attitude, this perverse relationship to nature, which was more than anything else at fault and needed
mending. Harry was thus a firm believer that it is not just the responsibility of producers, like
factories or car manufacturers to bear the burden of sustainability, but also of individuals, and that the
starting point for consuming responsibly was a clear understanding of one’s consumption behavior.

In light of this Harry finds the prospect of smart energy grids powered by cyber physical systems very
exciting, and when he and his wife, Helen purchase their first home in 2022, he invests in making the
house smart grid friendly – both connecting all of his electrical devices to the system and equipping it
with solar panels that can generate their own electricity.
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Harry very much enjoys being able to see how much his different devices are consuming. He takes
pleasure explaining how this works to Helen, and discussing their performance as responsible
consumers with her. And he patiently educates his two children in responsible consumption with the
help of the smart devices. He is very proud that they will grow up aware of what their different
devices consume. He passionately talks to them about a new relationship to nature that is taking form
in our societies. We now adapt to nature’s capriciousness with the CPS, rather than trying to reign it
in. He is also happy to be an active participant in the move from unsustainable to renewable energy
production, with his own solar panels on the house. At first, his home insurance company had issues
with them, and didn’t want to cover for fire risks. But thankfully, governments were stepping up their
game, and insurance companies were starting to show some flexibility.

Harry and his family need to acquire some new skills in order to make this system as efficient as
possible. They need to be able to read the information that the smart grid presents to them, to
understand the peaks and lows in consumption and production, in order to make smart decisions
about when to use the washing machine, the dryer, the dishwasher. Luckily, the system uses a variety
of “nudges” to help them along the way, like the text notifications Harry, Helen and their teenage
daughter Emilie receive to their smartphones (luckily Harry has upgraded the system to one that can
be activated remotely), or the notifications that appear on the devices themselves, notifying them that
an upcoming dip is the perfect time to set them in motion. Harry has also persuaded his father to
introduce a smart system into his home. He complains about not liking to spend so much time
understanding the readings and feeling anxious about reading them correctly – despite and including
the notifications. He’s not used to interacting so much with these devices, which it took him long
enough to learn to activate in the first place. But Harry interprets this as a call for attention.  And he
sees the need to teach his father these new skills as an opportunity not just to spend some time with
him, but to explain to his father, as to his kids, how mindless and detrimental consumption behavior
has been for decades.

At home, this has led to some family quarrels, however. Helen isn’t always happy about being told
when she should be doing what. It’s often the case that she runs out of clean clothes for her 5-year old,
who gets dirty pretty quickly, and finds herself waiting for the “responsible” time to do the washing.
“Making sure my kid’s gym clothes are clean for tomorrow”, she thinks, “that’s responsible!” She’s
also a light sleeper, and has been pestering Harry to move the washing machine and dryer away from
the space near their bedroom because the machines functioning at night keep her awake. Still, Harry
believes this loss of freedom, enacted as the ability to consume when we want, is a small price to pay
for more sustainable consumption, and he views it as ancillary to wanting to consume as much as we
want.

Helen usually resigns to this logic. But there are other aspects of the system she finds troubling. She
has always been quite a private person, never too keen on sharing her personal issues with strangers.
Yet, it isn’t clear to her who else, outside of their household, can see the data that their devices are
generating. She’s not sure she wants someone, somewhere, to know that she made the decision –
against the system’s advice – to dry a load of washing “irresponsibly”, during peak consumption
time. Is that really someone else’s business? And could that be used against her in some way?
Probably, she reckons, this data is surely being used to construct all kinds of profiles about
responsible and irresponsible users, and she can’t help thinking of that terribly scary novel, Big
Brother.

When she brings this up one night at the dinner table, Emilie’s reaction is, unsurprisingly, that her
mother has outdated views about privacy. “Welcome to the 2020s, mom”, she rolls her eyes, “privacy
is dead whether we like it or not. The question is, what have you got to hide?” “That”, Harry breaks
in, “shouldn’t be the question. The question should only be who else can see this data and for what
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purpose”. Helen recalls Harry’s youthful ruminations over the “irresponsible consumption tax”. “If
this data is shared with the state, which has the public’s best interest in mind, that’s one thing,” he
explains. “But lately, along with my text notifications from the grid, I’ve started getting
advertisements. And not just the usual annoying public announcements: apparently, replacing our
fridge with the Elektra Clean 2020 would save us €25 a month. I’d like to know how the hell Elektra
knows which fridge I have and how much it consumes! Those companies have no right to my data!

2030
In the decade that the Greens have lived in their smart home, smart grids have been developing and
how people interact with them has been changing.

All new homes are part of the CPS energy infrastructure, and most old homes have adapted as well,
with all energy consuming and producing devices connected to the grid. Dealing with the explosion
of the number of electric cars in use, that connect to the grid as well, has been an issue. But nobody
thought that managing the new energy supply and demands would be a simple task. This has been
the source of a number of glitches, where devices have to be neutralized at peak times to avoid
putting too much stress on the grid. It does feel a bit archaic at times, when lights have to be turned
off, for example, and Helen revels in the irony of it. Harry, for him, is happy that Emilie is studying
computer science at university, and hopes that she will apply her skills to exactly this type of problem.
Another important change, with the expansion of the system, has been that people seem to be less
willing to engage with it. “Information overload”, is a term that you hear increasingly. Like Harry’s
neighbour down the street, Mohammed.
- “I don’t want to know”, he says, “I’ve got enough on my plate as it is, now I also have to make sure I
listen to all these devices and turn them on and off at the right time?? Where’s the efficiency in that?”
- “It’s a small price –“ Harry starts, but is cut off.
- “Why can’t they just turn on and off when they see fit, they can do it for me if they’re so damn
smart!”
Harry is stubborn, but there’s no persuading Mohammed.
- “I know you like to stay in control of things, Harry, but from where I’m standing, that looks like a
luxury. This is just taking up too much of my time. I’m a hard-working man, so is my wife, and we’ve
got a big family. I’ve got better things to do. Isn’t technology supposed to help me?”
- “But don’t you see, Momo? It’s not just about control. If we let the system decide for us, we’ll lose
the knowledge of how much we consume and how to consume responsibly. If you don’t know, if
you’re not aware, you can’t make informed decisions, you can’t be responsible! And that’s what drove
us to the brink of ecological disaster in the first place!”

- “Too bad. Let the system be responsible for me; the result will be the same, so you should be happy.”
These conversations made Harry very angry, and he became increasingly resentful of Mohammed
and others who made similar claims. They didn’t understand that this could also erode the moral
dimension that was part of the move towards clean energy and sustainable consumption. But they
were many, and the trend in smart home systems was turning more and more towards smart
automation and away from individuals making smart decisions. Sure, you could still opt to interact
with the devices and activate them yourself via the systems preferences, but now the system was
nudging people towards giving that up, with texts accompanying notifications like “would you like
the system to activate the dishwasher automatically at the next dip time?” Convenience, it seemed,
was more important to most people than knowledge. The government seemed to prefer this type of
solution as well: managing supply and demand is easier when you’re dealing only with completely
automated smart systems and not fickle humans as well.

One day, after a short weekend on the coast, Harry, Helen and their youngest return home to find that
they’ve been burgled. This is the third time in 7 years, and this isn’t just typical for their region: they
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recently saw a report on the news claiming that burglaries are on the rise. Apparently, it doesn’t take
much computer knowledge to hack the grid and collect information about household behaviour – like
when things are running and when they’re not. “This is a clear indication”, a police investigator in the
report had explained, “of when people are home and when they aren’t; it’s that simple”.
The vulnerability of the system to hackers keeps Harry up at night. It wasn’t just about his own
possessions. If simple burglars could hack the system, imagine what a crazy terrorist could do?! They
could bring down the entire grid… What levels of harm was their connection to the grid exposing
them to?
“That’s enough,” Harry thinks to himself. A few weeks ago the couple from across the street
approached him about forming a small community of energy prosumers, connected by a micro-grid
that would work autonomously of the state-run grid. Janneke and Hans bought their house a few
years after Harry and Helen. He admired their house, a marvel of smart, inter-connected energy-
efficient devices, but he didn’t particularly like them. Janneke was a show-off, a hot-shot financial
advisor, and Hans was an interior designer. They may have the environment at heart, but they were
what he and Helen would call enlightened neo-liberals, worried about the environment but only
insofar as it affected themselves.
Still, in light of his fears about the vulnerability of the system and the trend towards increasingly
automated smart systems, ditching the national grid and joining a community which decided itself
how to shape its own grid seemed increasingly attractive. Helen too, thinks this an interesting idea: it
sounds like a solution to gaining some autonomy and privacy back!

2050
Since 2030, a lot has changed. Like Harry and Helen and their neighbors, many households have
decided to move off the national energy grid and create their own semi-autonomous micro-grid
communities. Energy production has been largely decentralized, and often, these communities
produce enough energy to sell to other communities or to the state at peak consumption times. This
has created some competition between these groups, that vie for relative advantages by various
means. And only some micro-grids have gained the right to be real actors in the market and sell their
excess energy to the national grid.

The Sterreplein community that Harry and Helen belong to along with 15 other households is a
successful one. Upon Janneke’s direction, who soon took up the role of selling and trading the
community’s surplus energy, they rarely need to purchase energy at all. Janneke has also succeeded in
striking a deal with the nearby supermarket, for the use of its cooling system. Other than Janneke’s
sometimes excessive profit-seeking, Harry feels good as a member of the Sterreplein community. He
knows that they are producing “real” green energy, as opposed to the many fraudsters who go under
the “green” label that is given out so easily: yet one more reason to do things your own way. Most
importantly, to some degree or other, all of the Sterreplein share the belief that energy CPS has
fostered a new relationship to nature. It’s funny, he thinks to himself, that technology is best suited to
enable this responsibility towards nature.

All members of Harry’s community are thus very knowledgeable about how their micro-grid runs,
how to keep the data they are generating private to the outside, and what to do in case of the
introduction of a virus. Also, if any decisions need to be made – about joining or leaving the
community, about adding new energy producing infrastructures, and the like – member households
hold a democratic vote. They are a collective. This is why it’s so important to have like-minded,
educated people as community members. This isn’t the case for all communities. Some are run in a
top-down manner, by an off-site manager outsourced from one of the semi-monopoly utility
companies. The Sterreplein community believes strongly in member empowerment.
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Harry recalls the unpleasant issue of expulsing the van Dijk household. As such a tight-knit
community, member households are very aware of what others are producing and consuming – this
data must be as transparent as possible to be managed in the best way possible. And the van Dijk’s,
despite a number of warnings, frequently forgot to update their system, and, more alarmingly, kept
charging their car at peak consumption times. There is of course room for some flexibility in every
organization, but Mr. van Dijk showed none himself, with his unconditional refusal to ever take the
bus instead of his car to work.

“Your communities are like sects,” Mohammed told Harry some time ago. “Your micro-grid, the new
church; your eco-responsibility the new religion.” Mohammed was spiteful. And Harry could
understand why. Not owning his own home, he could never join a micro-grid community himself.
The best he could wish for was that his landlord would. And he, like all the other households who
could not go off grid, was stuck with what the government had to offer. The national grid has become
a glitch-ridden, ad-infested mess, where pseudo-green energy abounded. With more and more
households turning to micro-grid solutions, the necessary funds to maintain the infrastructure, to
prevent privacy and security breaches and to manage supply and demand were in constant lack. Poor
Momo, thinks Harry. And those systems, he sighs, they’re so automated. Momo has no idea what his
devices are doing, no way of controlling them, nor would he know what to do or who to turn to when
problems occur. Just imagine how long it must take to file a complaint with a national grid official…
He feels sorry for Mohammed. Neither of them expected this, but one can say Mohammed should
have seen it coming. Same as for the van Dijk’s really. Too bad for him, for not wanting to be involved
when he could have.

Harry shudders. At both the idea of being expulsed or being left behind on the national grid. He
couldn’t imagine a better place to be than where he is right now. It might not be fair for everyone, but
that’s just life.
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Introduction

The present annex provides further detail on the Scientific Foresight approach that was used in
preparing the report1, in particular

 a lay explanation of the concepts of hard and soft impact
 a description of the theoretical framework underlying these concepts
 A description of how these concepts have been used in an 'envisioning workshop' to explore

potential 'soft impacts' of CPS as a basis for the development of scenarios

1 Lay explanation of hard and soft impacts, as used in this study

By Dr. Tamar Sharon, Maastricht University:

"New technologies come with great promises: they promise us better health, cleaner air, more quality time. But
we also know that technologies often turn out to be used differently than expected: they explode; they poison;
they pollute… they have all kinds of unintended consequences for our safety, for our health and for our
environment. These are what we could call “hard impacts”. Hard in that they are easily identifiable: they pose
clear instances of harm, and so, call for clear policies and legal regulations.

But while technologies fulfil their functions, they also do much more: they give shape to what we do, how we
experience the world and what we value. These are technologies’ “soft impacts”, impacts which are not so easily
identifiable, and in which it isn’t always clear who is to blame or even if someone should be blamed.

For example one of the early discussions around the introduction of the mobile phone, if you remember, was
about how much radiation we were getting from these devices, and if this was healthy. This is a hard impact.

But mobile phones have had much more far-reaching, soft impacts, than we ever could have imagined, because
mobile phones also influence

- What we expect from one another (to always be available);

- How we experience things (like distance and closeness);

- How we understand ourselves (if we look at the popularity of selfies).

Currently, we are in dire need of rethinking our norms of conduct in light of mobile phone use. How do we use
these politely in the presence of others? How do we respond to the pull we have to constantly check them?

These are the types of unintended impacts of technology that we study. Not because hard impacts are not
important. They are, but because soft impacts tend to fly under the radar as in policy making. They are usually
considered too vague, too fuzzy, too contested, to be considered matters of public concern.

And yet, they matter. You are all well aware of the public backlash against GMOs that many people thought to
be “unnatural”. The destabilization of how we understand “the natural” is a soft impact; though one that had
clear hard consequences.

So, soft impacts may very well have hard consequences for the future, and in this pilot project we set out to
explore some of the soft impacts that may arise from the introduction of cyber physical systems, and that we
think may be become matters of public concern.

What to do with these issues? If and how to translate them into policy is for policy makers to decide. But we
think it is of utmost importance to put these issues on the agenda, in order not to be taken by surprise. Because
soft impacts determine to a large degree whether and how a technology is societally embedded.”

1 The general process is described in the report Towards Scientific Foresight in the European Parliament.
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2015/527415/EPRS_IDA(2015)527415_REV1_EN.pdf
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2 'Hard and Soft Impacts': A theoretical description

By Professor Dr. Tsjalling Swierstra (Maastricht University)

"European societies have devised methods and institutions to deal with technological hazards. One
key strategy is the retrospective or prospective assessment of the impacts of technologies. Technology
Assessment (TA) provides policymakers with a cost-benefit analysis to help them decide whether to
stimulate, regulate, modify, or even ban a technology.
An important challenge is how to make TA authoritative. A first step was the development of
methods to quantify the chance that a hazard would occur, and the magnitude of undesirable
outcome itself. Second, quantification required that the ‘undesirable outcome’ had to be defined in a
noncontroversial manner. This is done by applying the 'no-harm principle'. If clear and objective harm
is done, the state should step in and private actors (like companies) should be held accountable to
redress the harm done. Widely accepted values like safety, health, and – more recently – the
environment enable the public identification of technological harms. A third condition for state
intervention is that harms can be causally ascribed to technology actors and corporations, so we know
whom to blame.
If impacts of technology answer to these three conditions – quantifiability, no-harm and causation -
then technology and policy actors often consider them to be sufficiently ‘hard’ (objective, rational,
public, and concrete) to act upon, and to hold someone accountable. This accountability regime thus
provides technology actors with a powerful incentive to avoid or reduce such ‘hard impacts’ of
technology.
However, technologies don’t exclusively have ‘hard impacts’ like poisoning, exploding, polluting and
depleting. For example, citizens might worry that surfing the Internet destroys knowledge and
undermines intellectual virtues by making us shallower and easily distracted, or that Facebook makes
a travesty of friendship. These impacts are not quantifiable; there is no consensus whether harm is
actually done; and we cannot simply blame the Internet for them because much depends on how one
uses the Internet. In brief: impacts like these are qualitative rather than quantitative; the core values at
stake are unclear or contested; and the results are co-produced by the user rather than being caused
solely by the technology. As a result, such impacts often get dismissed as too fuzzy, or too ‘soft’, to
take seriously by public policy. At best, they get acknowledged as legitimate, but essentially private,
concerns.
Of course, the hard-soft distinction is gradual, contested, and drawn differently at different times and
places. For a long time, doing something ‘unnatural’ was considered to be a clear and
noncontroversial instance of harm. On the other hand, if a technology failed to be sustainable, this was
hardly noticed. Nowadays, these tables have been completely turned. Also, impacts can (and do) score
differently on each of the three dimensions. For instance, one may be able to quantify the chance that
certain genetically modified organisms will spread in nature, without, however, agreeing on whether
this would be a problem. Or we may agree that it is very harmful to play violent computer games all
day, without agreeing to what extent the game or the user is to blame.
So, today’s soft impacts, may very well be tomorrow’s hard ones. Impacts of technology that are
presently discarded by policy makers as too soft, as too private, might determine tomorrow’s political
agenda. An instructive example is provided by the introduction of genetically modified foods in the
EU. Although many policy makers and technology actors dismissed any concerns about ‘naturalness’,
significant parts of the public judged otherwise – with an unforeseen backlash as result. More
generally, we know from the past that new technologies provoke new practices and values that
sometimes thwart the stated purposes of a new technology. Just think of all the timesaving devices
that have been introduced, only with the effect of speeding-up society and further increasing time
scarcity."
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3 Exploration of possible impacts (envisioning or 'soft impact' phase) -
Approach

Based on these explorative technical horizon scanning studies summarized in Chapter 2 of the main
report, the ‘360° envisioning’ workshop identified plausible soft impacts of CPS on human actors,
their values, and their activities. The workshop was held with a balanced mix of technical experts,
social scientists and other participants, including MEPs and/or their assistants and foresight staff.
It was crucial to include social and humanities experts in this phase to ensure that the identification of
impacts takes into account the concerns of all societal actors, and captures the soft impacts. Figure
A3.1 (below) was used as a checklist to help us to identify as many areas as possible where there could
or will be impacts by developments in CPS. It is important to note that the ‘D’ (of 'Demographic') of
STEEPED, refers to multiple attributes including age, gender, origin, education, profession, etc., for
avoiding that anyone member of society is overlooked in the foresight process.

Figure A3.1: Envisioning phase tool

To encourage thinking about long-term impacts and to challenge the assumptions taken in the horizon
scanning, we developed some 'what if?'2 questions that focussed on the demographic dimension and
soft impacts, and facilitated collectively imagining the plausible soft impacts of CPS on human actors,
their values, and their activities.
The goals of the workshop were, then:

 To articulate the vision behind a technological development (promises, values);

 To explore soft impacts by imaginatively investigating how current stakeholder practices
might be affected in unintended ways, including how the prevalent meanings of normative
concepts (like human, (dis)ability, healthy, security, risk, etc.) could be destabilized;

 To explore impacts which are far removed in space and time.

This approach allowed identifying initial concerns and possible impacts that were used as basis for the
development of the scenarios presented in Annex 2 of this report.

2 Ravetz, J., 1997. The science of ‘what-if?’ Futures, 29(6), 533–539
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